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SALATAND SALAM UPON THE PROPHET

When a believer sends salat and salam upon the Prophet

Muhammad Sj>, he is supplicating to Allah to ennoble him, to

increase him in that ennoblement, and to elevate his status whilst

also bestowing peace and mercy upon him.

A Indicates footnote added by the author

T Indicates footnote added by the translator
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AUTHOR’S BIOGRAPHY

Al-Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawl al-

Aydarus, also known as Habib Sa‘d,

was born in Tarim in 1351 AH (1932

CE). There he was raised, nurtured and

schooled under the watchful gaze of

his father - the very learned, al-Habib

‘Umar bin ‘Aydarus, a leading Tarim alim

(scholar); and his mother - the virtuous,

purified lady, the sharifa, Farimah

daughter of Sayyid Hasan bin ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Junayd.

She is also the mother of two great imams: Muhammad and

Awad, sons of al-Habib Hamid bin Muhammad Ba Alawl,

both imams of the famous mosque of al-Ba ‘Alawl (they are

therefore his maternal half-brothers). He lived with his mother

in his famous house in al-Nuwaydirah. He was always dutiful

to his mother, assiduous in her welfare and particular in her

care. When she passed away in 1410 AH (1989 CE), she was

nearly one hundred years old, may Allah the Exalted show

her mercy. Al-Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawl thus grew up in

the city of Tarim in a home of scholarship, virtuousness, zuhd

(renunciation of all that is other than Allah) and purity. He was

nurtured and formed in the bosom of knowledge. He studied

under many learned imams and shuyukh, like the Imam and
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Author's Biography

Shaykh of Islam, ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Umar al-Shatiri, and the jurist,

al-Habib Salim bin Hafidh bin Shaykh Abi Baler bin Salim. He

adopted the addb (decorum, etiquette or properties) of the

Imam, the ‘Arif of Allah and daiya (invicer to Allah), al-Habib

‘Alawi bin Abd Allah bin Shihab as well as the addbs of the

historian and linguist,‘Umar bin Alawi al-Kaf and many others.

He spent six years at the Ribdt (School of sacred knowledge) of

Tarim studying under various shuyukh - the foremost being

Imam Abd Allah bin ‘Umar al-Shatiri, from whom he imbibed

many disciplines, especially jurisprudence, hadith (prophetic

tradition), Arabic, wayfaring, history, sciences of the Qur’an

and other subjects.

In 1371 AH (1951 CE), he travelled to Aden for work,

but later encountered much difficulty and harshness under

the tyrannical communist government. In 1391 AH (1971

CE), he was jailed, despite having committed no crime - a

grave miscarriage of justice that the communist government

perpetrated against many ‘ulama (scholars) and virtuous

people at the time. He spent three and a half years in prison

enduring the most severe types of torture, yet in spite ol these

circumstances, he was able to memorise the Qur’an, by the

mercy of Allah. He was released in the year 1395 AH (1975

CE) and returned to Tarim, where he became the imam of the

famous al-Saqqaf mosque, which is considered to be one of the

greatest mosques in Tarim. It is the mosque of his grandfather

- the great Imam and Qutb - Abd al-Rahman bin Muhammad

al-Saqqaf Ba ‘Alawi who died in 819 AH (1416 CE). Imam Abu

Bakr al-Shilli said in Mashra al-Rawi

:

“Tire mosques of Imam

al-Saqqaf in Tarim are many, and the greatest and most famous

among them is this mosque.” It is also called the Ratib mosque

because every Thursday and Friday night, the ratib of Imam al-

Saqqaf has been recited there for over six hundred years. These

ratib gatherings were suspended at the time of the communist

rule, but were later resumed by al-Habib Muhammad, and

continue to the present day. One of the traditions of the
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mosque is that a hizb of Qur’an is read nightly between the

maghrib and ‘isha prayers and also just before the dawn prayer.

All of the recitation is from memory and only by those who

have memorised the Holy Book.

In 1397 AH (1976 CE), Habib Muhammad reopened the

renowned school ofAbi Murayyem for the memorisation of the

Qur’an, which had been forced to close during the communist

rule. It was originally founded by the great Imam Muhammad
Abi Murayyem bin ‘Umar in the year 822 AH (1419 CE).

Thousands of memorisers of the holy Qur’an, jurists, arifin of

Allah and
‘

ulama have graduated from it over the centuries.

The school is known for itsfath (spiritual opening), for assisting

in memorising the Qur’an and for the acceptance of one’s dua

- everyone who has studied in it has been givenfath from Allah

and assistance in memorising the Qur’an.

His teachers, who are great ‘ulama’ and ‘arifin of Allah, have

always had him under their watchful gaze. They have spoken

very highly ofhim and have made many great duas for him, and

have attended many of his gatherings. ‘Ulama such as the ‘arif

of Allah, al-Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawl bin ‘Abd Allah bin

Shihab; the ‘arifof Allah, al-Habib ‘Abd-al-Qadir bin Ahmad al-

Saqqaf who, When he travelled to Tarim in 1412 AH (1991 CE),

visited the blessed Abi Murayyem; and the great shaykh, ‘Umar

bin ‘Alawl bin Abi Bakr al-Kaf who said of Abi Murayyem,

in his book, Al-Khabaya fi al-Zawaya

:

“For a period of time,

knowledge ceased to be taught in that dome (Abi Murayyem)

until Allah sent someone to revive it and to re-establish lessons

within it, and that was the son of the inheritor of the secrets of

his grandfathers, al-‘Aydarus, Muhammad, also known as Sa‘d

bin Alawi al-‘Aydarus. He reopened the dome and took on the

responsibility of teaching [others] to memorise the Qur’an. He

was assisted in this endeavour by al-Habib ‘Ali al-Mash-hur

bin Muhammad bin Salim bin Hafidh who taught the rules of

tajwid. Many have memorised the Holy Book under them in

a very short space of time. May Allah reward the two sayyids
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with the best of all rewards.”

Many students have benefited from Habib Muhammad

and have graduated under him. The majority of seekers of

laaowledge in Tarim, those responsible for teaching in the

many schools - institutions like the Ribat of Tarim and Dar

al-Mustafa - and those responsible for dawa (inviting people

to Allah), within the country and abroad, have memorised

the Qur’an under him. People like the great daiya and alim ,

al-Habib ‘Umar bin Muhammad bin Salim bin Hafidh, the

founder of Dar al-Mustafa, who was the first student to finish

the memorisation of Qur’an [under the guidance of Habib

Muhammad]; al-sayyid ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Abd al-Rahman bin

Hasan bin Shihab, who concluded his memorisation in only

two and a half months, and who has now spent over twenty-

five years teaching in the school and continues to do so to the

present day; Shaykh Muhammad bin Husayn Ba Fadl who

has also spent twenty-five years teaching at the school and

continues to teach up to the present day; the daiya al-Habib

Musa al-Kadhim al-Saqqaf who is now a teacher in Dar al-

Mustafa, and many others scattered all over the world.

His advanced age notwithstanding, you will almost always

find Habib Muhammad immersed in studying, compiling and

writing. He has composed over forty books, all of which are

very beneficial and unique. He leads and participates in many

lessons and dhikr gatherings in Tarim, some of which are held

on a daily basis, some weekly and others annually. One such

gathering is the lesson he holds inside the mausoleum of his

grandfather, the Qutb Abd Allah bin Abi Bakr al-Aydaius, in

which the Ihya’ ‘Ulutn al-Din of Imam al-Ghazali is lead. He

often urges people to study the Ihya Ulum al-Din and other

books of Imam al-Ghazali. He holds a weekly public lesson

on the Sahih al-Bukhari in the Ba'Alawi mosque which is

concluded in the month of Rajab, and a weekly sitting on Friday

in masjid al-Saqqaf after the ‘asr prayer where many books on

different disciplines are read. In the month of Ramadan, this

13
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majlis takes place daily for the entire month.

Al-Habib Muhammad is involved in the restoration and

preservation of many historic buildings, institutions of

knowledge and places of worship. He continues to reside and

teach in Tarim as a beacon of knowledge and a pillar of the

community.

His Lineage

He is Al-Habib Muhammad, son of ‘Alawl, son of ‘Umar al-

‘Aydarus, son of ‘Aydarus, son of ‘Alawl, son of ‘Abd Allah, son

of ‘Alawl, son of‘Abd Allah, son of al-Hasan, son of ‘Alawl, son

of ‘Abd Allah, son of Ahmad, son of the Imam and Shaykh,

Husayn, son of the Imam and Qutb,‘Abd Allah al-‘Aydarus, son

of Imam Abi-Bakr, son of the Qutb ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Saqqaf,

son of Imam Muhammad Mawla al-Dawila, son of Imam
‘Alawi al-Ghayur, son of Imam al-Ustadh al-A‘dham al-Faqlh

al-Muqaddam, Muhammad, son of Ali, son of Muhammad
Sahib MIrbat, son of Imam ‘Ali Khali' Qasam, son of ‘Alawi,

son of Muhammad, son of ‘Alawi, son of ‘Ubaydullah, son of

Ahmad al-Muhajir-ila-Allah, son of ‘Isa, son of Muhammad
al-Naqib, son of ‘Ali al-‘Uraydi, son of Ja'far al-Sadiq, son of

Muhammad af-Baqir, son of‘Ali Zayn al-‘AbidIn, son of Husayn

(the grandson of the Envoy of Allah H), son of ‘Ali ibn Abi

Talib - may Allah ennoble his countenance - the husband of

Fatimah al-Zahra’ , daughter of the Envoy of Allah &>.

Extract from Bahjat al-Nufiis fi Dhikr Nnbdha Yasira min

Tarjumat al-Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawi bin ‘Umar al-

‘Aydarus, a short biography on al-Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawi

bin ‘Umar al-‘Aydarus, by his student Shaykh ‘Abd Allah bin

‘Abd al-Rahman Ba Fadl.

14



TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION

And they have been commanded no more than this: to worship

Allah, offering Him sincere devotion, being true (in faith)...

(Qur’an, Al-Bayyina 98:05)

The Book of Intentions by Habib Muhammad bin ‘Alawl al-

‘Aydarus, also known as Habib Sa‘d, brings together the

prophetic intentions and the intentions of the salaf (righteous

predecessors). It illustrates in a practical way the meaning of

the hadith of his great grandfather #, “Verily actions are only

according to intentions, and every man shall have according to

what he has intended. Whosoever makes hijra (migrates) for

Allah and His Envoy, then his hijra is to Allah and His Envoy,

and whosoever makes hijra to achieve some worldly benefit or

to take a woman in marriage, then his hijra is to that for which

he has made hijra!’

To have an intention in one’s actions is eminently vital. It is

what makes an act of worship acceptable to Allah. It is what the

Qur’an and the Sunna summon us to. Ibn Mas ud said, “No

speech or action benefits, except with intention; and no speech,

action or intention benefits, except that which is in accordance

with the Sunna!’ He also said, “If your intention is one of

these three: to shame the ignorant, to argue with the fuqaha

(jurists), or to cause people to turn their faces in your direction

- then do not seek knowledge. Intend with your actions and

15
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words that which is with Allah, for indeed what is with Allah

shall abide and everything else shall perish”

.

Imam al-Ghazali defines an intention as “the motivation of

the self, its aim and inclination to obtain the manifestation of

its goal, either presently or in the future”. Everyone shall come

to see the manifestation of their intentions, whether in this life

or in the hereafter. Al-HasanA has said, “Indeed, nothing other

than the intention has caused the dwellers of the Garden to

dwell in the Garden eternally, and the dwellers of the Hellfire to

dwell in the Hellfire eternally”.

Whilst many of us may be aware of the fundamental

importance of intentions, few may be privy to how these

intentions may be elevated and multiplied so as to exalt their

corresponding action, or how to consecrate the seemingly

spiritually-indifferent action with a virtuous intention.

When sincere, an intention can transform and illuminate.

Commonplace aspects of our everyday lives - often devoid of

any spiritual connection - can be transmuted into invaluable

acts of worship and vehicles for Divine Proximity. It is a

medium through which we can enhance our connection with

the Prophet Muhammad % and those who sought, and seek, to

follow his every example with ihsan (perfection or excellence).

Intentions are inextricably linked to the heart - they

emanate from, impact upon and connect hearts; as such, the

author of this book invites the reader to a journey of the heart,

and to some of the inexhaustible opportunities for devotion,

transformation and reward that potentially lie ahead through

the alchemy of intention.

The parable of those who spend their substance in the way of

Allah is that of a grain of corn out of which grow seven ears,

and each ear has a hundred grains. For Allah grants manifold

increase unto whom He wills; and Allah is Infinite, All-Knowing.

(Qur’an, Al-Baqara 2:261)

16



Translator's Introduction

Intentions have sometimes been compared to seeds which,

depending on their quality, can either yield a robust and

flourishing fruit-bearing harvest or a crop that is stricken by

disease, doomed to result in failure and destined to become

a source of misery for all those involved. For these reasons,

the
‘

arifin-biLlah have consistently urged us to have vigilance

concerning our intentions and to seek to ensure their purity

from anything other than that which serves to nurture

a virtuous and fertile intention. In lydah Asrar ‘Uliun al-

Muqarrabin (Illuminating the Secrets of the Knowledge of Those

Brought Near) Imam Jamal al-Din Muhammad ibn ‘Abd Allah

ibn Shaykh al-Aydarus Ba Alawi, whose lineage meets with

that of the author’s in Shaykh Abd Allah al-Aydarus, writes:

Know that indeed among the fundamentals and principles

that one must take into account and act upon, is the

establishing of all actions upon the mastering of intentions,

to have sincerity with your innermost thoughts, and to enter

into acts of obedience purified from all blemishes that seek

to corrupt such acts.

The source of this is the saying of the Prophet 0, “Verily,

actions are only according to intentions and every man shall

have according to what he has intended.” So, the actions

of the hearts are the intentions and from them issue all

outward acts. The foundations are the actions of the hearts

and the branches are the acts of the limbs. If the foundations

are firmly established, then the branches will be firm. And if

the foundations - which are the intentions - are neglected,

the outward acts will waver. This applies to all religious and

worldly actions.

If you want success and fulfilment in your affairs, then

perfect your objectives, whether small or great; firstly, by

reflecting deeply upon them and secondly, by apportioning

to each one what it deserves of your aspiration. After that

17
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surrender them to Allah, Most High, and seek refuge in

Him for their completion and success. By doing so actions

are purified and all desires are made sound. So grasp this

understanding, listener, for subtlety exists in certain areas of

such discussions; so it is required of us to clarify this to our

wayfaring brethren, so that they may be guided. Allah is the

One Who gives success and from Him assistance is granted.

In this way, through the practice of reflecting upon the motives

behind our every action, we are guarding against those subtle,

ungodly insinuations that seek to defile our intentions and by

extension, our actions. Al-Nasa’i reported that a man asked the

Prophet 0>, "What is your opinion of one who fights [in the

way of Allah] seeking fame [in the world] and reward [from

Allah]?" The Prophet replied, "He receives nothing [by way

of reward from Allah]." The Prophet S repeated this three

times and then said, "Allah accepts no deeds other than those

that are performed solely for His sake and by which His Face

is sought."

This awareness and vigilance can also act as a ‘filter’ by

means of which one may decide whether an action is inherently

virtuous, sinful or neutral, and so assist in avoiding not only

a reprehensible action, but also a worthless action. ‘Umar ibn

al-Khattab 4* said, “The one who has no intention has no

[meritorious] deeds.” Thus intention can be a medium through

which we can breathe meaning and purpose into every area of

our lives, however trivial the action may appear. How many of

our daily.tasks or actions are a means through which we try to

draw near to Allah?

Abu Dharr 4® relates that the Prophet Muhammad # has

said, “Do not disdain doing the least good, even greeting your

brother with a cheerful face.” Ultimately, no one knows within

which intention or action the mercy of Allah lies - regardless

of the significance or insignificance we might attach to it. Abu

18
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Hurayra 4b relates that Allah's Envoy # said, "A prostitute was

forgiven, because, on passing a panting dog near a well and

seeing that the dog was about to die of thirst, she took off her

khuff (leather sock), and tying it with her head-cover she drew

out some water for it. She was forgiven on account of this."

To strive for purity of intention and excellence of action is

to strive for ihsdn, which the Prophet Muhammad # described

as “to worship Allah as though you see Him, and while you see

Him not. He sees you." He # also said, "Allah has written ihsdn

in everything..." Allah requires ihsdn from all of His servants

and in everything they do. The greater the awareness of the

nearness and presence of Allah, and of ones responsibilities

before Him, the more sincere the striving for perfection

in everything we do - vitalised in our every intention and

action. Thus, if ihsdn - which has also been called the beauty

of the soul or heart - permeates the inward, it will similarly

diffuse outwards, transforming every human activity into the

remembrance of Allah.

"Many small actions are made great by their intentions; and

many great actions are made small for want of intentions."

Saying of the salaf

The intention is a distinguished gift to the ummah (community)

of Muhammad # imbued with special blessings and brimming

with Muhammadan mercy, as the following excerpts from the

hadlth on the merits of the ummah of Ahmad, indicate:

Wahb ibn Munabbih said: ‘When Moses read the Tablets,

he found therein the virtues of the' ummah of Muhammad

#. He said, “O Lord, which ummah of Muhammad is this

that I find in the Tablets?” He (Allah) said: “They are the

ummah of Ahmad. They are content with the little provision

19
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I give them, and I am content with the little action they do. I

enter each ofthem into the Garden from his testimony: there

is no god but Allah...”

‘He said/'O Lord, I find in the Tablets an ummah in which,

if one of them intended to do a good deed and he does not

do it, one good deed will be recorded for him. And if he does

it, ten to seven hundred times its worth of good deeds will be

written for him. He said, “They are the ummah of Ahmad...”

He said, O Lord, I find in the Tablets an ummah in

which, if one of them intends to do wrong and he does not

commit it, it will not be recorded against him. And if he does

it, it will be written as a single wrongdoing.” He said, “They
are the nation of Ahmad...”

‘Moses said, “O Lord, You have spread out all of this

goodness for Ahmad and his ummah
, so make me among

his ummah? Then Allah said, “O Moses, I have chosen and
favoured you over others with My Message and My Speech,

so take what I have given you, and be among the thankful.”
’

The intention, impregnated with these remarkable blessings, is

a bounty that many a great scholar and ‘arif-biLlah - such as

Abu Talib al-Makki, Imam al-Ghazali and Imam al-Haddad (to

name but a few) - has directed us to, time and again, in their

works to help us recognise its significance and transcendent

potential. Jabir ibn Abd Allah has related, “We were with the

Prophet Muhammad 0 on a campaign when he said, ‘There are

some people in Madina who are with you in spirit, wherever
you march and whatever valley you traverse. It is only illness

that has kept them from being with you in person. They are

your partners in reward) ” And Ja'far bin Hayyan said, "The

foundations of actions are the intentions. Indeed, a man
reaches with his intentions a position he does not reach with

his actions." Thus, one of the methods that the ulama have

advocated in order to harness these special mercies is to adopt

20



Translator's Introduction

multiple intentions for a single action with the hope of gaining

the full reward for each.

Abu Talib al-Makkl writes in Qut al-Qulub (Nourishment

of the Hearts):

Indeed, the most virtuous action is the one that has the

most abundant intentions. The ‘ulama have been elevated

and their actions favoured on account of the perfection ol

their knowledge of intentions for an action, and their belie!

in them. It may be [for example], that in one action there can

be ten intentions. The scholars know this and act upon it,

and so are rewarded (at least) ten times. And the best people

in terms of actions are those with the most intentions, and

with the best of goals and adab.

Imam ai-Haddad has said in Risalat al-Muawana wa l-

Mudhahara wal-Muazara:

One can have many intentions for a single action, and

for each intention gain the full reward. An example of this

in acts of obedience is to intend, by reciting the Qur an, to

commune with Allah Most High - for indeed the one who

recites [the Qur’an] is conversing intimately with his Lord;

also intend to extract knowledge from the Qur’an - for it

is the source of knowledge; to benefit oneself and those

listening, and any other good intentions.

An example, in permissible actions, is to intend to obey

the command of Allah Most High when eating, by His

saying, O you who believe, eat of the good things which We

have provided for you [Qur’an, al-Baqara 2:172], Intend to

gain strength for the obedience of Allah, and to give thanks

to Allah [for His provision], as He says, Transcendent is He,

Eat of your Lord’s provision and give thanks to Him [Qur’an,

Saba 34:15],

21
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Apply these two examples accordingly to other devotional

and permissible actions, and always do your best to increase

your good intentions.

In this way, every aspect of one’s life can be infused with the

alchemy of a virtuous intention. There are various hadiths

documenting how the Prophet Muhammad SS would serve his

family through the tasks he would do in and around the house.

By intending to draw near to Allah through the example of His

Prophet & by serving ones family - and within that to provide

a clean and healthy environment within which one's children

can grow up knowing, loving and embodying the example

of the Prophet Muhammad in their lives - something as

ordinary as housework can be infused with the light and secrets

of following his Sunna & and become a channel for Divine

Pleasure; also transforming what is often a source of tension

into a labour of love for Allah and His Messenger

Similarly, Habib ‘Ali bin Muhammad al-Habshi has said in

one of his counsels:

Make your intention sound, because it is the basis of all

actions - divine provisions are provided according to

one’s intention. Many of those who are far are drawn near

because of their intentions. So in every action one takes, or

word one utters, or work that one does, one should strive to

make good intentions. It is sufficient to relate in this matter

the saying of the great beloved “Verily actions are only

according to intentions...,” and his saying, “The intention of

a believer is better than his action.” [Allah] has opened for

me an understanding in the meaning of this hadith when

writing this counsel, I ask Allah that it is a correct one, and

that is: every believer should intend to do many great and

1 See also translator's note T(87]
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good actions and endeavour to fulfil their intentions. For

example, one can say I intend to occupy all of my breaths in

the remembrance of Allah or in His reflection, although he is

only occupying part of his time in such actions. So the action

that he is involved in is good, but the intentions are better.

“A virtuous intention is the source of all goodness.”

Muhammad ibn Abd Allah ibn Shaykh al-Aydarus

Through this purity of intention and purpose, the intention

can in turn become purifying - the consequences reaching far

beyond one’s initial scope of concern. Imam Muhammad ibn

Abd Allah ibn Shaykh al-Aydarus states:

Know that intentions have wondrous effects. Things react

to them accordingly - good for good and evil for evil. So a

virtuous intention is the source of all goodness, and through

implanting ones aspirations into a thing, a comprehensive

reaction by means of the Divine Power will result, the

desired objective actualising in accordance with the strength

or weakness of one’s determination. For this reason a person

should maintain the loftiest of aspirations in all matters. He

should not seek anything heedlessly or with negligence from

among his daily pursuits. Rather, he should strengthen his

aspirations, utilise his acumen and remain determined in all

affairs....

Among the astonishing secrets of the intention is that its

blessings can influence things that may not have occurred to

one’s mind. It was related that when ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-AzIz

was made Caliph, the shepherds said,“Who is this virtuous

servant who has been made the leader of the people?” It was

said to them, “And what do you know of this?” Tlrey said,

“Whenever a just caliph is made a leader over the people.
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the wolves refrain from [attacking] our sheep.” Look at this

blessed intention - how it even affects the wild beasts that

roam the land.

Similarly, with the effect of intention on evil; if a person

conceals an evil thought and his intention is corrupted, this

will give rise to many more evils that are pervasive, even

though the person may not have intended this.

Furthermore, the \ilama have suggested that this ensuing

ripple-effect - that can suffuse other areas of our life and the

lives of others - is not confined to the outward or even to

one’s own lifetime. Salim ibn Abd Allah said, “Allah assists a

servant in accordance with his intention; whoever’s intention

is complete, will find that Allah’s assistance towards him shall

be complete.”

Habib Ahmad bin Zayn al-Habshi has indicated that this

transmutation can be inwards - the virtuous intention serving

to further purify and strengthen the inward as well as the

outward. He states;

...The heart is the shepherd who is followed and the intention

is its actiori. In the two Sahihs (of Bukhari and Muslim):

“Indeed in the body there is a morsel of flesh which, if it is

sound, the whole body is sound and if it is corrupt, then the

whole body is corrupt. Truly, it is the heart.” Allah Most High

said, Neither theirflesh nor their blood shall reach Allah, but it

is your taqwa (God-consciousness) that reaches Him (Qur’an,

Al-Hajj, 22:37). Indeed, taqwa is an act and attribute of the

heart and the intention is the inclination of the heart towards

goodness and desiring it. So, if the servant does whatever

goodness his heart is inclined to, then goodness will be

strengthened and established within him. So what is meant

here is that among the acts of the heart is taqwa of the heart

on desiring goodness so it can be purified and emptied from

the desires of this world, for the sake of remembrance and
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the knowledge of Allah. Any action without a good intention
is not beneficial, and it can be harmful if accompanied by a

corrupt intention.

This establishing of goodness within can in turn lead to further
good intentions. In Mamlakat al-Qalb wa'l A'da, Habib ‘Umar
bin Mohammad bin Salim bin Hafldh says:

Among the signs of correctness and acceptance in an act of
woiship, by which Allah is worshipped - [such as] salah or
recitation or fasting or hajj or ‘umra - is that there comes
to ones heart, towards the conclusion of that action, true
detei ruination to engage in acts of obedience, to hasten
towards that which is useful and beneficial, and to gain
rewaid; and utmost resolve to avoid wrongdoing and any
behaviour contrary [to the Sharia]. And from the effects of
these [aforementioned] intentions, the righteous among this

ummah from the early centuries used to say, “Whosoever
opens the door of a virtuous intention, Allah will open
seventy doors among the doors of tawfiq (success) for him;
and whosoever opens the door of an evil intention, Allah
will open seventy doors among the doors of defeat and
disappointment for him.” And we seek protection with Allah
from this.

Vast indeed has been the reach of intention. Equally vast

has been that of resolve. Such resolve has ramifications in

countless ways in the domain of human states and affairs.

Abundant wonders and achievements have come in the
wake of mans determination. Equally, when aspirations
have diagged man into the abyss and he has intended evil as

a result, how deeply has he sunk into evil, and what a rush
of calamities, severances and afflictions have engulfed him.
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O Mary! Allah giveth thee glad tidings of a Wordfrom Him: his

name will be the Messiah Jesus, the son ofMary, held in honour

in this world and the hereafter and of (the company of) those

nearest to Allah.

(Qur’an, Al-Imran 3 :45 )

Such is Allah’s generosity that the benefits of a pure intention

can be reaped for generations to come. We have a potent

example of the wondrous effects of intention, in the vow of

Sayyida Hanna - the mother of Mary, the mother of Jesus >ijS,

when she dedicated the child in her womb to the service of

Allah. We are informed of her intention in the Qur’an: Lord, 1

have vowed to You, in dedication, what is in my womb for Your

service. So accept this of me, for Thou hearest and knowest all

things and ...I have named her Mary, and commend her to You

with her seed, to protect them from the accursed Satan. Her Lord

received the child with gracious favour, and caused her to grow

up in goodly growth, and placed her in the care of Zachariah...

(Qur’an, al-Imran 3:35-3:37) and Behold! the angels said: "O

Mary! Allah hath chosen thee and purified thee - chosen thee

above the women of all nations. (Qur’an, al-Imran 3:42).

In a lecture entitled Jesus and his Blessed Mother, Habib ‘Ali

Zayn al-‘Abidin al-Jifri attests to the sincerity and far-reaching

consequences of Sayyida Hannas intention: “The intention

of Hanna made the one she bore be accepted by Allah. She

possessed an intention, with Allah...when she intended that

in her offspring there would be someone who served Allah,

someone who would serve this religion - when she was truthful

in such an intention, Allah honoured her because of her

intention. Look at the effect of intention: the very deliverance

this Community awaits, at the hands of our master Jesus, peace

be upon him.”
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Indeed, we can see similar effects vitalised in the author of

this book. He is descended from Sayyidina Ahmad bin ‘Isa al-

Muhajir ila Allah, who possessed a momentous intention with

Allah. He is known as al-Muhajir ila Allah, the Emigrant to

Allah, because of his decision to emigrate from Basra in Iraq to

Hadramawt to safeguard himself and his family and the sacred

trust of his progeny. Al-Habib ‘Abd Allah ibn ‘Umar bin Abi

Baler bin Yahya states in 'Iqd al-Yawaqit

:

Tire hijra of al-Imam Ahmad bin ‘Isa to Hadramawt from
Basra closely resembles that of his grandfather M to al-

Madinah. This is because he was commanded to travel on
his mount and descend where his camel knelt. He arrived

at al-Haramayn
, and then Yemen, and continued with the

journey until he touched al-Hijrayn. Of its own accord, the

camel went down on its knees and he knew he was home.

The great mujaddid (‘renewed) of the twelfth Islamic century,

Imam ‘Abd Allah al-Haddad, revered and thanked Sayyidina

Ahmad bin ‘Isa for having blessed his progeny with his

intention. He praises him for his foresight and his proverbial

protectiveness towards his sdda. He refers to him as ‘the real

shaykh of the region’ ‘the entrusted Imam’, ‘the elect of Allah,

the father of the sada (Prophet’s descendants) - terms reserved

for him, thus marking al-Imam Ahmad bin ‘Isa’s niche of

distinction.

One of our teachers, and the inspiration behind much of

this introduction, summarised the effects of Sayyidina Ahmad
bin Isa’s intention in relation to this book, thus:

At the heart of this minor-major book of al-Hablb Muhammad
al-‘Aydarus there throbs the himma (aspiration) of Sayyidina

al-Muhajir ila ‘Llah
, Ahmad bin ‘Isa, his ancestors and their
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heirs down the ages, may Allah be well pleased with them all.

As one gazes at the world across centuries, at the

superabundance of mercy, good, guidance and light that

the children of this Imam have spread and are spreading

through the world, Allah’s words addressed to the Prophet,

“We have indeed given you the kawthar, the abundance

of good” assume an extra-earthly meaning. And so does

the beyond-the-Throne reach of intention. After all, some

established men of Allah hold that the intention is goodness

unlimited, unbounded since it draws from the hallowed

springs of Say, were the sea the inkfor the words ofmy Lord, the

sea will surely dry up ere the words ofmy Lord expire, even if we

were to come forth with the like ink for replenishment. (Qur’an,

Al-Kahf, 18:109)

It appears that al-Imam al-Muhajir embodied this em-

pyrean verity. His children stand as unimpeachable evi-

dence to that fact. That was most probably the amana - the

trust - which moved the mujaddid par excellence, al-Imam

‘Abd Allah bin ‘Alawi al-Haddad to applaud him as al-Imam

al-mu’taman - the entrusted Imam, and the rest of his chil-

dren to proclaim their eternal debt to him. It is an eternal

debt many of us recognise.

“The inspiration and light of a person is in accordance with

the inspiration and light of the one he follows.”

Sayyidi Ahmad Zarruq

It is from this chain of scholars and exemplars - towering

monuments in their unwavering adherence to the way of

the Prophet Muhammad Is - and through their link to him

in their lineage, understanding and practice, that Habib

Muhammad bin ‘Alawi al-‘Aydarus (Habib Sa‘d) has inherited

this discipline and tradition pertaining to intentions.
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They come from a lineage brimming with aspiring and
enlightened hearts, resolutely focused on the Divine and

blessed with fertile intentions; and one of their distinguishing

features is their vigilance concerning intentions. The author of

Illuminating the Secrets of the Knowledge of Those Brought Near

concludes his chapter on intentions as follows;

As for the elect, they observe intentions in all things, even

in what is permissible. So when they observe intentions

in permissible matters they hope to gain reward for the

actions in which they are engaged; like wearing a garment,

for example. If the intention for doing so is made sound by
seeking to obey Allah’s command ...adorn yourselves at every

mosque (Qur’an, Al-A'raf 7:31) and by acting upon his saying

Allah is beautiful and He loves beauty,” then the servant -

by combining that with thankfulness and gratitude to Allah,

and by praising Him for what He has provided - transforms

the permissible into an act of worship.

The above paragraph accentuates the great gift of this book.

These are the intentions of the elect, whose intimate knowledge

and practice of the Qur’an and Sunna make up the very fabric

of their being. They strive to live the Qur’an and the Sunna in

their every breath.

Sometimes when we read their books or supplications, we
have a glimpse into the “heart inclined to goodness” - even

though the true meaning may be quite unfathomable to us.

The salat on the Prophet # by Habib Ali bin Muhammad Al-

Habshi may perhaps offer us such a glimpse:

Allahumma, bestow ennoblement, peace and mercy upon

our master Muhammad - with a tongue all-embracing,

in a spacious congregation - blessings as will nourish

and replenish my body from his body, my heart from his
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heart, my soul from his soul, my secret from his secret, my
knowledge from his knowledge, my action from his action

[deeds], my character from his character, my intention from

his intention, my hearts focus from his hearts focus, and

my direct aspiration from his direct aspiration; and may his

benediction return to me, my children, my companions and

the people of my time. O Light! O Light! May you make me
light by virtue of the Light.

This book is built upon intentions from hearts such as theirs,

and may serve as a guide to the intentions of the best of this

nmmcih. It does however, leave room for additional intentions.

Indeed the custodian of the isndd of the umma , al-Hablb

Aydarus bin ‘Umar al-Habshi, duly advises us, to “have many

intentions in a single action and intend what the salaf have

intended in such an action”, for as Habib ‘Ali Zayn al-‘AbidIn al-

Jifri has said, “We believe that the keys that bring success given

by Allah into motion begin with our hearts.”

This text may be slim but it holds the keys to an alchemy

that will transform the mundane to the celestial, the formulaic

to the inspired, and, God willing, allow our very intentions to

mirror that of the Prophet’s #.

London, United Kingdom

Rabf al-Awwal 1432
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In the Name of Allah the Most Merciful, the Compassionate

Righteous Intentions

The Envoy of Allah & said, “Verily actions are only according

to intentions and every man shall have according to what he

has intended. Whosoever makes hijra' for Allah and His Envoy,

then his hijra is to Allah and His Envoy, and whosoever makes

hijra to achieve some worldly benefit or to take a woman in

marriage, then his hijra is to that for which he made hijra.

This is the hadith (prophetic tradition) with which Imam

al- Bukhari began his Sahih making it the prologue3 to his book.

Shaykh Abd al-Rahman bin Mahdi4 said, “Had I composed a

1 [T] Imam Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani said in Fath al-Bari, "Hijra is to leave or

Set be, and to make hijra to something, is to move from one place to another (i.e.

migrate). In Shanft it is to leave whatever Allah has forbidden, and this type of hijra

in Islam falls under two types. The first is to move from a land of fear to a land of

safety as took place in the hijra from Makkah to Abyssinia and the early stages of

Makkah to Madinah. The second type is from the land of disbelief to the land of

belief, as happened when the Prophet =& settled in Madinah. Some of the Muslims

who were able to make hijra did so and joined him in Madinah. At this time hijra

was specifically to Madinah, until Makkah was conquered and this dispensation

was lifted. But the general hijra of moving from the land of disbelief [to the land of

belief] for those able to do so, still remains.

: [T] Bukhari and Muslim, narrated by‘Umar bin Khattab.

; [T] Al-Hafidh Ibn Haiar said, “Al-Muhalab narrated that the Prophet& first

uttered this hadith in a sermon when he arrived in Madinah after his hijra, and this

is the reason Imam al-Bukhari started his Sahih with it.” Imam al-Suyuti also said

in Muntaha al-Amal that al-Zubayr bin Bakar narrated in Akhbdr al-Madmah that

the Prophet & said this when he first arrived in Madinah in a sermon.

4
[T] Abd al-Rahman bin Mahdi. Refer to Appendix Three.
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book in the form of chapters5
, 1 would have placed the hadith of

‘Umar ibn al-Khattab on intention in every chapter. This hadith

is one of the hadiths that is central to this religion.”

It was related that Imam al-Shafn said, “This hadith is one

third of knowledge and enters into seventy chapters of fiqh

(jurisprudence).

Sayings of the ‘Ulama ’ (scholars) Concerning the
Intention

Yahya ibn Abi Kathir said, “Learn about the intention, for verily

it is of greater import than the action.” Zayd al-Shami said, “I

like to have an intention for everything, even my eating and

drinking.” And Daud al-Ta’i said, “1 have come to realise that

all goodness is encapsulated within good intentions.” Some
of the salaf have said, “Whosoever wishes to make his actions

complete, should perfect his intentions.” And Ibn al-Mubarak

said, “It may be that a small deed is magnified by the intention,

and a great deed may be diminished by the intention.”

Imam al-Haddad reflects in a poem:

For good intentions always be searching

Make them'abundant and be conscious andfearful

Habib Ahmad bin Zayn al-Habshi has written a comprehensive

commentary on this poem in his Shark al-'Ayniyyah, which, if

one so desires, can be studied further. 6
It was the practice of

the salaf to teach their children about the intention in the same

5
[T] He (Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahman bin Mahdi) also said, "Whoever wants to

compose a book should start with the hadith of intention.”

6
[T] See Appendix One.
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manner (i.e. with the same care and attention to detail) as they

would teach them al-Fatiha .

7

The Intentions for Going to the Mosque

Going to the mosque is from among the virtuous actions of

the muttaqms
; by it, Allah has made manifest the faith of the

believers. It is incumbent upon a believing servant who desires

to enter the mosque to have eight mustahab9 intentions when

leaving his home, so that immense grace is accorded to him on

account of this and by which he will be entitled to abundant

reward tomorrow (ghadan ).
10 “Verily actions are only according

to intentions and every man shall have according to what he

7 [T] Al-Fatiha is the opening chapter of the Qur’an, and it is obligatory in

the Shafn School to recite the Fdtiha in every rak'a of the ritual prayer. It is also

obligatory to maintain the correct pronunciation of each letter and observe the

shaddas (stresses). The author is emphasising the importance of intentions in all of

our actions.

s
[T] Al-muttaqin are those who have taqwa. Imam ‘Abd Allah bin Alawi al-

Haddad said in Nasaih “According to the ‘ulama’ (may Allah be pleased

with them), ‘Taqwa means fulfilling the commandments of Allah, the Exalted, and

avoiding His prohibitions, both inwardly and outwardly, whilst simultaneously

inspired with reverence and adoration for Allah, and awe of Him. Some mufassirin

(commentators on the Qur’an), may Allah show them mercy, have said about the

verse Fear Allah as He should befeared (Qur’an, al-'lmrdn 3:102) that what is meant

is that He should be obeyed absolutely, remembered absolutely and rendered

gratitude that is untainted by any conduct to the contrary."

9 [T] Mustahab is what is desirable. It is following the example of the Prophet

3> in ordinary matters, such as when he ate, drank, walked, slept and dressed

etc. Following him in these matters is considered desirable. One is rewarded for

following the example of the Prophet &>, but not following his example in matters

like this is not considered blameworthy because they are not considered part of the

sacred law.

IS
[T] The original Arabic word used is al-ghad which means tomorrow or the

following day. See Translator’s notes in appendices for more detailed explanation.



The Intentions for Going to the Mosque

has intended,” and He will bestow His abounding grace upon

everyone who is gracious' 1

.

The First Intention

Intend to visit the Majestic One, may His Majesty be exalted,

in His house, because a mosque is the house of Allah and you

are a servant of Allah. Thus, when a servant wants to meet the

owner of a house, he sets out for his house and seeks him there.

The Envoy of Allah # said, in relation to this virtue in a hadith

narrated by Salman, “There is no Muslim who performs his

wudu (ablution) and perfects it, then proceeds to a mosque,

save that he is a guest of Allah, and it is obligatory upon the

host to honour the guest.”

If you wronged a servant of Allah, like yourself, through

your lack of decorum, and then proceeded to his house seeking

to apologise, he (the servant of Allah), would welcome you,

accept your apology, draw you closer to him and pardon you.

He would not be content to shun you on account of this. How
could Allah, the Glorious, do so, when He is the Most Generous

of the generous?

It is necessary to recognise that when one is granted the

success to proceed to the house of one’s Lord, that this success

is from Allah and His Providence. If Allah had not wanted to

honour and grant intimacy to His servant, He would not have

granted him the success and opportunity to visit His House.

An anecdote was related by Muwaffaq al-Zahid 12
in relation

11
[T] Qur’an, Hud 11:3

12
[T] A zahid is a person who practises zuhd, which in Arabic means to

abstain from something or to refrain from inclining towards something. In the

terminology of the people of the Path, it is to loathe the dunyd (the corporeal world)

and to shun it. Others have said that it is to withdraw from the comforts of this life

for the purpose of seeking the comforts of the hereafter. Others still, have described

it as the emptying of your heart from that which your hands do not possess. Imam
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to this point. He said,“When I had completed sixty pilgrimages

to the House of Allah, I sat opposite the mlzak (the rainspout

on the Ka‘ba) in the Masjid al-Hardm (the Sacred Mosque) and

began to reflect. I asked myself, ‘How many times have I visited

this House?
1

Then sleep overcame me and I heard someone say,

‘O Muwaffaq, if you owned a house that you could call all of

your guests to, wouldn’t you only invite those whom you love

and who love you?’ At that, all other thoughts were driven from

my mind.”

It was related by Ibn ‘Umar that the Envoy of Allah #
said, “When a Muslim enters a mosque and says,

a_?-jj
aIILj Alfl

In the name of Allah, by the permission of Allah, and may

prayers and peace be upon the Envoy of Allah, and may the

Peace and Mercy of Allah be upon him.

His two angels 13 will say to him, ‘May Allah also bless you. You

have spoken the best speech after la ilaha ilia Llah.’” 14

‘Abd Allah bin ‘Alawi al-Haddad said in Nasaih al-Diniyah, “The reality of zuhd is

the removal of the love of this world and the desire for it from the heart and [to

instil] contempt for this world in the eyes of the servant. This should be such that

the retreat of this world and the meagreness of its goods is more beloved to him

than its approach and the ampleness of its goods. This is in so far as his internal

state needs to be. Outwardly, the zahid needs to be removed from this world, hold

himself distant from it as a matter of choice, whilst still able to have this world if he

so chooses. He needs also to limit himself to the bare minimum with regard to all

its conveniences, be it food, clothing, housing or other things. As he, said Let the

sufficiency of one of you from this world be no more than the rider's provision.’
”

is
[T] The two angels appointed to watch over each individual. Allah says in

the Qur’an, Yet there are guardians watching over you, noble, recording, who know of

all that you do (Qur’an, al-Infitdr 82:10-12). And Not a word does he utter but there

is a sentinel by him ready (to note it) (Quran, Qdf 50:18)

H
[T] La ilaha illaLldh is testimony that ‘there is no god but Allah’
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The Second Intention

Intend, by these actions, to make a pact with your Lord so as to

be among those who are ennobled by, and granted intercession

with, Allah the Exalted.

It was said about the meaning of Allah’s words. None

shall have the power to intercede except the one who has made

a covenant with the All-Merciful ,s
, that what is meant is the

congregational prayer.

It was narrated on the authority of Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri 4»,

“The Envoy of Allah came to us when we were [in a group

of] seven and said, 'Would you like to know what your Lord has

said?’ We said, ‘Allah and His Envoy know best.’ He said, ‘Verily

your Lord has said. Whosoever purifies himself (performs

wudu ) in his house and then walks to the prayer honouring the

greatness of its rights, desiring it and preferring it over all else,

then a covenant between him and Myself shall exist whereby I

will never punish him.’
”

The Third Intention

Intend to increase profusely in that which the people of the

Garden will grieve for on the Promised Day. It was narrated

in an athar16
, that it was said to Ibn ‘Abbas “Will the people

of the Garden have any regrets after entering it?” He said, “No,

they will not, except on the action of walking to and from the

mosque. They will wish that they had fulfilled it more profusely

after earning the entry to the Garden and everlasting bliss.”

15 PH Qur’an, Maryam, 19:87

16
[T] An athar is whatever has been related from a Companion of the Prophet
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O devotee, advance before you regret, for regret is to no

avail. What do you think about the actions of a people that

the dwellers of the Garden will regret, on account of their

being severed from them, despite the numerous blessings and

honour in the proximity of the Almighty King? The Envoy of

Allah 3* said, “Whosoever goes to and from the mosques, Allah

will prepare for him a house in paradise every time he goes or

returns.”

When returning home from the ‘Isha prayer one of the

righteous would often say, “We come and go every day and

night, yet soon we will come and go no more.” Allah said to

the Prophet S on the night of the Mi raj (Ascension), “Do

you know about what the Highest Assembly disputes?” He

0, replied, “No.” He said, “About expiation and about rank.”

Then, he # said, ‘And what are these?’ He [Allah] replied, “As

for expiation, it is ablution with cold water on a cold day, and

walking to the mosque for the congregational prayers, and the

anticipation of the prayer following the prayer.” It was said, “If

the servant leaves his house seeking the mosque, Allah will allot

the distance from where his feet have trodden, to the bottom

limit of the earth, as good deeds in his scale on the Day of

Judgement.”

The Fourth Intention

Intend to hasten to the house of the Sovereign, to answer His

call swiftly and endeavour to establish servitude through which

to obtain a tremendous reward, as the guest only visits after

being invited 17
.

17 [A] A servant may hasten to the mosque, not with the intention of

answering the call, but with the intention of simply fulfilling the obligation (the

obligator}' prayer) out of habit.The difference between the two is that the intention

of fulfilling the obligation may be accompanied by laziness or to only stay in the

mosque for the period of the prayer, whereas the intention of answering the call is
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It is said that the meaning of the verse. Vie with one another

for forgiveness from your Lord™ is to vie with one another [in

going] to the mosques, for in them you receive the forgiveness

of your Lord. It is also said, “Do not be like the bad servant,

who only comes to his master when he calls him; rather come

to prayer before you are invited.” And, “Tire worst of my umtnah

are those who wait for the iqama (the second call to prayer),

and the best among them are those who come to the prayer

before the nida’ (call).”

‘A’isha (may Allah be pleased with her) said, “The Prophet

# used to talk to us and do work in the house like one of us,

but as soon as he heard the adhdn he would rise and it was as if

he didn’t know us at all.” Such was his preoccupation with the

sanctity of the prayer.

‘Ali 4* said, “Whosoever hears the call 'haya ‘ala salah’ (come

to the prayer) and does not answer it, without a valid excuse,

his prayer will not be accepted.”

It is said, “On the Day of Arising, different ranks of the

Musallun 19 will be ordered to enter paradise in groups. The

first group will come forward with faces like glittering stars;

the angels will receive them and say, ‘Who are you?’ And they

will reply, ‘We are the Musallun .’ ‘And how was your prayer?’

They will reply, ‘When we heard the adhdn we would rise and

perform the ablution, and nothing else would preoccupy us.’

The angels will say, ‘You truly deserve what you have received.’

the opposite.

18
[T] Qur’an, al-liadid, 57:21

19 pjie termMUsaHfin [s explained in the Qur’an in Sura al-Madrij (70:22-

23) Not so those who pray, who are steadfast in prayer. Imam al-Tabari said in his

famous commentary on the Quran: “Al-Musallw are those who obey Allah by

fulfilling what was made obligatory upon them in prayer, and by establishing the

prayers free of negligence. Some have said that al-musallm are the believers who

were with the Prophet & and it was also said that it meant all those who pray the

five daily prayers.
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Then the second group will come forward surpassing the

previous group in beauty; their faces as radiant as the full

moon. The angels will ask them, ‘Who are you? They will

answer, ‘We are the Musallun.’The angels will ask, ‘And how was

your prayer?’ They will reply, ‘We used to perform the ablution

for the prayer before the time of prayer.’ The angels will say to

them, ‘You truly deserve what you have received.’

Then a third group will come forward and they will exceed

the previous group in beauty and rank, their faces like the

dazzling sun. The angels will say to them, ‘You have the most

beautiful faces, possess the highest of stations, and have the

most brilliant light. Who are you?’ They will reply, ‘We are the

Musallun.' They will ask, ‘And how was your prayer?’ They will

reply, ‘We used to hear the adhan while we were already in the

mosque.’ The angels will say, ‘You truly deserve what you have

received.’
”

Abu Umama said, “Allah has angels that travel the earth

with banners that they fasten on the doors of mosques, and

[upon which] they record the people according to their states

in respect of their being early or late for the prayer.”

The Fifth Intention

Intend to fulfil the trust that Allah made obligatory upon you,

the covenant taken on the day of Dhar,

20 and to which you

bore witness, and to perform the obligatory prayer in the most

beloved of places to Allah, which are the mosques.

26 [T] This refers to when Allah brought the dhurriya (descendants) of

Sayyidina Adam forth from his loins, at Human al-Arak near ‘Arafat, to take

the mithdq (covenant) that there is no God other than He. Allah mentions in

the Qur’an, And when your Lord brought forth from the children of Adam, from

their loins, their descendants, and made them testify against themselves. [He asked]

“Ami not your Lord?’’ They said, “Yes, we testify!” Lest you should say on the Day of

Resurrection, of this we were unaware. (Qur’an, al-A'rdf7:\72)
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The Prophet of Allah # said, “Allah Most High said, ‘My

servant will only be saved from Me (Allah’s punishment) by

fulfilling what I have made obligatory upon him.’
”

And in another narration Allah says, “Those who seek

nearness [to Me] do not draw nearer with anything more

pleasing than what I have made obligatory upon them.”

When ‘Ali bin Abi Talib heard the call to prayer his colour

would change and he would become restless. When asked about

this, he would say, "The time for fulfilling the great trust has

come, the trust that was offered to the heavens and the earth and

the mountains, but they refused to bear it and were afraid. Man

assumed it. Man is the most unjust and ignorant. 2 ' Regarding the

weightiness of this trust, we know not whether we are fulfilling

it or not.”

Abu Bakr al-Siddiq used to say, “Whenever the time

for prayer enters, the angels proclaim, “O believers! rise and

extinguish the fire, that you have kindled on yourselves, with

the prayer.’”

It is also said that when the muadhin (caller to prayer) calls

the Adhan, all the animals and the birds listen, and everything

expresses fear except mankind and the jinn. When ‘Ali (may

Allah ennoble his face) began the prayer, he would be overcome

with fear and trembling. When he was asked about this he said,

“It is an obligatidn from the obligations of Allah, and I do not

know if He will accept it from me or strike my face with it.”

The Sixth Intention

Intend the ‘imara22 of the masjid (mosque), with your prayer,

21
[T] Quran, al-Ahzab, 33:72

22
[T] Sayyidi Ahmad bin Muhammad ibn ‘Ajlba al-Hasani, (may Allah have

mercy on him) said in Al-Buhr al-Mcidtd, “The act of *imara of the masajid is to

decorate them with carpets, to light them with lamps, to continuously maintain

them with the worship and the remembrance of Allah, to establish lessons of
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so as to be from among those whose faith has been attested to

by Allah. By this, you may be regarded among those who are

special to Him and will be amongst His people, as the Prophet

ip said, “When you see a person frequenting mosques, confirm

his faith, for Allah Most High has said. No one visits [and

maintains] Allah’s houses of worship (mosques) except those who

believe in Allah and the Last Da/'2i
. And the Prophet of Allah

if- said, “Surely, those responsible for the ‘imdra of the houses of

Allah are [indeed] the people of Allah.”

‘Abd Allah bin ‘Umar said, “A herald shall proclaim on

the Day of Judgement, ‘Where are those who call by the sun

(i.e. those who call to prayer in its specified times)?’2'1 And

the muadhins will be brought forward. Then He [Allah] will

declare, ‘Where are My neighbours?’ And the angels will say,

‘And who is worthy of being Your neighbour?’ And He will say,

‘Where are those responsible for the ‘imdra of My mosques?’

They will be immersed in light and seated on pedestals of light.”

It was narrated by Anas bin Malik 4* that the Prophet$ said,

“Allah, Blessed and Most High is He, says, ‘I set out to punish

My creation, and if I look at those responsible for the
‘

imdra of

My Houses, those who love each other for My sake, and those

who seek forgiveness in sahar (the latter part of the night), their

punishment is withheld.’ ” In another narration, “When I look

at those responsible for the ‘imdra of the mosques, by their

sacred knowledge within them and to abstain from doing anything therein that the

mosque was not built for, such as talking of worldly affairs.

The Prophet 3 said [in a hadith qudsi], ‘Indeed the mosques are My houses

on My earth, and those who visit Me in them are their maintainers. Blessed is a

servant who performs wudu in his house, then visits Me in My house. It becomes

incumbent upon the One visited to honour the visitor.’ Al-Tabarani in al-Majma’

ai-Kabir and Imam al-Suvuti in AI-Dutt al-Manthur".

- [T] Qur’an, al-Tawbah 9:1S; and the hadith is narrated by al-Hrmidhi

[T] The timing of four out of the five prescribed prayers is determined by

the sun. The four prayers are Fajr (dawn), Dhuhr (noon - immediately after the sun

has passed its meridian), Hsr (late afternoon), Maghrib (after sunset).
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remembrance of Me, and at the gatherings of Qur’an, My anger

is stilled because of this.” And in a different narration, “When 1

look at the people who go hungry and thirsty for My sake, their

punishment is withdrawn.”

The Seventh Intention

Intend to enjoin the maruf15 and forbid the munkar, so as to

be from among the special servants of Allah who have sold

themselves for the pleasure of Allah, seeking to receive glad

tidings tomorrow from Allah; as Allah Most High has said, Those

who ...enjoin the maruf and forbid the munkar, ami observe the

limits of Allah, and give glad tidings to the believers
21

'. If a servant

of Allah asks his brethren in the mosque to straighten their lines,

to bow and prostrate in the complete and correct manner, to

move forward to the first line
27

,
to remove their shoes at the door

[before entering], to place the right hand over the left [during the

prayer] - and other such matters - and forbids them from turning

around during prayer, from raising their voices when reciting,

from neglecting khushu (humility and presence of heart) in the

prayer, from stepping over seated people, from enquiring about

lost property, from talking about worldly affairs, from laughing,

joking, mocking, buying and selling, quarrelling, and other such

25
[T] Imam al-Haddad has said:

u
Maruf means everything which Allah has

commanded us to do and which Allah has recommended his servant to fulfil.

Munkar is everything which He has forbidden or otherwise disapproves of.”

26
[T] Qur’an, al-Tawbah 9:1 12

27
[TJ There are many hadfflis that relate the merits of praying in the first row. One

of them is related in al-Bukhari and Muslim.Abu Hurayra 4* relates that the Prophet #
said, “If people realised the benefit of calling the adhdn and standing in the first row for

prayer and they could secure these privileges through drawing lots, they would draw

lots for them; and if they knew the merit of coming early to prayer, they would vie with

each other in hastening to it; and if they appreciated the value of the dawn and evening

prayers, they would come to them even if they had to crawl on all fours.”
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matters - if all of the above were adopted and acted upon, then

you would have acquired an abundant portion of the reward of

those who enjoin the marufand forbid the munkar.Abu Umama

said, “I heard the Prophet B say, whilst he was on the pulpit,

‘Safeguard your mosques from children,
28 from those who are

of unsound mind, from your quarrels, from raising your voices,

from the unsheathing of your swords, and from administering

punishment in gatherings.”The ProphetB also forbade enquiring

about lost property'' in the mosque and reciting poetry'-
29

. He

commanded us to say, “May Allah not restore it to you,” to the

person who seeks lost property [in a mosque] and to say to the

person reciting poetry, “You have not spoken well.

Jesus, the son of Mary SS, came upon people selling in the

mosque and said to them, “You children of snakes! You have

taken the houses of Allah as marketplaces, when they are the

marketplaces of the hereafter.” The Prophet B said, “No one has

taqwa in these mosques except those whom Allah is content

with, and whomsoever Allah is content with, the Garden is his.

There will come a time when people will turn away from their

mosques; they will have no desire except for the mentioning of

this world.W^en that time comes do not sit with them, because

Allah has no need of them.”

‘Umar bin al-Khattab4 heard people mentioning their mer-

chandise in the mosque and said, “These mosques were built for

the remembrance of Allah, so when you remember your trade

and y
rour world go to al-Baqi‘.”30

s [T] From making noise and distracting worshippers.

39
[T] Al-Hablb Ahmad bin Zayn al-Habshl said in Fawaid Muhimma, “It is

disliked to recite poetry in the mosque if it does not contain any encouragement

towards good, like praising the Prophet 3 and Islam, and calling to zuhd. The

Prophet & erected a pulpit in his mosque for Hassan bin Thabit to stand and recite

poetry on, praising the Prophet and he used to say, May' Allah support Hassan

with Ruh al-Qudus (i.e. Sayyidina Jibril >fe£).’
”

30
[X] A graveyard in al-Madina al-Munawwarah where many of the Companions

of the Prophet &> and members of his Family are buried
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The Eighth Intention

Intend to flee from the dunya to the hereafter, and from tire

commerce of hawa (desires) to the trade of taqwa ,
and from the

market of loss to the market of pleasure (ridwan ), and from the

sons of the dunya to your brethren from among the sons of the

Final Abode. Allah Most High has said,flee to Allah.
3 '

Some have said, about the meaning of the Almighty s

saying, Whoever enters it is safe
32 that they are the mosques;

others say that it is Makkah and the Haram, and it is also said

to be the Garden. A servant will not be safe from peril nor

from the threat of being destroyed until he gains precedence in

the Garden. The Prophet # said, “The best of all places are the

mosques, and the best of all people are the people of mosques -

the first ones to enter and the last ones to leave.

Some have said about the meaning of His saying Whoever

enters it is safe, [that what is referred to] are the mosques because

whoever enters them is protected from the trials of Iblis and

his soldiers. He cannot cause him to fall into disobedience that

would lead to his destruction. The cursed one cannot whisper

to the servant whilst he is in the mosque, he can only do so

afterwards. So if the servant can avoid all of this and arrive

early, he would have a gained a great victory.

It is said that the believers protection and preservation

from Iblis are in four [things]: mosques, the recitation of the

Quran with reflection, the ritual prayer and glancing into the

face of a zahid ‘dlim

.

And the best among them is the glance

and recitation [because] at the time of whispering he (Iblis) can

never survive it.

A wise man once said, “When a servant leaves the mosque

and treads on the carpet of falsehood, the sweetness of the

dunya will permeate three hundred and sixty veins of his

31 [T] Qur’an, al-Dhariyat 51:50

32 [T] Qur’an, al-’ Imran 3:97
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body. It is like the venom of a bite flowing through the body of

someone who has been bitten. No one can witness this except

the people of marifa33 of Allah Most High.”[‘J/m al-Qulub, Abu

Talib al-Makkl]

The Intentions for Sitting inMosques&Remaining inthem

Sitting in the mosque is from excellence in the religion and it

is a virtuous act of the muttaqin (people of taqwa ) and one of

the loftiest degrees of the muhsinin34
; and no one is steadfast in

this except the people of sincerity among the believers, for the

Prophet gfc said, “Tire mosques are gardens for the believers,

and a hypocrite in the mosque is like a bird in a cage.” Al-

Haklm said, “Patience in seclusion is one of the characteristics

of the sincere, and it is a sign that a path to Allah exists in that

person.”

It is required of the believer, when sitting in the mosque,

to endeavour to have twelve recommended intentions for his

sitting. In this way, for every intention abundant reward will be

written for him, tremendous merits will be bestowed upon him

and he will achieve a great triumph; because actions are only

according to intentions, and every man shall have according to

what he has intended.

The First Intention

Intend to perform the prayer in congregation and with muhafadha3S
,

" [T] Marifa is the intimate knowledge of Allah, and an arif of Allah is

someone possessed of such knowledge. See Translators notes.

34 [T] The word muhsimn refers to those who practice ihsfin, which is

excellence, or the perfection of faith. In the hadfth of Jibril, “Ihsdn is to worship

Allah as though you see Him, and ifyou cannot see Him, to know that He sees you”

35 [T] Muhafadha of the Saldh is to have an attentive heart, actively listening,
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for the reward will be multiplied. It is reported in a tradition by

the one who utters the truth, the Envoy of the King and the

Bestower that, “The prayer of a person in congregation is

equivalent to twenty-seven prayers performed alone.” So intend,

by your sitting and waiting for your prayer, to gain more.

Abu Hurayra 4s said, “The Prophet & gave a sermon from

the minbar (pulpit), which was the last sermon he gave, and

said,‘0 people, whoever prays the five prayers in congregation,

wherever he may be, in their prescribed times, will be amongst

the first to cross the Sirat
36

like a flash of lightning - in the group

of the foremost; and he will come on the Day of Judgement

with a face like the full moon; and he will have, for each day

which he had muhafadha in his prayer, the reward of one killed

in the way of Allah.’
”

I<a‘b said, “We find in the Torah that a prayer of a servant

is multiplied in congregation according to the number of

those attending; when there is a thousand, then it is by one

thousand degrees.” Al-Sha‘bi said, “There are four benefits

in the congregation: following the sunna of the Prophet &,

multiplying of the reward, emerging from forgetfulness and

being free of ostentation.”

The Second Intention

Intend to follow the Prophet 0 as he has said, “Allah has

prescribed to your Prophet ways of guidance, and these prayers

are part of them. If you were to pray at home, as does a laggard,

you would have departed from the way of the Prophet and go

pure in its disposition to Allah, singular in its regard of the sacredness of the time

and complete in its sanctity. [From Ittilwf al-Sddati al-Muttaqin
)

36
[x] The Sirat is a narrow bridge over the Hellfire. It is described as being

sharper than a sword and finer than a hair. The non-believers will slip from it by

the will of Allah Almighty, and will fall into the Hellfire, whereas the feet of the

believers will remain steadfast.
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astray.” And he » said, “Whoever revives one of my sunnas, I

will intercede for him on the Day of Judgement.” He » also

said, “An angel from Madinah proclaims every day, ‘Whosoever

abandons a sunna of the Envoy of Allah his (the Prophets)

intercession is forbidden for him on the Day of Judgement.’

The Third Intention

Intend to increase the gatherings of Muslims and so partake

in the great virtue of being counted among them, as the Envoy

of Allah # said, “Whoever increases the number of a people is

counted as one of them.” And he said, “Be with the majority,

because the wolf takes the stray from the herd,” on the meaning

of the [aforementioned] hadith.

In a prophetic tradition about those engaged in gatherings

of dhikr in mosques, Allah Most High says, “My angels are a

company whose associates shall not be among the wretched.”j7

The Fourth Intention

Intend to be steadfast and to wait for successive prayers. It

was said about the meaning of the Quranic verse, O you who

believe! Be patient, vie with each other in perseverance, and be

steadfast
38 that what is meant is steadfastness in waiting for

successive prayers in the mosques.

The Prophet # said, “Shouldn’t I direct you to that with

which Allah erases wrong deeds and raises by degrees?” They

(i.e. the Companions) said, “Yes, O Prophet of Allah. He said,

“Many steps towards the mosque and performing the ritual

ablution (wudu) perfectly, even in difficult conditions, and

3
' [T] This is the conclusion of a long hadith narrated by both Imam al-

Bukhari and Imam Muslim in their Sahih collections. See Translators notes.

35
[T] Qur’an, AI- ‘intran 3:200
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waiting for one prayer after another. That is being steadfast.

That is being steadfast.” And he said #, “The one who waits for

the prayer is like a faris (horseman) who has saddled his horse

in the path of Allah. He prays with the angels of heaven as long

as he does not nullify his ablution or move to the great ribat. ” 3V

The Fifth Intention

Intend to protect your hearing, sight, tongue and limbs from

what Allah has forbidden, and to be in [a state of] tarahhub
1"'

by your sitting in the mosque. It was related in a tradition that

‘Uthman ibn Madh'un came to the Prophet & and said, “O

Envoy of Allah, the earth has become too constrictive for me

in relation to what my nafs is calling and guiding me to.” He

(the Prophet #) said, “And to what is your nafs guiding you?”

He said, “O Envoy of Allah, it is guiding me to tarahhub .” He

said, “Be at ease, O ‘Uthman, because tarahhub in my ummah

(nation) is waiting for the (ritual) prayer, after the prayer.” And

in another narration, ‘Uthman ibn Madhun’s son passed away,

so he stayed at home and erected a mihrdb and refrained from

going to the mosque. The Prophet S asked after him and then

summoned him and said, “O ‘Uthman, did you not know that

Allah has forbidden rahbaniyya for my ummah and that the

rahbaniyya of my ummah is sitting in the mosque.”

Anas ibn Malik asked the Prophet “O Prophet of

Allah, is keeping away from backbiting more agreeable to you,

3
’ [T] Ribat or mumbata is to stay in the trenches awaiting the enemy, and the

murabit is the one thus engaged. It also means to wait for successive prayers after

having prayed the one before. The word originates from rabt which means 'to tie’

because in the past fighters used to tie their horses together whilst awaiting the

enemy, which is considered to be the great ribat.

40
[T] Typically, a raliib referred to a Christian monk and tarahhub or al-

rahbaniyya is to isolate and sever oneself from everything other than the worship

of Allah.
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or praying one thousand rak’asV ’ He said, “Keeping away from

backbiting is better than praying one thousand rak'as

The Sixth Intention

Intend to engage in itikaf (spiritual retreat )

41 in the mosque,

until the moment of leaving it .

42

Anas ibn Malik-# said,“There is an act of worship the reward

of which is immeasurable, and it is i’tikaf. It was the custom of

the Prophet to engage in i'tikdf during the last ten days of the

month of Ramadan.

A man once entered a mosque and saw a man from the

righteous fuqara
’43 in i'tikdf. He said to him, “What makes you

sit here at this hour?” The faqir replied, “I have wronged the

Lord of the house, so I persist in sitting in His house and will

not leave until He forgives me.”

In another account, a man entered a mosque and saw afaqir

in i'tikdf. He said to him, “What has made you sit here?” The

41
[T) 1‘tikafis to intentionally remain in a mosque for the purpose of worship.

It is surma to do so at any time, but it is highly recommended in the holy month of

Ramadan
,
particularly in the last ten days of the month.

4:
[T] That is, upon entering the mosque one should make the intention for

itikaf for the duration of one’s time in the mosque.

45
[T] Faqr means poverty, from which the term iftiqar or absolute poverty is

derived. A faqir is someone who is said to be in a state of iftiqar - fuqara being the

plural of the word faqir. Al-Hablb ‘Abd al-Rahman bin ‘Abd Allah Balfaqih said,

“Iftiqar is when a servant acknowledges his constant need [of Allah the Exalted],

and it is to have such feelings realised u'ithin him at all times. Every Muslim who

is in constant need of his Lord Most High is said to be in a state of iftiqar. Ibn Ata’

.Allah al-Iskandari said in ‘Unwan al-Tawfiqfi Adab al-Tariq, “A faqir is someone

who is free and independent of all created beings, and who avoids all obstacles

[that prevent him from Allah). No aim or desire remains tvithin him other than

Allah Most High. He shuns and renounces everything other than Him, and he has

affirmed himself in the realities of La ildha ilia Lldh Muhammad Rasulu LldhF See

Translators notes.
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faqir replied, “He invited me to His door and I answered Him,

so here I am waiting for His permission to enter.”

The Seventh Intention

Intend to listen to sacred knowledge (‘ilm), if a session is being

held at the time, and to sit in the circles of dhikr so as to gain

the immense reward for them. It is narrated in a tradition

that Prophet Sft said, “Whosoever remembers his Lord whilst

walking to the mosque is like a fighter in the path of Allah.” He
also said, “Be an alim or a seeker of knowledge, or a listener

or a lover of knowledge, and don’t be the fifth one for you will

be ruined.44” And he ^ also said, “Sitting with a scholar for

an hour is more beloved to Allah than a years worship spent

without disobeying Him, even for the blink of an eye.”

And he & said, “Whosoever has the opportunity to sit in

a circle of ‘ilm, it is as if he had the opportunity to sit in my
gathering, and whosoever sits in my gathering will not have a

harsh punishment on the Day of Judgement.”

It was narrated by Abu Hurayra 4® that Allah Most High

will proclaim on the Day of Judgement, “Where are those who
love each other bi jalali (out of regard for My Majesty)? Today

I will give them shelter in My shade, when there is no shade

other than My shade.”

Abu Talib 4a said, “The meaning of 'bi jalali’ is to love each

other, witnessing My Greatness and Majesty; meaning, to

cooperate in My obedience, to be in harmony with each other

in my love and love each other for My sake and that is only

because that is what I love and I have magnified and exalted its

implementation.”

Tlie Prophet # said, "Love each other for the sake of Allah

44
[T] Meaning the fifth has none of the four aforementioned traits. See

Translators notes.
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and be servants ofAllah in brotherhood.Whoever takes someone

as a brother for the sake of Allah, Allah will raise him to a degree

that cannot be reached by any of his other actions.”

‘Umar ibn al-Khattab* said, “After Islam, a servant of Allah

is not given anything better than a righteous brother. And the

Prophet & said, “Whosoever Allah wants good for. He will

provide him with a righteous companion, who when he forgets

reminds him and when he remembers, assists him.”

Thabit al-Bannanl said,“We were once standing on Mount

‘Arafa when two youths wearing Qitwani^ garments approached

us. One of them said to the other, ‘O dear friend.’ And the other

answered him,‘0 beloved, here I am at your service. Do you not

think that the One for whom we love each other and became

fond of one another, will punish us?’ ” Then I heard a voice say,

“Surely, He will not.”

The Eighth Intention

Intend to meet a brother for the sake of Allah so that you may

benefit him in his life and he can intercede with Allah, on your

behalf, after your death.

The Ninth Intention

Intend to anticipate the mercy that descends from Allah and to

be included among those who are enveloped by it. The Prophet

££ said, “No company, gathers for the remembrance of Allah,

but they are covered in mercy and surrounded by angels.

Allah mentions them to those around Him and a herald will

announce, ‘Rise! You have been forgiven. Your wrongdoings

have been transformed into good deeds.’”

45
[T] Qitwan is a place in Kufah, Iraq known for its garments (al-Aksiya al-

Qitwaniya).
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The Prophet ® said, “The mosques are blessed and their

people are blessed, they are protected and their people are

protected, they are beautified and their people are beautiful,

they are in their prayer and Allah is fulfilling their needs, they

are in their mosques and Allah is surrounding them.”

And he .# also said, “The angels will continue praying

for someone as long as he remains in his position of prayer.

Grace will continue to descend upon him and the angels will

supplicate for him by saying,
‘

Allahumma ,

46 have mercy on

him.’ This will continue until he nullifies his ablution and when

he does so his prayer will not be accepted until he performs the

ablution.”

The Tenth Intention

Intend to leave disobedience by feeling shame before Allah, in

as much as you would before your brethren, and [you would]

fear their loathing of you. It was reported that the Prophet <3?

said, “Have haya before Allah as you would have haya 47 before

46
[T] Imam al-Khurubi said, “(Saying) Allahumma is turning to Allah to

fulfil a need and asking Him to achieve what is desired by interceding with the

greatest of His Names, (al-lsm al-A'dham) - the Name which, when supplicated by

it, He answers, and when asked by it. He gives. It was placed at the beginning of all

supplications because it encompasses all of Allah’s Noble Names. See Translators

notes for more details.

17
[T] Al-Habib Ahmad Mash-hur bin Taha al-Haddad 4* said, “Haya is a

characteristic that compels a human being to avoid that which is shameful and

which prevents one from disobeying. Haya before Allah is considered to be one

of the best acts of worship. The Envoy of Allah said, "Have haya before Allah

as He deserves to be shown haya"' They said, “How can we show haya to Allah?”

He said, “He who has haya’ with Allah, as is His due, should safeguard the stomach

and what fills it, the head and what it contains, and he should remember death

and tribulation. Whosoever does all of that, has true haya before Allah.” Also, it

is considered part of haya before Allah that He does not find you where He has

forbidden you to be, and that He only sees you in His obedience and in what He
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a righteous man among your people.”

Jesus &S said, “Be in the company of someone, the mere

sight of whom, will enable you to remember Allah. His speech

will increase you in good actions and his actions will make

you yearn for the hereafter.” Hatim al-Assam 4^ said, "Sit with

someone who, when your gaze falls upon him, awe of him will

enter your innermost heart, the sight of him will make you

forget your wife and children and you will never disobey your

Lord as long as you remain close to him.” One of the people

of marifa said, “I have haya before a righteous man, as I have

haya before Allah.”

It was reported that while Abu Bakr and ‘Umar were with

the Prophet &> ‘Uthman bin ‘Affan came in. The Prophet '§> then

covered his leg which had been exposed. He was asked about

this and he said, “Shouldn’t I have haya before whom the angels

have haya '?”

The Eleventh Intention

Intend to escape having the punishment of Allah descend

upon you, Ijy keeping your hopes short, by being meticulous

in conserving your worldly time, and by striving to maintain

an excellent inward state. Malik bin Dinar said, “If punishment

were to descend from the heavens, then the people of the

mosques would be saved from it.” It is also said that lightning

does not strike the one who remembers Allah.

The Twelfth Intention

Intend to meet your brothers in Allah, to visit them for His sake

and gaze upon them while in His house, so as to gain Allah’s

has commanded you”. [Safahat min Haydt Habib Ahmad Mash-hiir bin Taha al-

Haddad],
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reward.

It was narrated that the Prophet W> said to Abu Razln al-

‘Aqili, “I was informed that if a man, who has come from his

own house, enters the house of his brother in order to visit him,

seventy thousands angels will escort him, praying for him and

saying, ‘Our Lord, he has joined the ties,

48 so join him with You.’
”

If you can employ your body in such ways then do so, because

it is the command of the Envoy of Allah # to visit your brother

in Allah. He said, “Allah *§s says, “I hey are entitled to my love,

those who visit each other for My sake and love each other for

My sake and for those who spend on each other for My sake.’
”

It is mentioned in an Athar, “Walk a mile to pray behind

a righteous imam, walk two miles to visit the sick, walk three

miles to follow the coffin of a righteous man, walk four miles

to attend a gathering of knowledge that will remind you of

Allah, walk five miles to reconcile two people who have severed

relations and walk six miles to visit a brother for the sake of

Allah.”

All of these intentions, collectively, can be achieved in a

single act of worship by the servant, if he knows and is aware

of them; and for each intention he can be given an immense

reward and exemplary merit. So what a difference between

a person who gains multiple rewards from a single act of

worship through his good intentions, and a person who does

not receive even one reward for many acts of worship, because

of his forgetfulness in perfecting the intention. He has failed in

his endeavour or he has handicapped his actions, unless Allah

rectifies him by His Grace. There is no power except with Allah.

[From the ‘Knowledge of the Heart’ by Abu Talib al-Makki].

(8 [t] Tilat jSj jae jlas joined the ties of brotherhood
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The Intentions for Visiting Brothers

Visiting brothers for the sake of Allah is among the most virtuous

acts of the believers, so it is required of a servant [of Allah] to

make his intention sincere. There are six virtuous intentions

and five blameworthy intentions associated with this [act of

worship], and it is appropriate to know the blameworthy from

the praiseworthy in order to avoid the blameworthy and adhere

to the praiseworthy; and there is no might or power except with

Allah. It was said that one of the sufiyya saw a disciple of his

and asked, “Where are you going?” He said, “To visit so-and-so.”

He said, “Do you know the harm that accompanies visiting?”

The disciple said, “No.” He said, “Know that whoever visits his

brother for five things, there is nothing in that visit that Allah

will be pleased with.”

The First is to visit for the purpose of a meal and to be motivated

by greed. The Prophet tl said,“The worst of servants is a servant

driven by his greed. The worst of servants is a servant led astray

by his passions.” Sahl said, “At the end of time a group of people

will appear, their deity will be their stomachs, their religion will

be their garments and their adornment will be their speech.”

One of the fuqara visited his brother in Allah. When he sat

down and food was presented to him and pressed upon him, he

refused it and said, “I visited you for what my soul desires and

not for the desires of the stomach” and he did not eat.

A disciple visited his teacher to ask him about marifa. When

he sat down food was served to him. He said, “O teacher, I am

in need of something other than this, and something other

than this is required of you. I visited you seeking insight and

not food. If I had wanted this I could have found it with other

people, but I came seeking that which others do not have. This

is the nourishment of the nafs which we had the previous night,

but the nourishment of the soul has been severed from us for
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forty days. The nourishment of the soul is more precious to

me than the nourishment of the nafs, so start with that which

is more honourable, may Allah honour you. I have heard a

similar saying from your teachers that the Prophet # said, ‘A

believer is the one who gives preference to his religion over

his desires.’ ” The teacher answered him by saying, "Eat while

I narrate fourteen hadith to you, on the virtues of eating and

answering your brother’s invitations.” He said, “O teacher, il

there are fourteen hadith on the virtue of eating, then there

should be twenty-four hadith on the virtue of leaving food.”

And he left without eating.

A group of fuqara visited one of the ‘ulama’ in his house.

When they arrived he ordered food to be served to them before

he came out to sit with them. When the food was served a man

among them stood up. He was asked where he was going. He

said, “My need is only with the owner of this food.” They said

to him, “Sit, and when we are finished we will let you meet with

him.” He said, “God forbid that I make my stomach a path to

my religion.”

The Second is to visit one’s brother for the sake of self-glory,

repute and out of boastfulness. It was reported that al-Fudayl

ibn Tyad and Sufytn al-Thawry once met and counselled each

other until they both wept. Al-Thawry then said, “I think that

we have never been in a gathering which contains more trials

than this one.” Al-Fudayl then said, “Didn’t you recall the best

of what you possess and counsel me with it? And I recalled the

best that I possess, and I counselled you likewise?” “Thus we

both became ostentatious,” Sufyan replied.

The Third is to visit one’s brother for the sake of fame and po-

sition in order to be honoured and glorified. It is said that a

group of sufiyya entered the presence of Abu Ali al-Rudhbari
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and among them was a young man that Abu Ali did not recog-

nize, so he said to the group,“Where does the young man come

from, because I don’t know him?” The young man replied,“I did

not visit you to get to know you; I only visited you to honour

someone that I became acquainted with thirty years ago.’ He

said, “Then, what is your name?” He replied, “I fear that your

knowing my name will be the cause of certain reward being

nullified for me.” Then he served him what food he had, and

the young man stood up and said that we were forbidden to

mix that which is good with that which is bad and to replace

the good with the bad.

The Fourth is to visit to gain people’s praise. It is said that the

sddiq is the one who conceals his good deeds in the same way

others conceal their wrongdoing. His fear that his good deeds

will not be accepted is greater than his fear that his wrongdoings

will not be forgiven.

The Fifth is to visit out of covetousness. It is related that a group

oifuqara, w,ho were companions of al-Shibli, would never part

from him when they had spare time, but when they had little

time they would depart from him. One day he (al-Shibli) said,

“Look at those lowly people, I want them for Allah’s sake and

they want me for the sake of the dunya and the nafs”. Whilst

he was sitting an Egyptian relative entered with two hundred

dinars which he placed in al-Shibli’s hands. When the fuqara

heard about this they came running to him, and as they entered

he realised this. He stood up with the dinars, and walked until

he reached the shores of the Tigris. There he raised the dinars

in his hand and said, “Look upon the god to whom you have

become a devoted worshipper. We shall burn it thoroughly and

scatter it about in the seaWThen he said, “Whoever seeks me

» [T] This is what sayyidina Musa said to the worshippers of the calf, Now
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should follow me, and whoever wants the dinars should follow

them.” And ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al- ‘Aziz said, “Beware of the one

whose love for you is only equal to his need of you. When his

need is fulfilled, his love for you will end.”

It is desirable for a believer to visit his brother for seven

things in order to gain abundant good reward and recompense:

The First: is to visit your brother because of his sanctity, emi-

nence and status. It was narrated that the Prophet # looked at

the Ka‘bah and said, “Allah has ennobled you and made you

splendid and sacred, and the believer is more sacred than you.”

He # also said “Whosoever honours an ‘dlim, it is as if he has

honoured seventy prophets; and whosoever honours a seek-

er of knowledge, it is as if he has honoured seventy martyrs.

And whosoever wrongs a believer has wronged the prophets,

and whoever wrongs the prophets has wronged Allah, who-

ever wrongs Allah is cursed in the Torah, the Gospel and

the Qur’an.” He # also said, “Whoever honours his believing

brother honours Allah.”

Ja'far al-Sadiq said, “Walk a mile to follow a righteous

man’s coffin and walk six miles to visit your brother in Allah.” It

was said that when the wolf that was falsely accused of eating

Yusuf, son of Ya'qub tel, was summoned to Ya'qub tel, Ya'qub

questioned him and he answered truthfully. Then at the end

of the conversation the Prophet of Allah Ya'qub tell asked him

where he had come from. Tire wolf answered, “Egypt.” He then

asked him where he was heading. The wolf answered, “Jurjan.”

Ya'qub tel then asked him, “What do you require there?” He
answered, “I am going to visit a brother for the sake of Allah,

because I heard my father relate from my grandfathers, on your

authority, O prophets “Anyone who visits a brother in Allah, two

look upon your god to whom you have become a devoted worshipper. We shall burn it

thoroughly and scatter it about in the sea. Qur an, Tdha , 20:97
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million good deeds will be recorded for him and two million

wrongdoings will be erased from him and he will be elevated

by two million degrees.”

Ibn Mubarak 4* said,“Five actions do not rise from the earth

to the heavens except with a complete reward: [maintaining]

the sanctity of a believer, being thankful for the grace of Allah,

observing the rights of parents, honouring a zahid 'dlim and

worshipping the Almighty.”

It is narrated that two brothers in Allah met and one said

to the other, “Where have you come from?” He replied, “I have

made pilgrimage to the House of Allah and visited the grave

of the Prophet m. And you, where have you come from?” He

answered, “From visiting a brother, to greet him for the sake of

Allah.” He said, “Would you give me the reward of your visit,

so I can give you the reward of my visit?” He lowered his head

for a while, and then they heard a hdtif (disembodied voice)

say, “Visiting a brother for Allah is better than one hundred

pilgrimages, except the pilgrimage of Islam (the Hajj).

The Second: Intend, by your visit, to bring affection and har-

mony to your brother and to entrust him with your heart so

that love can grow between the two of you. Allah Most High

says. Had you spent all that is in the earth you could not have

brought their hearts together, but Allah has reconciled them.51

Ibn Masud 4t said, “This verse was revealed about those

who love each other for the sake of Allah.” It is said that four

attributes affirm your love foryour brother: visiting one another,

giving saldm, shaking hands and giving each other gifts. You

can also intend to bring joy and happiness to the heart of a

50 Imam ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha‘rani said in al-Anwdr al-Qudsiyyafi Bayan Addb

al-‘Ubudivya, “A hdtif is a disembodied voice which is either from an angel, or a

wali (friend of Allah), or from the righteous among the Jinn, or it can be from Dhul

Khidar

51 Qur’an, Al-Anfdl 8:62-63
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believer. Some have said that the virtue of brotherhood lies in

harmony through familiarity, close attachment and ever-lasting

love.

‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab 4* said, “After Islam, a servant ofAllah

has not been given anything better than a righteous brother, so

if one of you sees love from his brother, he should hold fast to

it.”

The Prophet said, Never do two believers meet, except

that one of them brings benefit [to both]. The likeness of the

believer is like the washing of the two hands: one washes the

other, one needs the other.”

The Third: Visit your brother to fulfil the sunna of the Prophet

S and to engage in an act of worship which he & liked. It was
narrated by al-Hasan that the Prophet # said, “O Abu Razin,

aren’t you aware that when a man leaves his house to visit his

brother for Allah’s sake, he is followed by seventy thousand

angels who pray for him and say, ‘O our Lord, he has joined

the ties, so join him with You.” Abu Talib al-Makki, may Allah

bestow His mercy upon him, said, “This is a command of the

Prophet S on the virtue and preference of visiting brothers.”

Anas ibn Malik said, “ The Prophet il would enquire after a

person who was absent from the mosque for three consecutive

days. If he were sick, he would visit him; if he were travelling, he

would pray for him, and if he were available at home, he would
call on him.

A tradition states that when two brothers shake hands, one
hundred portions of grace are divided between them, ninety-

nine ofwhich are for being cordial to one another. It is related in

a different narration that if someone smiles at his brother, their

wrongdoings between them will fall away. Mujahid said, “When
those who love each other and visit each other for Allah’s sake,

are resurrected from their graves, Allah $& will send them al-
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najaib=, created from light, saddled with light and remed by

light Their chariots are of light, driven by al-mukhalladun (t

immortals)
53

- They shall emerge from their graves answenng

the call of the Majestic Most High. Goblets of red ru }

yellow sapphire shall be brought to them, inside of which is

camphor water, a draught of Tasntm* and Raht, al-Makhtum

It shall be infused with the Pleasure, Grace and Approval of

Allah They shall be served in the presence of the Sovereign

the Holy. They shall ride al-najaib, adorned with jewellery, and

will be escorted to seats that have been specially prepared for

them, gazing at their Lord with an eternal gaze and full of joy.

‘Amr bin al-Ala said, “It is desirable for a man to visit i

brother twice a day.” Abu mb, may Allah have mercy upon

him, said,
“ ‘Amr seems to have interpreted the words of the

Majestic about the people of paradise: and there they wtU

have their sustenance morning and evening’ and feuded

sustenance) visiting and other than that as well. On this he

relates a poem:

If I am absent for a day and nightfrom a friend

And I do not see myself among those who would send a

messenger

My mind is lost if I ask for his brotherhood

Even if he were among the wealthy and people of status

u [T] Distinguished mounts of high breeding

» [T] Allah said in Sural al-Waqi'ah, 56:17, There wait on them al-mukhalladun

[immortal youths] with bowls and ewers, and a cupfrom a pure spnng

'

* [T]
Tasmm is a spring of water in the Garden from which those drawn near

to J, Ll drink, and with which the draughts of the People of the Right are

m Some commentators on the Qur an have said that Rahiq al-Makhtum is

a spring in the Garden fased with musk. Others have said that it is a white precious

drink which the people of the Garden shall sip to seal every n - °^e -

the majority of commentators say it is wine of utmost purity and flavour that

protected with a seal of musk.

» [T] Qur’an, Maryam, 19:62
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Also, in the Prophetic tradition it states that if a man visits his

brother, yearning for him and wanting to meet him, an angel

behind him will say, "Pleasant you have become and the Garden

is pleasant.” Abu Talib said, “We have narrated that the Envoy of

Allah S» saw Ibn ‘Umar turning left and right and he& asked him

about this. Ibn ‘Umar replied, ‘O Envoy of Allah, I love a person

and am looking for him, but I cannot find him.’ Then he said to

him, O Abd Allah, ifyou love a person, then ask him his name and

the name of his father and where his house is, so that if he is absent

you can visit him and when he is ill, you can call on him and when
he is busy, you can help him.’”

The fourth: Intend, by your visit, to have your wrongdoings

expiated and to have your errors fall away. It is narrated in a

hadlth, “When a brother visits his brother in Allah and they

shake hands and one smiles at the other, their wrongdoings will

fall from them.” Abu Umamah said, “Tire Prophet 'if said,

‘When a believer looks at a believer and they both feel [the] joy

of each others company, an angel from the inner sanctums of

the ‘Arsh (Throne) will call, ‘Return to this good action! Allah

has forgiven you both all of your previous wrongdoing.’ And if

they were to die that same day or night, they will die the death

of the siddiqin 57 (the veracious).”

And he il said, “Whosoever takes the hand of a believer in

order to greet him for Allah’s sake, Allah will confer upon him
the reward that was given to Ibrahim al-Khalil *3; and for each

finger used the reward of a year’s worship is recorded for him;

and they will not part until Allah forgives them.”

57
[T] The siddiqin are described in the Qur an in Surat al-Nisa 4:69, All who

obey Allah and the Envoy are in the company of those on whom is the Grace ofAllah

- the Prophets, the veracious, the martyrs, the righteous. What a beautiful fellowship.

Also in Surat al-Hadid 57:19, And those who believe in Allah and His Envoy, they are

the veracious and the martyrs in the eyes of their Lord: they shall have their reward

and their light.
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The fifth: Intend, through visiting, to gain the blessings and

benefits of gazing at the face of a brother, and to gain closeness

to him with which to cure your heart. It is narrated in a

prophetic tradition, “On the Day of Judgement, Allah, Exalted

is His praise, will call His servant to account. Evidence will be

brought against him and he will be ordered to the Hellfire. The

servant will become bewildered and Allah M will say to him,

‘Did you see a wall (a friend of Allah) in the dunya that you

loved for My sake, or visited for My sake, or did any of My

awliya love you, so that I can grant you to him on this day?

It is said that when the death of al-Hasan al-Basri

approached, he was asked if he desired anything. Yes, he

replied, “a glance at the face of Yusuf bin Asbat.” And Ja'far bin

Sulayman said, “When I feel listless, I look at Muhammad ibn

Wasi‘ and I become revitalised. And Musa bin Uqba said, I

used to meet one of my brothers for a day and and my striving

would be energised for days as a result of meeting him. 5; And

Ibn ‘Abbas 4* said, “There are seven things which, by simply

looking at them, are regarded as acts of worship: the glance of a

brother to Ms brother is worship, looking at the Qur an, looking

at the Kaba, and at the faces of each of ones parents, at the

scholar and into the books of ‘i/m (knowledge).”

Al-Fudayl said, “Looking upon the face of a brother in Allah

» [T] Tirmidhi relates from ‘Uthman ^ that the Prophet said, On the Day

of Judgement the prophets will intercede, then the scholars, then the martyrs. And

both Imam Abu Hamfa and Imam al-Shafu have said, “If the scholars and

jurists are not the protected friends of Allah, then Allah has no such friends.

59 [T] In ‘Wayfarers to God’ (Ma’alim al-Suluk) Habib ‘Ali Zavn al-'Abidin al-

Jifri mentions that looking at the righteous servants of Allah is a means through

which to obtain the inspirational drive to approach Allah. He states: It (the

inspirational drive) is also to be attained by looking at the righteous servants of

Allah and bv preventing the eye from looking at people of falsehood and evil.

Hence the Companions (Sahaba) only became Companions after hairing looked at,

and sat in the company of, the Envoy of Allah
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in yearning and love is an act of worship.” Al-Hasan al-Basri

also said, “Meeting our brothers in Allah is more beloved to

us than meeting our family and children, because our family

reminds us of the dunya and our brothers remind us of the

hereafter.”

The sixth: Visit with the intention of revealing your state to

your brother and to seek advice on your religion. Bilal bin Sa‘d

said, “A brother in Allah who, upon meeting you, exhorts you

by Allah, is better for you than a brother who places a dinar in

your hand every time he meets you.” Abu Talib al-Makld 4*

said “Our brothers in Allah from the salaf used to meet, and

one would say to his companion, ‘How are you and how is your

state?’ The other would reply, ‘How are you with your ego and

your desires? Is it obeying you in the good that you are calling

it to or not? And how is the state of your heart with Allah in its

approach to Him, and flight from Him?’”

Some of the awliya used to say, “Most of our mawdjid60 was

from nothing other than meeting our brethren. We used to

meet and reveal our states to one another and gain from one

another. According to the wisdom of the house of Da’ud, “It is

required of a person of sound mind to reserve for himself four

hours in every day: an hour in which he is in munajat61 with

60
[T] Shaykh Mustafa al-'Arusi said in Natd’ij al-Afkar al-Qudsiyya fi Bayan

Maani Shark al-Risdlat al-Qushayriyya,"Mawdjid is what their hearts (the awliya)

find through inspiration, transmitted via lights emanating from the Merciful,

Compassionate Lord,Who is contemplated by means of the inner eye.” He also said,

“It is what they find in the course of their spiritual wayfaring, [particularly] what

their hearts are attached to by means of an increase of lights descending upon their

inner realms.” And Mawdjid al-qulub is what holy hearts find of freely endowed

bounties which are beyond count, because hearts are unable to express what they

contain because they draw from the ocean of effusions of the AU-Knower of the

Hidden.”

61
[T] Al-Habib ‘Umar bin Ahmad bin Sumayt said in Hadiyyal al-lkhwdn ,
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his Lord; an hour [spent] bringing himself to account, an hour

in which he sits with his brothers who remind him of his faults

and who make him yearn for the hereafter; and an hour in

which he allows his nafs its portion of worldly desires, because

this hour assists the aforementioned ones and strengthens the

nafs and it is a bounty to be gained.”

' Someone heard al-Darani say, “I came from my house

seeking the curing of my heart from you, as there is no one

in my house who asks me about anything.” One of the people

of Divine Love said, “A state overcame me, so I left my house

seeking someone I could take respite with and reveal my state

to. I met al-Thawri who discerned my state (tafarrasam

)

62 and

said, ‘What is the matter?’ I replied, ‘I have a commodity and

1 need a buyer.’ He said, ‘A worldly commodity or one for the

hereafter?’ ‘One for the hereafter,’ I responded. So he took my

hand and led me to a graveyard. When we stopped at the graves

he said, ‘They were transported from the best place for dealing

with the commodities of the hereafter to this spot long ago, so

if you are really sincere, show them your commodity, otherwise

keep it to yourself until the Day of Gathering.

The Seventh: Intend by your visit to seek the love of Allah, and

the confirmation of His promise to those who visit a servant of

His for whom He holds abundant love, as it is narrated that the

Prophet 0 said, “A man set off to visit his brother in a different

“Munajat is a secret mutual address and conversation. What is meant in the

context are invocations and tasbih, and the Lord’s conversation with the servant is

the lifting of veils. This comes about by understanding being bestowed [upon the

servant].”

s: [T] Tafarrasa and firasa mean to perceive hidden matters by looking

at their outward. Al-Jurjam said in Al-Tanfat “In the terminology of people of

haqiqah (truth), firasa is the unveiling of certainty and witnessing the unseen. See

Translators notes.
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village. On his way Allah sent an angel to him who asked,

‘Where are you going?’ He answered, ‘I seek a brother of mine

in this village.’ He asked, ‘Is there any kinship between the two

of you entailing your fulfilment of duties, or are you returning

a favour?’ ‘No,’ he replied, ‘I simply love him for Allah’s sake.’ He

(the angel) said, ‘I am a messenger from Allah sent to convey

to you that He loves you as you have loved your brother for

His sake.’ ” And he # said, “Allah, may His Mention be exalted,

says, ‘I have created My love for those who love each other for

My sake.”

This explains the true meaning of istighfdr (asking for

forgiveness). Abd al-Wahid bin Zayd heard a man asking

forgiveness from Allah so he said to him,“0 man, do you know

the meaning of istighfdr
?” "No,” he replied, “I do not.” He said,

“Know that istighfdr is to repent (tawba ), and repentance is a

word that has six meanings:

1- To have remorse for the past [wrongdoing]

2- To abandon returning to the wrongdoing

3- To make amends for each obligation [fard) between

you and Allah that has been neglected

4- To return? any wealth or items that were acquired

illegally (to their rightful owners)

5- To rid yourself of all flesh and fat (in the body) that

was nourished from the unlawful, until even the bones

and skin return to their original condition

6- To afflict the body with the pain of obedience inasmuch

as it has tasted the sweetness of disobedience

The man then said, “Who can fulfil all that?” He replied, “If

your garment is threadbare there will be no benefit patching it
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with another threadbare garment. Istighfar is like a patch, so say

with the istighfar. Allahumma , I ask You to overlook my lapses.

(From ‘Ilm al-Qulub ofAbu Talib al-Makki.)

The Intentions for Invoking Salat and Salam upon

the Prophet H 63

Allahumma, I intend by my invocation of salat and salam

upon the Prophet to conform to Your Command ,

64
to comply

with Your Book, and to follow the Sunna of Your Prophet

Muhammad W>, out of love for him, longing for him and in

exaltation of what is due to him; to honour him and because he

is deserving of this; so accept this from me, by Your Favour and

Kindness, and remove the veil of heedlessness from my heart

and make me from among Your righteous servants.

Allahumma, increase him in honour, in addition to the hon-

our You have already conferred upon him, and increase him

in glory, to supplement the glory You have given him. Elevate

his rank among the ranks of the Envoys, and his degree among

the degrees of the Prophets. I ask You for Your Pleasure and

for Paradise O Lord of the worlds, and for contentment in the

religion, in this world, and in the hereafter; and to die whilst

living in accordance with the Book, the Sunna and the Jama a ,

and by the testimony of faith (al-kalimat al-shahada), without

changing or altering it. And forgive me, by Your Favour and

Kindness towards me, for what I have committed. Indeed, You

are the Forgiver and the Merciful. And bestow salat and salam

upon our master Muhammad and his Family and Companions

«5 [A] Imam al-Haddad preferred this [form of intention] when he invoked

salat and salam upon the Prophet See Translators notes.

* [X] Allah says in the Quran, 33:56: Allah and His angels invoke salat on the Prophet.

O rou who believe, imvke salat upon him and salute him with a worthy salutation.

65
[T] Meaning whilst following the Ahl al-Sunna wa’l-Jamaa who are the

followers of the ‘aqidah (creed) of Abut al-Hasan al-Ash‘ari (d. 324) and the 'aqidah

of Abl Mansur Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Maturidi (d. 334).
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and give them peace.

The Intentions for [Reciting] a Hizb66 of Qur’an

and Studying it in the Mosque

Circles of dhikr are among the greatest of actions that Allah

takes pride in before His angels, 67 and the recitation and study

of the Quran are amongst the most important acts of worship

by which a servant draws near to his Lord. For these reasons the

salaf and the khalaf (the righteous successors), among the righ-

teous servants of Allah in this ummah, attach great importance

to organising the recitation of hizbs of Qur’an and the
‘

imdratf’s

of mosques by them.

It is required of every believer, when attending such gather-

ings, to maintain good intentions through which he may draw

nearer to his Lord §£, as the Prophet & has said, “Actions are

only according to intentions and every man shall have accord-

ing to what he has intended.Thus he whose hijra was for Allah

and His Envoy, his hijra is to Allah and His Envoy, and he whose

hijra was to achieve some worldly benefit or to take a woman in

“ [T] Ifizb in the above context is the usual wild (litany) that one has of the

Qur’an, prayer, supplication and the like.

67 ypj The Prophet' & once came upon a group of his Companions and

asked, “What has brought you together?” They answered, “We are seated together

remembering Allah and praising Him for having guided us to Islam and having

conferred this favour upon us.” He enquired, “Do you call Allah to witness that

is your only purpose?” They answered, “Allah is our witness that that is our only

purpose.” He said, “I did not ask you to [swear an] oath out of any suspicion, but

Gabriel came to me and told me that Allah takes pride in you among the angels."

(Muslim).

68 Sayyidi Ahmad bin Muhammad ibn Ajiba al-Hasani, (may Allah have mercy

on him) said in Al-Balir al-Madid,“The act of 'imam of the masajid is to decorate

them with carpets, to light them with lamps, to continuously maintain them with

the worship and the remembrance of Allah, to establish lessons of sacred knowledge

within them and to abstain from doing anything therein that the mosque was not

built for, such as talking of worldly affairs."
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marriage, then his hijra is to that for which he made hijraV

When attending a hizb of Qur’an the believer should make

the following intentions:

1- Reviving the tradition ol the salaf

2- The ‘imarat of the mosque and to engage in ftikaftherein

3- To increase the number of believers

4- To encourage others to partake in the ‘imarat of mosques

5- To recite the Noble Qur’an

6- To conserve your time [through virtuous action]

7- To occupy your time with virtuous actions

8- To help others memorise the Qur’an

9- To receive counsel from the words of Allah

10- To drawn benefit from listening [to the recitation of Qur’an]

1 1 - To strengthen the bond of brotherhood between believers

12- To give life to the night69
if the recitation is conducted

« [T] Imam ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Alawi al-Haddad said in Nasaih al-Dmiyah

,

“It

is necessary for the man of Qur’an to have a wird (litany) of Qur an which he

recites when he stands for his night saldh. He starts at the beginning and finishes a

khitma (a complete recitation of the entire Qur an) in his night saldh

,

either once

every month, or once after every' forty day's, or less according to one's energy and

as much as circumstances permit. He keeps to that relentlessly letting no laziness

prevent [him],A hadith states,“The Qur’an and fasting will intercede on behalf of a

servant before Allah. The Qur’an will say, ‘I deprived him of sleep at night.’ Fasting

will say, ‘I deprived him of food during the day.’ Then they shall intercede and their

intercession will be granted.’’ Indeed Allah has said, Not all of them are alike. Of the

people of the Book are a community that stand during the night; they rehearse the signs

ofAllah all night long and they prostrate themselves in adoration. They believe in Allah

and the Last Day; they enjoin what is right andforbid, what is wrong, and they hasten

in (all) good works. They are in the ranks of the righteous (Qur’an, al-'lmran, 3 : 1 13 -

114 ) In the light of these verses, it is stressed that a reciter of the Qur’an should

stand up for saldh at night and recite, in his night saldh, what he can of the Qur’an.

As Allah says, Read ye, therefore, as much of the Quran as may be easy (Qur’an, al-

Muzzam.mil, 73 :20 ) and the Envoy' of Allah said, “He who stands in saldh with
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during the night

1 3 - To exalt what Allah has exalted

14- To firmly establish the memorisation ofthe Qur’an in those

who have not memorised it and to aid their listening

15- To attend a gathering surrounded by angels

16- To increase your imdn by listening to the recitation

17- To bring joy and happiness to tire brothers attending70

18- To illuminate the heart

19- To unfold your breast (shark al-sadr)
71

20- To gain reward and recompense for reciting, and listening

to, the recitation ofthe Qur’an, and for guiding and assisting

towards its correct recitation

ten verses is not recorded among the heedless; and he who stands with a hundred is

recorded among the devout; and he who stands with a thousand verses is recorded

among al-muqantirin, the abundantly recompensed.”

70
[T] It was narrated by al-Tabarani in Al-Saghir, with a good chain of

narration that Anas narrated that the Prophet # said, “Whosoever meets his

Muslim brother with what he (his Muslim brother) likes and brings joy to him,

Allah will bring joy to him on the Day of Rising.” And lbn Abi al-Dunya narrated,

“There is no believer that brings joy to another believer without Allah creating,

from that joy, an ari'gel that worships Allah, proclaims His Glory and declares

His Oneness; and when that believer enters his grave, the joy that he brought [to

the other believer] will come to him and say, ‘Don’t you know me?’ He will reply,

‘Who are you?’ It will then say, ‘I am the joy that you brought to so-and-so and

today I will console your loneliness, dictate your answers, confirm within you the

confirmed statement, stand and answer for you, intercede with Your Lord on your

behalf and show you your position in the Garden.’
”

'' [T] The Envoy of Allah was asked about the meaning of shark or yashrah

in the saying of the Almighty Whom Allah wills to guide, He unfolds his breast to

Islam (yashrah sadrahu lil islam) [Qur’an, al-Anam 6,125] and he #, said “Indeed

nur (light) when it enters the heart, it unfolds and widens.” They asked, “O Envoy

of Allah, is there a sign for this?” He replied, “Yes, turning away from the abode of

delusion, and turning towards the eternal abode, and preparing for death before it

strikes.”
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21 - To present yourself to the descending Mercy ofAllah which

accompanies the remembrance of Allah, Most High

22- To listen to verses that remind us ofthe hereafter, urging us

to perform righteous actions

23- To gain intimate knowledge of the Grace of Allah upon

us, when listening to the verses that remind us of this

24- To reflect on the miracle of the Qur an and its greatness

25- To be included among the people of the Quran who

are the people of Allah

26- To be raised in rank and elevated by the words of

Allah

27- To recite the Qur’an according to its rules - precisely

and distinctly'
2

28- Freedom from the preoccupations of this world

29- To experience serenity through the remembrance ofAllah
73

30- For protection against the devils and the rebellious ones

among them

31 - To adhere to the way of the Prophet • in studying the

nofcle Qur’an, as he used to do with Gabriel i&B'

32 - To counsel yourself with the Qur an

33- To strengthen your memorisation and recitation of the

Qur’an

34- To inform those who are absent by following the saying

of the Prophet Ss“The one who is present should inform

the one who is absent.”

35- To engage in commerce that incurs no loss, to gain reward,

r- [T] This can be taken from the command of Allah to His Prophet in the

Quran and recite the Quran distinctly (Quran, Al-Muzzammil, 73:4)

7
. [T] -\llah Almighty says in the Quran Those who believe and whose hearts

find tranquillity in the remembrance ofAllah. Verily, it is in the remembrance ofAllah

that hearts find tranquillity. (Qur an, Al-Ra d, 13:28)
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to increase in tire Grace of Allah Most High, to receive

forgiveness for wrongdoing and thanks from Allah for

obeying Him; [this is] based on the statement of the Most

High, : Those who recite the Book of Allah, and establish

the prayers, and spend (in charity) of that which We have

bestowed on them secretly and openly, they look forward

to commerce that will never fail, for He will pay them their

wages and increase them from His Grace. He is Forgiving,

Thankful.
74

36- To seek guidance for yourself and for those attending,

as the Most High said, Guidance for those who fear

Allah.
7*

37- To not neglect the noble Qur’an.

The Intentions for Rising at Night (for Worship)

1- To be granted special sainthood (wildya

)

2- To obey the command of Allah and the command of

the Prophet & as Allah M said, And part of the night,

rise for additional acts of worship (for yourself); that

your Lord may raise you to a Praiseworthy Station.
76 The

Prophet S also said,“0 ‘Abd Allah, be not like so-and-

so. He used to rise during the night, then abandoned

the practice.”77

3- So that Allah will lift affliction from the people of the

earth on account of your rising at night

4- To struggle against the nafs

5- To follow the righteous salaf

6 - To be granted an opening from Allah, from the openings

74
[T] Qur'an, Fdtir, 35:29-30

75
[T] Qur’an, al-Baqamh , 2:2

76
[T] Quran, al-Isra, 17:79

77
[T] Bukhari and Muslim
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of the arifin

7- To reduce the amount you sleep

8- To supplicate for the believing men and women

9- To recite the Qur an

10- To supplicate to Allah with humility and fear

11- So that your rising (at night) might coincide with the

hour of acceptance78

12- To engage in an act of worship that is more likely to be

sincere

13- To follow the example of the Prophet # and the

righteous salaf

14- To revive this great sunna

15- To ask for forgiveness before dawn, as Allah ffl says,

And before dawn, they prayforforgiveness
79

16- To receive what al-Haqq (the Truth) bestows upon His

‘arifin

The Intentions for Da ‘wa IlaAllah (Inviting to Allah)

1- To gain nearness to Allah 3*

2- To follow and comply with the command of the Prophet

S and the righteous salaf

3- To obey the command of Allah 31 when He said, Let

there arise from amongst you a group who invite to

goodness and enjoin what is right, and forbid what is

wrong.S0

n
[T] Jabir narrated that he heard the Envoy of Allah & say, “Indeed, within

the night is a period in which no Muslim man were to ask Allah Most High of any

good relating to this world or the hereafter, except that it will be granted to him;

and this moment comes every night.” [Muslim]

79
[T] Qur’an, al-Dhariydt, 51:18

so [T] Qur’an, Al-‘lmran, 3:104
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4- To fulfil a communal obligation

5- To spread your knowledge of Islam and the surma of

al-Mustafa #
6 - To endure and be patient in times ofharm and difficulty

which may afflict the dal (inviter to Allah)

7- To endure harshness and rejection by people

8- To be loved by Allah and His Prophet ,#

9- To fulfil some of the rights of the people (by teaching

them and inviting them to Allah)

10- To spread the sharia of the Prophet #-

11- To protect the ummah from punishment, as the Prophet

# said, “Either you enjoin good and forbid evil or Allah

will certainly send His punishment upon you.”

12- To learn good manners and character, and to be gentle

with the common people

13- To rectify the community

14- To benefit yourself and the one advised

15- So that Allah may reveal your own faults to you (whilst

calling others to Him)

16- To seek benefit and spiritual assistance from the one

being invited in every way

The Intentions for Marriage

The following intentions were composed by the great Shaykh, the

‘Arifof Allah, ‘All bin Abi Baler bin ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Saqqaf 4®.

I intend to enter into this marriage and take this wife81 for the

love ofAllah, the Exalted, and to have a child for the perpetuation

of the human race. I also intend [to enter this marriage] for the

81
[T] Or husband
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love of the Prophet & and so that he may be proud of it, as he

said,“Marry and increase in numbers, as I will take pride in all of

vou before other nations on the Day of Judgement.”

I intend in this marriage — and in whatever actions and

words that come from me in it — to be blessed by the prayer

of a righteous child,
82 or by his intercession if he dies young

before me.83
1 intend by this, protection from Satan, breaking

the desires, to sever the danger of evil, to lower the gaze84
,
and

to reduce wiswas35
. I also intend to protect my private parts

e [T] A hadith narrated by Muslim states that the Prophet $ said, “When

the son of Adam dies, his ‘amal (actions] come to an end except for three things, a

sadaqa jariyah (continuous charity), knowledge which is being benefited from, or a

righteous child who prays for him.”

« [T] Maawiyah ibn Iyas narrated on the authority of his father that the

Prophet enquired about one of his companions who he had not seen for a few

days. Someone told him, “O Envoy of Allah, his son, whom you met, has died.”

The Prophet then visited him and offered his condolences, and said,“0 so-and-so,

would you rather wish to have enjoyed his company in this world for the remainder

of your life, or see him tomorrow at one of the gates of the Garden, preceding you

there in order to open it for you?” He replied, “O Prophet of Allah, 1 prefer that he

precedes me to (he gate of the Garden to open it for me.” The Prophet '& said, “Then

that is granted to you.” The Companions asked him, “O Envoy of Allah, is this for

him alone, or for the Muslims in general?” He replied, “For the Muslims in general.

Ibn ‘Abbas related that he heard the Envoy ofAllah& say, “If any one of my ummah

has two children who die before him, Allah will admit him to the Garden. Also,

Muslim bin Hassan narrated that he once asked Abu Hurayra, “Narrate a tradition

to us about our dead that will comfort our souls.” He replied, “Yes. The young ones

roam freely in the Garden,when one of them meets his father or his parents, he will

clasp them by their garments,” or he said, “by their hands, and will not leave them

until he brings them into the Garden.”

54 [T] Ibn Mas'ud -s relates that the Prophet & said, "He who has the means

should marry. It is the best assistance for lowering the gaze and safeguarding

modesty (i.e. safeguarding the private parts from falling into illicit sexual relations).

Otherwise one should fast; fasting will be a form of castration for him.”

55
IT] Wiswas is the whispering of Satan. It is also the one of the names given

So
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from lewdness.

I intend by this marriage to relieve the nafs and to allow it

intimacy through companionship. I also intend the pleasure that

arises from gazing at ones spouse, from mutual foreplay and the

repose that floods the heart and strengthens it for worship. 86

I intend, by it, to relieve the heart from the management ol

housekeeping, undertaking the tasks of cooking, cleaning, mak-

ing the bed, cleaning the dishes and talcing care of household

matters .

87

I intend, by this marriage, to struggle with the nafs and to

train it through care and guardianship; to fulfil the rights of the

spouse and to be patient with their characters; to endure any

harm that arises from them and to work towards improving

them; to guide them to the righteous path; to struggle to seek

lawful earnings for them; to command them to discipline the

children by seeking assistance from Allah, in this, and by seeking

tawfiq from Him through prostrating in absolute humble servi-

tude to Him and by expressing absolute poverty before Him. 1

have intended all of this for Allah, Most High.

I have intended all of the above and more, from whatever

I say, do and have power over in this marriage, for Allah, Most

to him. .)

» [T] Imam AbO Hamid al-Ghazali, may Allah have mercy upon him, said in

his book Al-Arba'infi Usfil al-Din , “Whoever experiences boredom during acts of

worship and knows that if he were to sleep it would revive him [so that he could

do even more acts of worship upon awakening], then sleep is better for him. And

if he knows that recreation with some [light] amusement and humorous stoiies

for a while may also revive his energy for worship, then that is better for him than

praying whilst bored. The Prophet # said, “Allah does not become bored until you

become bored”. Abu al-Darda’ said, "I' take comfort in some leisure that would assist

me in seeking the Truth.” Ali bin Abi Taiib -T;- said, Amuse your selves because

when they are forced they will become exhausted.”

87
[T] Please refer to the third intention under ‘The Intentions for Remaining

at Home’ (on page 102) and to the Translator’s notes.
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High. I also intend, in this marriage, that which Your righteous

servants and Your ‘ulama al-amilun (practising scholars )
88 have

intended.

Alldhumma
,
grant us success, as you have granted it to them;

help us, as you have helped them; overlook our shortcomings

and accept this from us, and do not entrust us to ourselves,

even for the blink of an eye. Make good for us, all of this, by

Your Grace and Generosity, in goodness and in health.

Alldhumma , forgive us and have mercy upon us, be content

with us and accept this from us. Admit us into the Garden and

save us from the Hellfire and rectify all ofour affairs.Alldhumma,

grant me help, blessing and peace in this marriage and in all

of my affairs, and protect me from preoccupying myself with

other than You, and do not place obstacles between me and

obedience towards You, and grant me, in this, sufficient means

for a living (kafaf) and chastity {‘afdf). Alldhumma, I entrust

myself to You (in my moments of movement and stillness), so

protect me, wherever I happen to be; take care of my affairs as

You have taken care of the affairs of Your righteous servants.

Allahumrna, help us, together with our parents, children,

spouses, our shuyukh, our brothers, our relatives, our maternal

relatives (arhdmind ), and all those who have rights over us, even

those whose rights over us are minimal. Alldhumma, assist us in

remembrance ofYou, in gratitude towards You and in excellence

in worshipping You, O Lord of the worlds. Alldhumma, guide

us and grant us success, O Lord of the worlds. Alldhumma,

make us live this life according to Your Book and the Sunna, O
possessor of Majesty and Generosity. Alldhumma, we ask You

by that which You have accepted from us and by whatever has

brought us closer to You, dmin. And bestow salat and salam, by

Your Majesty, upon the most noble of all envoys, Muhammad,

the seal of all prophets, his Family and Companions. And all

55
[T] Those who practise and act in accordance to the knowledge they have

received
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praise is to Allah, Lord of the worlds.

The Intentions for Seeking
‘

Ilm (Knowledge) and

Teaching

I intend to seek knowledge and to teach; to benefit myself and

to benefit others; to remind myself and to remind others; to

profit myself and to profit others; to urge adherence to the Book

of Allah and the Sunna of His Envoy #; to invite to guidance

and to guide to that which is good; seeking the face of Allah,

His pleasure, His closeness and His reward, glory be to Him.

Allahumma, bestow salat and salam upon sayyidina

Muhammad his Family and Companions. Allahumma ,
in-

spire us with knowledge that will give us insight into Your com-

mands and prohibitions. Grant us understanding in knowledge

through which we may know how to be in munajaf9 with You,

O Most Merciful of the Merciful.

Allahumma, we ask you for the understanding of the proph-

ets and the memory ofYour envoys; Allahumma, and for the in-

spiration of the angels drawn near. Allahumma, enrich us with

knowledge, adorn us with affability (hilm ), ennoble us with

taqwa and beautify us with well-being, O Most Merciful of the

Merciful; and send salat to sayyidina Muhammad 0 , his Family

and Companions:

The Intentions for Khalwa (Spiritual Seclusion)

1- To devote yourself to worship

2- So that you may be accepted by Allah

3- To protect people from your evil

4- To keep away from the evil of people

5- To rectify your heart

*’ [T] Munajat see 61 [T]
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6- To gainfutuh (spiritual openings) from Allah the Exalted

7- To withdraw from people

8- To purify the inward

9- Sincerity of action for the sake of Allah, Most High

10- To be guided to the Path, in accordance with the saying

of the Most High, As for those who strive for Our sake.

We will guide them to Our Paths90

1 1- To draw closer to Allah, Most High

12- To gain the Pleasure of Allah the Exalted

Imam Abu 1 Hasan al-Shadhill 4* has also mentioned ten

benefits of khalwa:

1- Safety and protection from the harm of the tongue

2- Safety and protection from the harm of gazing

3- Shielding and protecting the heart from ostentation,

flattery and other diseases

4- Renouncing the world and its pleasures and feelings of

satisfaction towards it

5- Safely from bad company and from mixing with those

who are abased

6- Devoting yourelf to worship, dhikr and the resolve to

be God-fearing and pious

7- To attain the sweetness of obedience

8- To comfort the heart and body, since mixing with

people brings about the weariness of the heart

9- To protect yourself and your religion from engaging in

evil and the disagreements that arise from mixing with

people

M
[TJ Qur’an, Al-'Ankabut, 29:69
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10- The abilityto worship with reflection and contemplation,

which is the greatest aim of khalwa

What needs to be stressed about khalwa is that it is not meant

to be continuous. Just as a sick person spends a short spell in

hospital to rid the body of illness, after which time he leaves the

hospital in better health, with stronger immunity and enjoying

the grace of health - similarly, a Muslim who spends a short

period in khalwa will subsequently have a strengthened rela-

tionship with his Lord and a heart that has been replenished

with imdn and certainty.

The Intentions for Hunger for the Sake of Allah

Enduring hunger [for the sake of Allah] is among the believer’s

greatest qualities and the most difficult, if the intention is

sound. Within it are several recommended intentions through

which a servant can attain the higher ranks.

The first intention: Intend, through your hunger, to humble the

nafs and to break it, and prefer going against its desires so that

it complies with acts of obedience more readily. Subsequently,

you will prefer carrying out the commands of the All-Powerful

Lord of the heavens and as a result will attain Allah’s Good

Pleasure and a higher rank. Allah the Exalted says,
“And as

for he who fears the Presence of his Lord and forbids his nafs its

desires, assuredly the Garden is the abode.91”

And Yahya bin Muadh said, “Were you to seek intercession

by the angels of the seven heavens, by one hundred and

twenty-four thousand prophets, by the virtue of every book,

wisdom and holy friend of Allah in order that the nafs would

be reconciled with you in renouncing this world, and abiding

91 [T] Qur’an, Al-Naziat,
79:40-4

1
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by the commands of Allah, it would not respond to you. Were

you, on the other hand, to intercede through hunger, it would

surely respond to you and comply.”

Sahl bin ‘Abd Allah said, “By Allah, there is no deity save

Him, none have turned away from what Allah dislikes to what

Allah likes except through hunger. And the siddiqun (veracious)

did not become the siddiqun except through hunger.”

Al-Hajjaj bin Gharafida said, “I came upon a group of way-

farers in Makkah and asked them, ‘Tell me, why does Allah com-

mand His friends (awliya ) to discipline themselves through hun-

ger?’ They said, ‘Have you not observed a difficult beast or camel

that flees from its master? They have no control over it except by

keeping it hungry.
’ ” When a servant imposes hunger and thirst

upon himself, Allah proclaims His pride in him before the an-

gels. And there is no servant in whom Allah proclaims His pride,

except that a crown of light will be placed on his head in the

hereafter. Allah will send angels of light accompanied by najaib92

adorned with rubies and topazes and reined by woven pearls;

their saddles will be embellished with green chrysolite and they

shall be led by al-mukhalladun (the immortals) until they reach

the graves of the people of hunger and thirst in this world. They

will then mount them from their graves and be escorted to

Allah, ft is reported from Ibrahim bin Adham who said, “It

has reached me that Iblls once saw ‘Isa sfeSSI writhing in hunger

for a day and a night. [Iblls] said, ‘Why do I see you writhing so,

should I not bring you food?’ ‘Isa said, ‘You know, indeed, that if

I were to tell these mountains and valleys, “Be food, by Allah’s

leave!” they would indeed be so. But you are my enemy and the

nafs is your spy against me. I am therefore making your spy hun-

gry and weak so that it has no strength to send you intelligence

about me. My hunger surely infuriates you and diminishes you

and I do not want from this world other than that.’”

A poet has said on hunger:

[T] See note 52[T]
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I know hunger yields to a loaf of bread

And a pewterful ofsweet water

I know hunger helps he who prays

I know a stomachful helps he who sleeps

The second intention: Intend companionship with the Envoy

# and his Companions in their states and his state, so that in

the hereafter you will be in their assembly. This is because of

the statement of the Envoy 0, “He who resembles a people is

indeed of them.” And ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib, may Allah ennoble his

face, said, “I entered upon the Envoy of Allah 0 and I found

him prostrate with hunger. Beneath him was a mattress of dry

palm leaves upon which he was writhing in hunger and saying,

‘By virtue of my hunger and my thirst, may You pardon the

wrongdoings of my ummah ” And ‘Aisha $$ used to say that

the Envoy of Allah would go hungry out of necessity. Also, Abu

Hurayra said, “I recall myself wailing from hunger between the

grave and the minbar [of the Envoy], to the extent that people

went as far as to say, ‘He is surely mad’ when in fact I was not

mad, just hungry.”

He0 would be in prayer and his Companions would collapse

to the ground, such was their hunger. As soon as he had finished

his prayer, he would turn to them and say, ‘If you knew what

awaits you with Allah, you would increase in this.” Ibn ‘Abbas

narrated, “The Envoy of Allah 0 visited a man from among the

Ansar and said, ‘Do you desire anything?’ He said, ‘Yes, wheat

bread.’ He said, ‘Whosoever has some may bring it forth.’A man

stood up and came with a piece of bread and fed him with it.”

The Envoy of Allah 0 said to Abu Dharr, “Be sparing in food

and in speech and you will be with me in the Garden like these

two,” and he pointed to his index and his middle finger. And

he 0 said, “Indeed, the closest to me in company on the Day

of Arising is he who spends the longest in hunger and thirst
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and sadness.” Abu Hurayra * and Ibn Masud, in a party of

five Companions, entered upon the Envoy of Allah '&> when

they were hungry. They said, “O Envoy of Allah, is there some

bread? We are really hungry.” He could not find anything for

them except a mush of wheat and barley, which they ate but

their hunger was unassuaged. They said, “For how much longer

shall we suffer hunger?” He # said, “You have not thrived in it

yet, but have taqwa of Allah and be grateful, for indeed I have

not found a people entering the Garden without being called to

account, except those who persevere in patience.”

The third intention: Intend, by your hunger, to take only little from

the things of this world so that your deeds reflect what the Envoy

of Allah said, “There shall come upon people a time when their

best shield is hunger; their best knowledge, silence; and their best

act of worship, sleep.” And with this meaning, “Whoever is content

with Allah with little sustenance, Allah will be content with him

with few deeds.”

Hatim al-Assarnm said,“Forgo desires and you will be delivered

from serving the people of this world; renounce sensual pleasures

and you will be delivered from wrongdoing; and abandon greed

and you will be delivered from cares.” This is because a servant

pursues the world in the measure he allows his stomach its desires.

He then realises that by giving up food and going without, he can

survive with little of the things of this dunya. One of the arifin was

asked, “What is this dunya?” He said, “The dunya is your stomach.

The zuhd of your stomach is equal to your zuhd in this dunya’.’

Tire fourth intention: Intend, by keeping food from your stomach,

to find comfort tomorrow in the assembly on the Day of Arising.

On that day - which is equal to fifty thousand years - there will be

no food or drink, nor comfort, nor rest.

Said he ife, “People will be gathered into an assembly on
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the Day of Arising, hungry and thirsty. Indeed, the people of

hunger in this world are the people of satiety in the hereafter.”

And the Prophet & said “If you are able to have death come

to you while your stomach is hungry and your liver thirsty,

then do so, because you will thereby attain the most eminent of

ranks and join the company of prophets; and the angels will be

delighted with the arrival of your soul among them.” And said

he S,“What I fear most for you are desires cast into your bellies

and your private parts.”

The fifth intention: Intend, through your hunger, fewer visits to

the lavatory when you are observing a fast and are hungry. You

will thereby attain the rank of the people of sidq (truthfulness)

and haya, as the Envoy said to his Companions, “Have haya

before Allah, as He deserves to be shown haya They said,

“How can we show haya to Allah?” He said, “He who has

haya with Allah, as is His due, should safeguard the stomach

and what fills it, the head and what it contains, and he should

remember death and tribulation.” Thus he # made it known

that the realities of haya’ are these three things, and that one of

them is safeguarding, the stomach which is observing hunger

for the sake of Allah - to reduce what enters and comes out

of it. And Malik bin Dinar said, “I had so much haya before

my Lord as a result of my frequent visits to the lavatory, that I

wished that Allah had made a stone my nourishment which I

would suck until death came to me.”And al-Hasan al-Basri said

in his description of the Companions of the Prophet H, ‘One

of them would eat food and wish that it would remain in his

stomach as baked clay does in water so that it would become

his provision in this world.”

The sixth intention: Being free from Allah’s wrath and distanced

from His displeasure. Abu Talib al-Makkl 4®, “He who has a full

stomach between two hungers has indeed adhered to the way
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of the Companions of the Envoy »; and this is the case when

a servant observes fasting throughout his life in such a manner

that he eats at night and observes fasting the following day. This

is a sated stomach between two periods of hunger because the

hunger is longer than satiation.”

Ihe seventh intention: To deceive your nafs [into believing

that you are of the people of hunger] in order to remember

the pain and harm experienced by the people of hunger. And

it is said that when Yusuf ibn Yaqub, may peace be upon them

both, took possession of the treasures of Egypt, he did not sate

himself with food. When he was asked about this he said, “I fear

lest I become sated and therefore forget the hungry.”

It is said that there are five things whose worth only five people

appreciate: the blessing ofhealth cannot be known save by the sick;

the value of life, save by the inhabitants of the graves; the worth of

a full stomach, except by the people of hunger; the sweetness of the

bounty of sleep, except by those in pain; and the bounty of light,

save by the person in darkness.

The Intentions for Reading, Acquiring and

Recording Tlim

I intend to acquire books for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. I

intend, by acquiring these books, to draw near to Allah, the Ex-

alted, and His pleasure. I intend all of this for Allah, the Exalted.

I intend - through my acquiring and recording of knowledge

- the love of Allah, Glorified and Exalted be He, and to work

towards the survival of 'ilm and its protection from being lost;

to gain the love of the Envoy of Allah through spreading

and disseminating his Sharia and by increasing the number

of his followers. And I intend, through this, and in any words

or deeds that emanate from me, to invoke the blessings of the

'ulama and the awliya and the righteous servants and other
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Muslims, and to attain their intercession through disseminating

their ‘ulum (knowledge), and transmitting it to those it has not

reached, and that whosoever uses it after my death, that they

may pray for me. Intend with these actions protection against

Satan by associating with the people of ‘ilm and religion, and

to be included among them. And intend with the acquisition

of these books to invoke their blessings, by them, and to re-

member the ‘ulama and the awliya, and intend to occupy the

nafs, because whoever does not engage it, it will engage him. In-

tend by obtaining, reading and studying them, to actively seek

Allah’s gifts as well as to remind oneself and remind others by

them; and desire to seek the means by them to draw near to

Allah and to pursue what the author had intended and wished,

the goals he had in mind, to revive what he wanted to revive.

Also, to make it available to those it has not yet reached and to

those who have heard and benefited from it, and also to benefit

those who have benefited from it, among all Muslims. And I

intend, through them and their acquisition, to make manifest

the banners of Islam and to spread ‘ilm. And I intend by this to

assist others in doing what is good and to promote taqwa and

to fulfil the duty of commanding the maruf and forbidding

what is munkar. I intbnd, by this, the truth; to tell the truth, to

accept the truth and make others hear the truth, and to spread

‘ilm and serve it, and to efface ignorance in myself. I intend to

resemble the righteous servants, to associate with them and to

adopt their ways. I intend to offer gratitude to Allah, the Ex-

alted, in that He has made us beneficiaries of what is good and

made us the people of this [goodness] . I intend to realise this

rather than to just amass verbal knowledge and to repel the evil

of the two abodes (this world and the hereafter), and to gain

the benefit of the two abodes for myself, my beloveds and for

all Muslims. I intend, through this, to make mercy descend by

mentioning the righteous, and to frustrate and fight the dev-

ils and strive against the evil-commanding nafs. I intend, by
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this, to inculcate truthfulness by refraining from focusing upon

the creation [and instead focusing upon Allah], and to have

wrongdoings forgiven through remembering of the righteous

and through remembering their lives to strengthen the heart

and make it firm. I intend, by this, to have faith and belief in the

in the way of the siifiyya; and intend, by this, to act on behalf of

those who have neglected it, and to free them from the burden

of their failure; and that through this the number of the sufiyya,

their states and their works will be increased. I intend to keep

away from the former (i.e. those who have neglected this way),

by this, and to seek Allah’s Favour and His Mercy; and to seek

Allah’s Assistance and Enabling Grace, and to prostrate myself

in absolute humble servitude before Him, in idtirar (absolute

neediness before His Absolute Sufficiency) and in iftiqar (abso-

lute poverty) to Allah, the Exalted.

Du‘A’ RECITED AFTER THE ABOVE INTENTIONS

I intend all of the foregoing for the sake of Allah, the Exalted.

I intend this and more, in addition to all that I do and refrain

from, and in what I say and do, as I acquire [these books] and

study them; and I intend what the righteous servants and the
‘

ulamd who implemented their ‘ilm in action, have intended.

Allahumma, may You accept this from us, and rectify our

deficiencies; and do not entrust us to ourselves even if it be for

the blinking of an eye; and bestow well-being upon our affairs

in their entirety. May You do so out of your Graciousness and

Generosity - as we enjoy goodness, safety and security from

Your Wrath. Allahumma, may You forgive us, our parents and

our shuyukh, our offspring, our kith and kin, our spouses, those

to whom rights are due, those who taught us or those whom
we taught, and those who have sought our prayers or whose

prayers we have sought - bestow mercy upon us and be well

pleased with us; may You make us enter the Garden and deliver
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us from the Hellfire and may You bestow well-being upon our

affairs in their entirety.Alldhumma, mayYou place for me, in this

acquisition and study, and in all of my means, my movements

and my stillness, and in all my dispositions - assistance, blessings,

security and ease coupled with the comfort of body and heart;

and protect me lest I become diverted thereby from You and lest

this keeps me from obedience to You; and grant me sufficiency

and abstinence.

Alldhumma, indeed I entrust myself,mymovements and stillnesses,

toYour safekeeping; guard me, therefore,wherever I am,and protect

and assist me, with the protection and assistance with which You

protected and assisted Your virtuous servants. Alldhumma , I do

not despair of Your Mercy, neither am I completely devoid of fear

ofYour Wrath on account of my wrongdoings. Alldhumma , we do

indeed ask You to grant us Your Bounty and we seek refuge [in

You] from Your Rigour. Alldhumma, of knowledge we have none

save that which You taught us and we have no works of obedience

save those whichYou have enabled us to do throughYour Enabling

Grace, nor any spiritual state save that which You have gifted to us.

Glory be to You, there is no deity save You, O Lord of Majesty and

Generosity.We beseecfi you to grant us a felicitous conclusion [to

life] in a state of goodness and well-being; and may You cause us

to benefit from those of us who are accepted, as well as by that

with which we have sought to draw close to You. Alldhumma, may

You respond to this supplication, O Lord of all the universes, by

virtue of the rank of the sayyid of all envoys, Muhammad, the last

of all prophets. May Allah bestow salat and salam upon him as

well as upon all other prophets and envoys, and members of their

families, all of them, and upon the rest of Allah’s virtuous servants.
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The Intentions for the Listener, Learner or

Visitor who Frequents the Places and Habitations

of Virtuous People and Circles of ‘Ilm and Dhikr

In the Name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

Praise be to Allah and blessings and peace be upon our sayyid

Muhammad, the Envoy of Allah.

I intend to seek the blessings of the places frequented by

the virtuous servants and to seek the gifts of Allah, to engage

in dhikr and counsel, to gain reward and work towards reviving

what the virtuous have sought to revive, to invoke blessings and

peace upon the Prophet #, to seek ‘ilm, to fulfil the intention

of observing i'itikaf', to refrain from begging, to wait for the

time of prayer to arrive, to listen to a hadith of the Envoy of

Allah # and convey it to a listener thereafter, to visit brethren

in Allah, to supplicate and pray for forgiveness, and to recite the

Quran. 1 intend to make manifest the sacred rites of Islam, to

spread ‘ilm and to fulfil the intentions of the waqf-founder and

mawquf'alayhi [waq/'-benefkiary] ,

93
1 intend to gain the rewards

of pilgrimage by attending the Friday prayer and the rewards

of ‘umra by doing the afternoon prayers in a Jami mosque (a

mosque in which the Friday prayers are held)94
; I intend to fulfil

the devotion of ribat95 , by waiting for successive prayers after

having prayed. I intend to engage in mutual co-operation in

doing good and in taqwa. I intend to command to tna'ruf and

•>i [T] Waqf in Sacred Law refers to the retention of any property that can be

benefited from while the property itself still remains, by suspending disposal of

it; with the financial proceeds of it going to some permissible expenditure. (The

Reliance of the Traveller, translated by Nuh Ha Mim Keller)

[TJ In the Khasa'is al-Jum ’a of Imam al-Suyuti, Abu Usama narrated ill his

Muslim) that Ibn ‘Abbas said, “The Prophet & said, ‘Al-Jum a (Friday prayer) is the

pilgrimage of the poor.’” And Ibn Zanjawih narrated that Sa'id ibn al-Mussayyab

said,“]um‘a is more preferable to me than a supererogatory pilgrimage."

05 [T
|
See 39[T]
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forbid munkar, and intend to say what is most truthful, and to

listen to it. I intend to serve ‘ilm and to propagate it, to remove

ignorance from myself, to renew my faith and resemble the

virtuous; and I intend to seek the essence of ‘ilm rather than its

mere narration. I intend to seek Allah’s Mercy by mentioning

the virtuous and to frustrate, fight and struggle against the nafs

that compels to evil. I intend to clothe myself with the truth by

forbidding myself from focusing on creation. I intend to seek

‘ilm and to teach, to receive counsel and also to give it. I intend

to seek forgiveness by mentioning the virtuous and recounting

their life-stories, and to strengthen the heart and awaken it; and

to seek the pleasure of Allah, Most High, and the Garden, and

to seek refuge in Allah from His Anger and from the Hellfire.

I intend to have faith and belief, and to call myself to account,

in all of the aforementioned, and to rely upon His Virtue and

Grace, and not upon acts of worship, knowledge and states.

Alldhumma

,

there is no despair of Your Mercy and there is no

safety from Your makr96
. Alldhumma, we ask You for Your Virtue

and we desire of You the best of the two sides of Your Word.

Alldhumma, we have no knowledge other than that which You

have taught us and we have no actions other than those which

You have given us the ability to perform; we have no state other

than that which You have bestowed upon us. Glory to You, there

is no God other than You, O Majestic and Noble.

96 Allah most High said, "Can they, then, everfeel securefrom the makr ofAllah ?

But nonefeels securefrom the makr ofAllah except those doomed to ruin'. (Qur’an, Al-

A'araf, 29:69). Imam al-Qurtubi said in Al-Jami‘ Al-Kabir, the makr of Allah is His

Punishment for those who are deceptive. Imam 'Abd Allah bin 'Alawl al-Haddad

said in Nasa’ih al-Dmiyah, "And feeling secure against the makr of Allah means

pure hope and the complete absence of fear to the extent one does not allow oneself

to believe that Allah will penalise and punish him.
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The Intentions for Acquiring Wealth, Property

AND ALL THAT MUSLIMS CAN DRAW BENEFIT FROM

The following intentions were composed by the great Shaykh, the

;'Arif of Mali, ‘All bin Abi Bakr bin ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Saqqaf

All praise is to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, and may salat and

saldtn be upon sayyidind Muhammad, his Family and Compan-

ions. I intend to draw closer to Allah through this undertaking

- such as by digging this well or installing a water cooler or

pool - to gain closeness to Allah, to benefit all Muslims and to

seek their duas; to benefit animals and to aid all Muslims; and

to attest to the promise of Allah in this world and the hereafter

for such actions. I intend to build this place of prayer (
musalla ),

or mosque, to benefit both myself and others, and to perform

prayers within it; to gain the reward of those praying in it; to

benefit and assist Muslims, and seek their duas. I intend all of

the above for the sake of Allah. I intend to increase the ban-

ners of Islam and by this to enter into [the fold of] Islam and

to be counted among the Muslims; and may Allah benefit me

with all of the aforementioned in this world and the hereafter,

and may Allah repel all the evils of this world and the hereafter

from me. I intend to make mercy descend, to present myself

to the gifts of Allah, to ask for intercession with Allah and to

seek that which Allah and His Envoy desire. I intend by this

to thank Allah for giving me a good outward appearance de-

spite my state. I intend what the ‘ulama and the awliya have

intended when implementing this. I intend all of this to defeat

Satan and to struggle with the nafs that compels me to evil. I

intend to follow the Muslims and to engage in the beautiful

actions of the righteous. I intend to be content with Allah, His

Envoy, the ‘ulama and the awliya. I intend, in whatever I spend,

to gain closeness to Allah and to gain the love of His Envoy #.

I intend to enjoin ma'ruf and forbid munkar. I intend to renew

my faith and to assist others, and myself, in gaining benevo-
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lence and piety. I intend to be on the path of truth (haqq ) and

to accept it, to do what is right (fulfil the haqq), and to achieve

the contentment of the Haqq ; and I intend to occupy the nafs

with that which is most worthy. I intend all of this and more in

all my affairs and conduct, and in all of my speech and actions

that involve building and spending, solely for the sake of Allah

Almighty.

I intend by this to increase my faith and belief, and to awaken

and strengthen my heart. I intend all of the above on behalf of all

those who have neglected such intentions and to lift the blame

from them. I intend to attribute all of my actions to, and rely

upon, the Grace of Allah upon me and recognise that they are

not as a result of my actions. I intend in all of this to gain assis-

tance from Allah, His Success and to prostrate myself in absolute

humble servitude before Him, in idtirar (absolute neediness be-

fore His Absolute Sufficiency) and in iftiqar (absolute poverty).

Allahumma, accept the aforementioned from us, rectify our

failures and do not entrust us to ourselves even for the blink of

an eye, or less than that.

The Intentions for Visiting the Shuyukh

1- To benefit from them in both religious and worldly

matters

2- To fulfil the command of the Prophet when he said,

“Be in the company of the great ones.”

3- To attain from them (i.e. from being in their presence)

the mercy that descends upon them

4- To obtain a gaze from them by which Allah will rectify

your state and all of your affairs
97

97
[T] The gaze of the ‘ulama’, who are established in 'ilm, and men who have

arrived at the hallowed precincts, is a beneficial theriac. If one of them gazes at

a truthful man he can, by the light of his inner eye, discover the aptitude and

competence of the sincere man to receive Allah's special gifts. There then comes
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5- Intend to be in the gathering of the righteous

6- Intend that Allah may purify your heart

7- Intend that Allah will bring you together (with the

shaykh) inwardly, as He has brought you together

outwardly

The Intentions for Attending a Gathering of

Khayr'*

1- To conserve one's time

2- To follow the command of the Prophet&

3 - So that Allah will not miss you where He has commanded

you to be

4- To draw closer to Allah, the Majestic

5
- To purify your inward

6- To increase the number [attending such gatherings]

into his heart love for the genuine aspirant, and via the inner eye he gazes at him

with the gaze of love. Such [elite] are amongst the soldiers of Allah, the Exalted,

and they thus confer, through their gaze, sublime states [to people] and raise their

stations. What does a rejecter reject of Allah’s Power? Indeed Allah, Transcendent

and Exalted be He, in the same way as He has given some snakes (known as al-Sil-

anali) [the power to destroy man by a mere look], He has also given the power of

the gaze to some of His elect servants such that when they gaze at a sincere seeker,

they accord him a state and a life [an eternal life of the heart, is what is meant heie

says al-Habib ‘Abd al-Rahman bin Mustafa al-'Aydarus], And it was the custom of

our Shaykh, may Allah bestow mercy upon him, to walk round the masjid of cil-

Khif at Mina looking at the faces of the people. When he was asked about this he

said, ‘Allah has indeed servants who when they gaze at a person accord him bliss

(sa'dda)'.

[Taken from Imam al-Suhrawardi’s ‘Awdrif al-Maarif and al-Habib ‘Abd al-

Rahman bin Mustafa al-‘Aydarus’ Al-'Arf al-‘Atir.]

* [T] The word khayr in Arabic means good or goodness. A majlis of khayr is

a gathering of goodness established upon, and in accordance with, the Qur’an and

the Sunna and in which sacred 'Urn is taught, studied, practised and encouraged or

the name of Allah is remembered. See Translator’s notes.
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7- To be in a good state if death were to descend upon you

8- To be attached to the people of virtue

9- To defeat Satan, the nafs, passions and all desires for

base things

10- To imitate the angels

11- To raise ones degree with Allah, Most High

The Intentions for attending Mawlids 99

J9
[T] A mawlid is a celebration of the Prophet’s birthday. The majority of

the 'ulama have agreed on the virtue and greatness of celebrating the Prophet’s &
birthday. Imam al-Suyuti ^ said in al-Hawi al-Fatawi, “ A mawlid is essentially

the gathering of a group of people to recite the Qur'an, stories on the life of the

Prophet a and the signs and miracles therein. Food is then served to all those who

have attended, after which everyone departs. This, without adding anything to it, is

considered to be a good innovation (bid'a hasana

)

for which one will be rewarded, as

the action involves showing reverence [and respect] to the Prophet & and joy on the

day of his birth.” Imam al-Suyuti also said, “It is recommended to show appreciation

and gratitude on the day of his birth and to gather, and to feed those attending,

and engage in displays ofjoy which will draw one nearer to Allah.” ^

Imam Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalani said, “The origin of the mawlid is an innovation

which was not reported to us by any of the righteous salaf of the first three centu-

ries. It contains some features which are praiseworthy and some which are not, so

whosoever maintains the praiseworthy and avoids the other, then it (the mawlid) is

considered to be a praiseworthy innovation and for whoever does not [maintain the

praiseworthy], then it is not. I have based this on an authentic hadith that was nar-

rated in the two sahih collections [ofMuslim and Bukhari]. The Prophet arrived in

Madlnah and found the Jews fasting on the day of‘Ashura. He asked them about this

and they replied, “It is the day on which Allah drowned the Pharaoh and saved Mo-

ses, so we fast to show gratitude to Allah." This can be taken as the validity of giving

thanks to Allah for a blessing that He bestowed on a particular day on which a ben-

efit was provided or an affliction averted”. . . Ibn Hajar went on to say “and what is a

greater blessing than the birth of this Prophet ©, the Prophet of mercy, on this day?”

The great imam and scholar ofhadith , al-Hafidh Zayn al-DIn al-’Iraqi, said in the

commentary of Al-Mawahib al-Laditnniyya ofZarqani, “Preparing feasts and feeding

people is encouraged at any time, let alone when it is done together with the joy and

celebration of the day of the appearance of the Prophet® in the blessed month. Just
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1- To attend a gathering to invoke blessings and prayers

upon the Prophet #
2- To attend a gathering which the ulama encourage

people to attend

3- To listen to an account of the life of al-Mustafa

4- To attend a gathering of counsel and guidance

5
- To implementwhatyou have heard oftheMuhammadan

characteristics

6- To occupy your time in what is good

7- To increase the number of the people of truth

8- So that Allah may grant you the Prophets ,©> character

and qualities, as described in the mawlid

9- So that through your attendance you are able to fulfil

some of your duties towards the Envoy #

xo- So that you will be ennobled by Allah with a vision of

the Prophet #

The Intentions for Visiting Graves 100

1- To follow [the example established by] the Prophet

because it is an innovation (bid'a) does not mean that it should be considered tnakruh

(disliked). How many bidas are encouraged and can rise to the level of obligation?”

[Tj Imam al-Haddad said in Sabil al-Iddikar w'al I'tibdr, "Know that visiting

graves is an act which is recommended. The Envoy of Allah # allowed this after

having at first forbidden it. There are benefits for both the living visitor and tire

deceased who is visited. The Prophet U- said, 'Visit the graves for they remind one

of death.’ He also said, ‘I had forbidden you from visiting graves, but now you may

visit them. They assist one in renouncing the things of this world, and remind one

of the hereafter.’ He & also said, ‘No man visits the grave of his brother and sits

by it, but that the deceased finds solace in this; his spirit is returned to him until

the visitor departs.’ ” Imam al-Haddad also said, “When one visits the graves of

the righteous, one should make abundant dua, for prayers are answered at such

places, and this has been people’s experience. The people of Baghdad call the tomb

of sayyiduna Musa al-Kadhim ibn Imam Jafar al-Sadiq the verified theriac. And
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The Intentions for Visiting Graves

2- To remember the hereafter, the grave and the state of

dying

3- To pray for your brothers, relatives and others

4- To reflect, and to counsel yourself

5- To fulfil some of the rights of the dead

6- To establish a connection with the dead

7- To obey the command of the Prophet II

The Intentions for Riding in a Vehicle

1- Intend to always recite the dua (of travelling)
101

2- Intend to help the needy and weak

3- Intend to greet all those who are walking and sitting

4- Intend to follow all of the rules and disciplines involved

The Intentions for Maintaining the Mosque

1- To be among those who maintain the houses of Allah

likewise the tomb of Ma'ruf al-Karkhi, also in Baghdad.”

Also, ‘A’isha gg relates, “When it was the turn of the Prophet m to stay with me

he would go to Baqf during the latter part of the night, and his greeting was, ‘Peace

be upon you, dwellers of this home of the faithful. May you be given, according to

the term appointed, that which you have been promised on the Day of Judgement.

We shall, ifAllah so wills, join you. Forgive, O Allah, the dwellers of Baqi’.” (Muslim)

101
[T] Ibn ‘Umar relates that when the Prophet & mounted his camel to set

out for a journey he would recite, “Allah is Great,” three times, and would then

supplicate, “Glorified be He Who has subdued this to us, while we had not the

strength to subdue it ourselves. Indeed to our Lord we shall return. Allahumma

,

we

ask You in this journey for virtue and taqwa, and such actions as will please You.

Allahumma, make this journey easy for us and fold up its length for us. Allahumma,

You are the Companion in this journey and the Guardian of our families we left

behind. Allahumma, I seek Your Protection from the hardship of the journey and

from encountering anything grievous on my return in respect of my property, my

family or my children.”
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as He said, No one visits [and maintains] Allah’s houses

of worship (mosques) except those who believe in Allah

and the Last Day (Qur’an, al-Tawbah 9 : 18 )

2- To gain a tremendous reward from Allah

3- To be among those who are the beloved of Allah

4- To enter the Garden

5- To encourage worshippers

6- To increase the number of worshippers

7- So that Allah may purify your inward and outward

8- Tire expiation of your wrongdoings

9- To increase the number of your Hur al-‘Ayn 101 in the

Garden

10- To assist your Muslim brethren in their social affairs

The Intentions for Remaining at Home

1 - To discipline the nafs from its preoccupation with people

2- To keep company with, and bring joy to, the people of

your house

3- To help the family with the household duties

4- To be protected from trials

5 - To obey the command of the Prophet# when he said to

Hudhaifah, “Let your house suffice and accommodate

you.”

6- To counsel the people of the house

102
[T] Maidens in the Garden with wide, black eyes
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The Intentions for Shaking Hands

The Intentions for Shaking Hands 103

1- To follow [the example established by] the Prophet &
2- To show affability to your brothers and to acquaint

yourself with them

3- To express joy to your brothers

4- To enquire after their welfare

5- To revive this sunna [of shaking hands]

6- To relieve them of difficulties
104

7- To show humility to your brothers

The Intentions for Visiting Relatives

1- To strengthen the love and bond between them

2- To enable you to enquire after their welfare

3- To bring happiness and joy to them

4- To ask for their prayers (dua)

The Intentions for Entering a Library
#

1- Intend to seek knowledge and acquire it from the

correct sources

2- Intend to endeavour to seek the truth and true knowledge

103 [t] The Prophet B> said, “When two Muslims meet and shake hands they are

forgiven their wrongdoings before they part.” (Abu Daud)

104
[T] Shaldng hands is a means through which one can enquire about another's

welfare and be of service to them, if in the course of the ensuing conversation, one

is informed of something they need. Abu Hurayra relates that the Prophet & said,

“He who removes a difficulty from a believer in this world will have one of his

difficulties of the Day of Judgement removed by Allah. He who eases the hardship

of another will be granted ease by Allah in this world and the next... (Muslim)
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3- Intend isthndad (to seek spiritual assistance (
madad))

from the traditions of the scholars, especially from

what they have written and documented in the books

of knowledge

4- Intend to strengthen your faith

5- Intend to appreciate the people of knowledge and their

works

6 - Intend to exalt Allah and seek His Bounties and Generosity

7- Intend to acquire and seek knowledge and then inform

others

8- Intend to merge your intentions with the intentions

of those who entered such places from among the

righteous and the ‘ulama

9- Intend to benefit from, remind yourself with, and study

documented knowledge and then act upon it

10- Intend to benefit from those who frequent such places

among the people of knowledge, righteousness, and

narration

11- Intend to seek out blessed and virtuous places

12- 'Intend to seek the Grace of Allah and His Mercy

13- Intend to receive counsel and to train the nafs to adopt

the characteristics of the righteous salaf

14- Intend to learn about the rights of Allah and the creation

The Intentions for Sadaqa (Charity)
105

1- Intend to draw closer to Allah Most High

'»5 [T] Ibn Mas ud 4* relates that the Prophet fe said, “Only two people are

worthy of being envied; a person upon whom Allah bestows wealth and power to

spend in a righteous cause, and a person upon whom Allah bestows wisdom by

which he judges and he teaches.” (Bukhari). See Translator’s notes.
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The Intentions for Sadaqa (Charity)

2- Intend to shield yourself from the anger of the Lord 'H-

by it
106

3- Intend to shield yourself from the Hellfire
107

4- Intend to show mercy to your brethren

5- Intend, if giving to a relative, to strengthen the ties of

kinship

6- Intend to assist the weak

7- Intend to follow [the example of] the Prophet 0
8- Intend to bring joy to your brethren 108

9- Intend that by it you may protect and shield yourself,

and all Muslims, from calamities

10- Intend to spend from what Allah has provided

11- Intend to subdue the nafs and Satan

The Intentions for Buying a Book

1- Intend to benefit from it, inwardly and outwardly

2- Intend to occupy your time virtuously

3- Intend to learn what is good

4- Intend to protect and preserve knowledge

5- Intend to help others, if someone asks to borrow it

6 - Intend to spread knowledge

7- Intend to occupy yourself with it so as to keep away

from idle talk

106
[T] The Prophet » said, “A sadaqa [given] in secret extinguishes the anger

of Allah.”

107
[T] ‘Uday ibn Hatim relates that he heard the Prophet &• say, “Shield

yourselves against the Fire, even if it be by giving away half a date in sadaqa.

(Bukhari and Muslim)

108
[T] See footnote 70[T]

105
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The Intentions for having a Subha (Prayer Beads)

1- Intend to imitate the righteous

2- Intend that the subha will assist you in khayr

3- Intend to safeguard [your] time

4- Intend to be among those who invoke Allah abundantly

5- Intend to follow the Companions and the righteous

salaf

6- Intend to assist yourself in maintaining and organising

different forms of dhikr (invocations)

7- Intend to occupy your limbs, such as the hands and

tongue, in obedience

The Intentions for Wearing a Rida ’ 109

1- Intend to follow [the example established by] the

Prophet &
2- Intend to fulfil a sunna from the sunnas of prayer

3- Intend to imitate the people of khayr

4- Intend to resemble the righteous

5- Intend to increase the number of people of khayr ' 10

6- Intend to manifest the grace of Allah upon you

11,11

[T] A rilin’ is any article of clothing that is placed on the shoulders, according

to Ibn Hajar in Fath ai-Bari. Many fuqaha (jurists) consider it to be mustahab

in prayer as indicated by Ibn al-Qasim’s Hashiya (commentary) for Mughni al-

Muhtaj. And in the Wasd’il al- Wusiil of Al-Nabahani, 'The Prophet S used to veil

his face with his rida on some occasions and leave it loose on others.’ It is more

commonly known as a Taylasan which is a shawl-like garment worn about tire

shoulders, or the head and shoulders.

[T] Following the sunna of the Prophet §3> in dress and appearance is part of

Shaa’ir al-lslam (banners of Islam) and doing so is considered to be an act of khayr
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The Intentions for Wearing a Rida’

7- Intend to complete your attire

8- Intend to dress in the best way for every prayer 111

The Intentions for Keeping Time" 2

1- Intend to be punctual for your appointments for the

sake of good action

2- Intend to be punctual for the times of prayer

3- Intend to organise your time by it

4- Intend to be on time for your appointments

The Intentions for going on Trips and Outings

1- Intend to bring joy to your companions

2- To amuse [and refresh] the nafs
m

3- To learn how to help your brethren

4- To strengthen the relationship with your companions

5- To increase the number of your companions

The Intentions for [performing] the Adhan (the

Call to Prayer)

1- Intend to perform a virtuous act

2- Intend to raise your voice in the remembrance of

Allah

3- Intend to encourage others to attend the prayer

4- Intend that all those who hear your voice during the

adhan testify that you are remembering Allah

111 [T] Allah Most High says in the Qur’an, “0 Children of Adam! Beautify

yourselves at everyplace ofprayer" (Qur’an, Al-APdf 7:31)

112
[T] See Translator’s notes

113 [T] Refer to footnote 86[T]
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5- Intend to forbid the munkar of not attending the prayer

6- Intend that all those who hear your voice will bear witness

to your utterance of the shahada (affirmation of faith)

7- Intend to enjoin the maruf

8- Intend to occupy yourself in the remembrance ofAllah

9- Intend to remember Allah among the heedless

10- Intend to manifest one of the symbols of Islam

11- Intend to assist Muslims in doing good

1 2- Intend to follow the sunna of the Prophet #

The Intentions for Drinking

3
-

4-

5
-

6 -

Intend to gain strength for the obedience of Allah

Intend to remind [yourself] of what is in the Garden of

similar things

Intend to reflect on the tremendous creation of Allah

and His Incomparable Ability

Intend to eat and drink from the provision of Allah

and from the good that He has provided 114

^Intend to be active in doing what Allah loves

Intend to strengthen your aspirations for khayr and

to revive the aspiration of the nafs if it slackens when

seeking knowledge, or when memorising the Qur’an,

or during lessons

7 - Intend to gain strength and to be prepared for any struggle

8- Intend to attach your intention to the intentions of the

righteous servants of Allah

9- Intend to gain energy to help the troubled and to assist

lhl
|T] O you who believe, eat of the good things which We have providedfor you

(Qur’an, al-Baqara 2:172)
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The Intentions for Drinking

in fulfilling their needs

10- Intend to engage and participate in the difficult tasks

that are required of Muslims

n- Intend to use your aspiration and strength to assist

your brethren and protect them from harm

12- Intend to (gain strength so as to) display pride before

the enemy and the disbelievers

13- Intend to invoke Allah and glorify Him115 and to reflect

on the variety of food and drink in His creation

14- Intend to strengthen yourself to fulfil what Allah has

made obligatory

15- Intend to gain strength to remove oppression from the

oppressed

16- Intend to take provision from the Creator and Provider

and to fulfil the required praise and thanks (towards Him)

The Intentions for Siwak116

1- To act upon a sunna and obey the command of the

Prophet #, aS he said,“Had I not feared that it would be

too difficult for my umma, I would have commanded

them to use the siwak every time they perform wudu”

and in another narration, “at the time of every saldhi’

2- Intend to purify the mouth for the recitation of the

noble Qur’an and the remembrance of Allah in prayer

3- To make the mouth sweet-smelling

115 [T] This can be done by reciting the specific prayers from the sunna before,

during and after drinking.

116 [T] It is sunna to brush ones teeth with a siwak taken from the Salvadora

Persica tree also known as the Arak tree. The next most meritorious choice is a

twig from a palm tree, olive tree, then any other object that can perform the task

of a toothbrush.
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4- To whiten ones teeth, as the Prophet said, “Do not

enter my presence while your teeth are yellow.”

5- To maintain cleanliness, as cleanliness is part of reli-

gion 117

The Intentions for Raising Your Voice” 8 if

Ostentation is Not Feared

1 - Intend to awaken the heart and to focus your thoughts

in reflection [on what is being recited]

2- Intend to direct your attention to listening

3- Intend to ward off sleep and to increase alertness

4- Intend to awaken whoever is asleep or heedless and to

stimulate them into action

Imam Nawawi said in his book, Al-Tibyan ft Adab Hamalat al-

Quran, “To recite in a loud voice is always preferred, but the

reward is doubled when the recitation is accompanied with the

aforementioned intentions.”

117
[T] 'A'isha relates that the Prophet ^ said, "Brushing the teeth purifies tire

mouth and it gives pleasure to the Lord.” (Nasa’i and Ibn Khuzayma)

Abu Malik al-Harith ibn Asim al-Ash‘ari 4® said, “The Envoy of Allah #
said, ‘Purity is half of faith, alhamdulillah (praise be to Allah) fills the scales and

sttbhdnAllah (glory be to Allah) fills that which is between the heaven and the

earth; salah is nur (light); sadaqa (charity) is proof; patience illuminates; and the

Qur’an is a proof, for or against you. Everyone begins his day and is a trader of his

soul, either freeing it or bringing about its ruin.”

1,8
[T] Raising ones voice in recitation of Qur’an or dhikr. Abu Hurayra 4*

narrated that he heard the Envoy of Allah & say, “Allah does not listen to anything

with so much pleasure as He does to the recitation of a prophet with a beautiful

voice reciting the Qur'an with a raised, melodious recitation.” (Bukhari and Muslim)
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The Intentions for Praying in the Rear Lines

The Intentions for Praying in the Rear lines

Said ibn ‘Amir said, “I prayed behind Abi al-Darda’ and I saw

him moving to the rear lines until we reached the last line.

When we concluded our prayers I said to him, ‘Isn’t it said that

the best of lines are the first?’ He said, ‘Yes, but this ummah has

been endowed with mercy and it is watched over, above all other

ummahs, because when Allah M gazes upon a servant in the

prayer, He forgives him and whoever is behind him, so the reason

I moved to the rear was in the hope that Allah may forgive me on

account of being behind the one He gazes upon.’
”

Some of the narrators confirmed that they had heard the

Prophet say this.
119 So you should intend to ask for the

forgiveness mentioned in the hadith and for the acceptance of

your prayers by means of those who precede you in the front

lines.

The Intentions for Going Swimming

1- Intend to purify the inward and the outward

2- Intend to resemble the Prophet S by swimming

3- Intend to gaih strength for obedience to Allah

4- Intend to compensate for whatever you have missed of

the obligatory (ghusl al-janaba) and sunna washings

5- Intend to bring joy to those in your company

6- Intend whatever righteous intentions Allah has taught you

The Intentions for Attending Lessons

1- Intend to implement what you have benefited from

2- Intend to transmit the knowledge to other people

119 [A] Taken from the Ihya ‘Ulum al-Din of Imam al-Ghazali (Vol.l pg 183)
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3- Intend to listen and keep silent so that Allah may en-

noble you with understanding

4- Intend to seek spiritual assistance from the shuyukh

5
- Intend to expose yourself to the nafahdt (spiritual breez-

es) of Allah

6- Intend to awaken your aspiration

The Intentions for Giving Nasiha to Brethren 110

1- Intend to benefit yourself and the one advised

2- Intend that Allah will reveal your faults to you

3- Intend to benefit from the person you are advising and

to seek all means of (spiritual) assistance.

4- Intend to obey the commands of the shuyukh

5- Intend to serve the seekers of knowledge

6- Intend to serve sacred knowledge

7- Intend to safeguard order and discipline

8- Intend to be aware of your responsibilities

The Intentions for Documenting Issues [of Sacred

Knowledge]

1- Intend to preserve and protect knowledge, its various

issues and finer details

2- Intend to benefit whoever studies it and [intend] it to

be a sadaqa jariya (ongoing charity)

120 [T] Abu Ruqayyah Tamlm ibn Aus al-Dari said that the Prophet said,

“The religion is nasiha (good advice)” We said, “To whom?” He said, “To Allah, His

Book, His Envoy and to the Muslims and the common folk.” (Muslim)



The Intentions for Wudu (Ablution)

The Intentions for Wudu (Ablution)

1- To obey the command of Allah when He said, O you

who believe, when you rise for the ritual prayers, wash

your faces and your hands up to the elbows, and lightly

rub your heads, and (wash) yourfeet up to the ankles121

2- Intend to be among those whom Allah will admit to

Paradise through the gate of wudun

2

3- Intend to perform all of the sunnas (of wudu

)

and to

be gathered before Allah among the bright-faced and

white-limbed123

4- Intend when washing the right hand, to receive your

book with your right hand 124

5- Intend to have presence (of heart and mind) during

the wudu in order to have presence in the prayer

The Intentions for Wearing a New Garment

l- To cover the
‘

awra 125

121 [T] Qur’an, Al-Ma’idah, 5:6

1 22 [t] ‘Umar ibn Al-Khattab said that the Prophet said,"Whoever performs

wudu and then says, ‘I testify that there is no god but Allah, alone, without partners,

and I testify that Muhammad is His servant and His Envoy,’ will find all eight gates

of paradise open to him. He can enter by whichever he prefers.” (Muslim)

123
[T] Abu Hurayra relates that he heard the Prophet & say, “My ummah will

be summoned on the Day of Judgement bright-faced and white-limbed from the

effects of their ablutions.Whoever ofyou can increase his brightness [on that Day],

let him do so.” (Bukhari and Muslim)

124 [T] As for whoever is given his book in his right hand, he will have a lenient

reckoning, and go back rejoicing to hisfamily. (Quran, Al-Inshiqdq, 84:7-9)

125
[
t

]
The

‘

awra are areas 0f the body that must be covered. For men it is from

the navel to the knees; for women, it is the entire body except the face and hands.
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2- To manifest (Allah’s) bounty126

3- To show thanks and praise to Allah, Most High,

thanking Him from your heart for providing you with a

new garment127

4- To be humble and submissive to Allah Most High

and to refrain from showing arrogance to any of the

creation, for it is related in a hadith, “Whosoever wears

a garment seeking fame, will be humiliated by Allah

for everyone to see (on the Day of Arising).”

5- To envisage the garments and jewellery with which

Allah Most High will adorn the people of the Garden, in

order to beautify yourself in a similar way and compel

yourself to the performance of good actions until you

become one of the people of the Garden

The Intentions for Entering a Market Place

1- To invoke Allah M amongst the heedless

2- To greet whoever you meet 128

'- ,l

[T] ‘Amr ibn Shu'ayb relates on the authority of his father and grandfather

that the Prophet # said,“Allah likes to see the mark of His bounty on His servant.”

(Tirmidhi)

[T] Mu'adh ibn Anas 4 relates that the Prophet# said, “Whoever puts on

a new garment and says, ‘Praise be to Allah who has provided me and clothed me

with this garment, without ability or power on my part,’ all his wrongdoing - past

and future - are forgiven.” (Abu Daud & al-Hakim who said its isncid is saluh )

us [tj yufayl ibn Ubayy ibn Ka‘b relates that he would visit ‘Abd Allah ibn

‘Umar in the morning and would accompany him to the market place. ‘Abd Allah

would offer the greetings of peace to every shopkeeper, trader and poor person or

anyone that he met. One day when I came to him, he asked me to accompany him

to the market place. I asked him, “What will you do in the market place? You do

not stop to buy anything, nor do you inquire about any articles or their prices, nor

do you sit down with any company. Let us sit down here and talk.” He (‘Abd Allah)

retorted, “O man of the belly (describing Tufayl's physical form), we shall go to
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The Intentions for Entering a Market Place

3- To recite the dua of entering the market place 129

4- To seek provision

5- To behold the bounties of Allah and to thank Him for

them

6- To follow the example established by the Prophet ®
7- To enjoin the marii/and forbid the munkar

8- To assist the weak

9- To defend and protect the wronged and the oppressed

10- To remove the munkar, even if it is [only] with the

heart 130

The Intentions for Entering the Lavatory

1- To reflect on the weakness of the human being and his

powerlessness to control, and prevent, what comes out

of his body

2- To give thanks for allowing whatever comes out to do

so with ease 131

the market place to greet everyone we meet with the salutation of peace.” (Malik)

129 ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab, may Allah be pleased with him, relates that the

Prophet gt said, “Whoever enters a market place and says, ‘There is no god but

Allah, alone; He has no partners; to Him belongs sovereignty and to Him belongs

praise; He gives life and causes death, and He is living and never dies; good is

in his Hand, and He has power over all things,’ Allah will write thousands upon

thousands of good deeds for him and he will erase thousands upon thousands of

his wrongdoings, and he will be raised by thousands upon thousands of degrees.”

(Al-TirmidhI said that it is a good hadith, and Ibn Majah and al-Hakim also

considered it to be sound.)

130 [T] Abu Said al-Khudri narrated in a hadith that he heard the Prophet ^
say, “He, among you, who observes the munkar should change it with his hands; if

he is unable to do so, he should condemn it with his tongue; if he is unable to do

that he should at least resent it in his heart - and this is the lowest degree of faith.”

(Muslim)

131 [T] The Prophet # said, when coming out of the lavatory, "Chufranak (I
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3- To obey the command of Allah in removing the harm-

ful

4- To implement the specified sunnas (of entering the

lavatory) 132

5
- To purify yourself from impurities, both physically and

spiritually

6- To not be heedless of invoking Allah with the heart 133

7- To be as mindful of Allah in private as you are mindful

of Him in public

8- Humbleness in the presence of Divine Majesty

The Intentions for Eating

1 - To gain strength for the obedience of Allah

2- To obey the command of Allah 134

3- To reflect on the food of the Garden so as to strive in

acts of obedience

4- To reflect on the people of Hellfire so as to refrain from

disobedience

5- To thank Allah for making it available

seek Your forgiveness)” (Abu Daud, al-Tirmidhi). He # also said, “I seek Your

forgiveness. Praise be to Allah Who has removed from me that which would harm

me, and has given me well-being.” (Al-Nasal and Ibn Majah)

152
[T] Anas relates that the Prophet & said, when entering the lavatory,

"Allahumma, I seek the protection of Allah from foul male and female devils.” (Al-

Bukhari and Muslim) In another narration the word 'bismillah’ (in the name of

Allah) is included.

1,J [T] Meaning to invoke Him without uttering words, as Imam al-Nawawi

mentioned in his Adhkdr, that if one sneezes whilst in the lavatory, he should praise

Allah with the heart without moving the tongue.

[T] Allah said in His Book O you who believe, eat of the good things which We

have provided you with (Qur’an ,
Al-Baqara 2:172)
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6- To act in accordance with the adab of eating

7- To bring joy to your brethren

8 - To preserve your health

The Intentions for Drinking Tea and Coffee

1-

To follow the example of some of the righteous salaf in

what they drank

1- To stimulate your body for the sake of worship

3- To bring joy to the host (if visiting someone)

4- To comply with the appropriate adab and sunna

The Intentions for Trading 135

1- ‘Afdf (Integrity)

2- To be self-sufficient

3- To prevent the nafs from asking others 136

4- To fulfil your duties in providing for your family and

children *

5 - To maintain ties of maternal kinship (by assisting them)

6- To give charity to the poor and needy

7- To assist those who are weak and impoverished

8- To be patient and tolerant with people

135 [A] The first seven intentions only are taken from Al-Dawa al-lamma by

Imam al-Haddad; the remaining intentions are from the Ihya Vlum al-Din of

Imam al-Ghazali.

136 [T] It was narrated by Zubayr ibn ‘Awwam that the Prophet is said, “For one

of you to take up his cord, go to a mountain, carry a pile of wood on his back, sell

it and thereby make himself secure from the chastisement of Allah, would be better

for him than begging from people, whether they give or not. (Bukhari)
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9- To honour the guest

10- To forgive those who ask for forgiveness

1 1- To fulfil a communal obligation

12- To assist people by providing for their needs

13- Intend to counsel Muslims

14- To follow the path ofjustice and have ihsan (excellence)

in your dealings

15- To enjoin the ma'ruf and forbid the munkar in all that

you observe in the marketplace

16- To intend, in your dealings or trade, the fulfilment of

one of the communal obligations
(
furud al-kifdya )

17- To use your earnings in the service of religion

18- Intend to love for all other Muslims what you love for

yourself

The Intentions for Fulfilling the Needs of People

and Assisting Them 137

1- To obey the command of the Prophet .§»

2- > So that Allah, Most High, may come to your assistance

3- To follow the Prophet #
4- To bring joy and happiness to them

5- To be humble

6- So that Allah may allow others to assist you and fulfil

your needs

1,7
|TJ Abu Hurayra 4s related that the Prophet said, “Whosoever removes a

worldly grief from a believer, Allah will remove a grief of the Day of Judgement

from him. And whosoever eases the hardship of another, Allah will bestow ease

upon him in this world and the hereafter. Whosoever shields the faults of a Muslim,

Allah will shield his faults in this world and the hereafter. Allah will help a servant,

as long as the servant helps his brother.” (Muslim)



The Intentions for Buying Animals

The Intentions for Buying Animals

1- So that Allah may be merciful to you because of your

animals

2- To show compassion and sympathy towards them

3- To fulfil their rights

4- To be patient with them

5- So that they may be a means by which Allah provides

for you

6 - To learn mercy and compassion

7- To reflect on the creation of Allah Most High

The Intentions for Buying a Vehicle

1- To manifest the Grace of Allah upon you

2- To assist those who are unable to afford one

3- To assist the disabled and the weak

4- To assist you in doing good

5- To fulfil the needs of people

The Intentions for Visiting the Sick

1- To fulfil the right of a Muslim 138

2- To follow the command of the Prophet Si
139

3- To follow the example established by the Prophet ®

138
[T] Abu Hurayra narrates that the Envoy ofAllah fe said, “A Muslim owes

another Muslim five obligations: responding to salutations [of peace], visiting him

in illness, following his funeral procession, accepting his invitation and, when he

sneezes and praises Allah, to say to him, ‘Allah have mercy on you.’ ” (Bukhari and

Muslim)

139 [T] Abu Musa al-Ash‘ari narrates that the Prophet % said, "Visit the sick, feed

the hungry and procure the freedom of a captive.” (Bukhari)
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4- To pray for his recovery and health

5- To recite the prayer that the Prophet isi|r£ prayed when

he visited the sick140

6 - To bring joy and happiness to the one visited

7- To help the one visited by fulfilling his needs

The Intentions for Attending a Hawl or other

Similar Visits 141

i - To visit the graves

2- To follow the example established by the Prophet #

3- To increase the number of the people of truth

4- To follow the righteous salaf

5- To assemble for the sake of good

6- To participate in the du‘a of those present

7- To acquaint yourself with the brothers attending

8- To obtain the nafahdt of Allah, the Exalted

The Intentions for Going to a Clinic or Hospital

1- Intend to seek good health and a cure from Allah

2- Intend to be healed and to affirm that Allah has indeed

MO
[Y] 'A’isha narrates that when the Prophet © visited any member of his family

who was sick, he would touch the sick [person] -with his right hand and pray,

"Allahumma, Lord of people, remove the affliction and bestow healing, You are the

Healer. There is no healing, but through You, bring healing by which no [trace of]

illness will remain.” (Bukhari)

[T] In many Muslim countries, the word hawl refers to the annual com-

memoration of the death of a person, usually a shaykh, where people meet to recite

verses from the Qur’an, remember Allah and ask Allah to accept the devotions and

send the reward to the deceased as well as to all Muslims.
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created a cure for every illness
142

3- Intend to present yourself to the Grace of Allah, His

Generosity and His Splendorous Qudra [Power]

4- Intend to console the sick and the afflicted

5- Intend to visit the sick and bring joy and happiness to them

6- Intend to assist one another in benevolence and taqwa

7- Intend to give advice and seek dua -

8- Intend to be submissive to the decree ofAllah and con-

tent with His Judgement

9- Intend to remind yourself and others of the Greatness

of Allah’s favours and His Qudra (Power)

xo- Intend to invoke Allah and to seek Him

11- Intend to enter places that remind you of Allah s Qudra

12- Intend to assist and console others, physically and spir-

itually

13- Intend to attach your intentions to the intentions of the

righteous servants of Allah

The Intentions fojA Leaving the House

These are the intentions that a person should have every

morning, and when he desires to leave the house:

1- To remember Allah, Most High143

142 [T] Zayd bin Aslam narrates that the Prophet ® said, “Allah has not sent an

illness except that He sent its cure. Those who possess the knowledge of it (the

cure), know of it, and those who are ignorant of it are ignorant of it.”

143 [T] Anas 4* said that the Prophet of Allah & said, “Whoever recites, when

leaving the home, ‘In the name of Allah, I believe in Allah, I place my trust in

Allah, and there is neither might nor power except with Allah, the Exalted, the

Magnificent,’ it is said to him, ‘You have been sufficed, protected, and guided,’ and

Satan will turn away from him and avoid him.” (Narrated by al-Nasa 1, who said
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2- To recite the Noble Qur’an

3- To give sadaqa

4- To visit a brother for the sake of Allah, Most High

5- To seek knowledge

6- To show reverence and be dutiful to your family

7- To be the first to give salam to all of those you see

among the Muslims 144

8- To return the salam (to all Muslims)

9- To shake their hands

10- To smile at them

1 1- To converse with them with the best of speech

12- To assist those who ask for help, physically or verbally,

according to your ability

13- To lower the gaze from what is forbidden

14- To avoid insolence and frivolity and the like

15- To enjoin the ma'rufand forbid the munkar

16- To remove harm from the path

17- To endure calamities for the sake of Allah

18- To guide the blind

19- To be humble whilst in the street

20- To reconcile people

21- To have a good opinion of Allah and the Muslims

22- To seek assistance from Allah in this regard

it is a good hadith). Ab.ti Daud added, “Satan says to another devil, 'How can you

overpower a man who has been guided, sufficed and protected by Allah?’”

IM [T] Abu Umama relates that the Prophet & said, “The person closest

to Allah is the one who precedes others in greeting.” (Abu Daud) And Imam

al-Tirmidhi relates that the Prophet was asked, “O Envoy of Allah, when two

persons meet who should greet the other first?” He answered, “The one who is

closer to Allah.”
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23- To conceal the faults of fellow Muslims

24- To benefit them (the Muslims)

25- To benefit from them

26- To spread knowledge

27- To invite to Allah

28- To have good character (akhlaq

)

with the Creator

when dealing with the creation

29- To guide people

30- To counsel them

31- To patiently endure their harm

32- To offer your reputation to people and so forgive in

advance those who injure or damage your reputation 145

33- To seek knowledge and implement it

34- To follow [the example established by] the Prophet %
in all that he did during the day

35- To lower your head in humility towards people

36- To focus your aspiration

37- To observe constant silence
146

M5
[T] Anas 4s> relates that the Prophet & said, “Are none of you able to be like

Abu Dhamdham?” They said, “0 Envoy of Allah, who is Abu Dhamdham?” He

replied, “He used to say when he rose in the morning, ‘Allahumma, I have given

myself and my reputation to You.’ So he never verbally abused those who abused

him, or treated unjustly those who were unjust to him and he never struck those

who struck him.”

146
[T] Observing silence and protecting the tongue from odious speech is

among the characteristics of the true believers. Abu Hurayra 4s narrated that the

Prophet §> said,“Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should speak good

or keep silent.” He S also said, “He who is reticent is delivered.” (Al-Tirmidhi) And

‘Uqba bin 'Amr, said: “I said: ‘O Envoy of Allah, what is deliverance?’ He said:

'Protect your tongue and let your own house be sufficient for you, and weep over

your misdeeds.’” (Al-Tirmidhi)
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38- To maintain tranquillity of the limbs 147

39- To hasten to carry out the commands (of Allah)

40- To have little resistance to Allah’s Decree

41- To reflect constantly

42- To rely on the Graciousness of Allah, Most High

Imam ‘Abd Allah bin Alawl al-Haddad said, “May Allah have

mercy on you; always have a good intention and make it sin-

cerely for Allah.” He [also] said, in his Kitab al-Hikam (Book of

Wisdom), “Whosoever makes his intention good will reach his

goal.” And he said, “If the aspirations are made good, then the

aspirant will never be disappointed.”

The common people among us say, “Al-niyya matiyya - the

intention is a vehicle.” Matiyya - the plural of which is matdya-

which are the camels used in travelling.

The Intentions for Travelling

The following intentions are taken from al-Hablb All bin

Muhammad al-Habshi’s 'Waqafat Ta’muliya
1

Ala Janib Wasaya

wa Ijdzdt al-Habshiyya

1- Intend to follow the command of the Prophet ® by

travelling

2- Intend to seek outward and inward provision

3- Intend to seek that which is lawful and to gain the

pleasure of Allah in all of this

4- Intend to visit the righteous in the areas that you are

travelling to and to seek their blessings

5- Intend to benefit the creation with the knowledge that

1,7
[T] And the servants of (Allah) Most Gracious are those who walk on the

earth in humility, and when the ignorant address them , they say, "Peace!" (Qur’an,

Al-Furqdn , 25:63)
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you possess, to teach the ignorant and to guide those

who are astray

6- Intend to seek health, which is mentioned in the hadtih i4S

7- Intend to seek a cure for your inner and outer illnesses

The Intentions for Visiting Prophet Hud 149

Know, O seeker, that if you desire to visit (Prophet Hud SS0)

then motivate yourself with good thoughts and broaden the

scope and horizon of your vision and make abundant good

intentions - those that will draw you closer to Allah, the Lord

of all created beings.

The salaf have documented many good intentions and well-

>* [T] In the Waqafat Ta'muliya ‘Ala Janib Wasaya wa Ijazat al-Habshiyya one

should also intend to seek the halal [lawful] provision mentioned in the hadith, “Seek-

ing the halal is an obligation upon every Muslim.” Habib ‘All al-Habshi continues by

saying,“Do not fall short by just seeking the outward provision, but make your main

aim to seek the inward provision of ‘ilm (knowledge), niir (light) and guidance.

'« [T] The grave of Prophet Hud Hs& is located in Hadramawt, Yemen, in a place

now known as Shi‘ab Nabiullah Hud *S. There are many hadiths and Quranic verses

which support this, and many great Islamic historians have also proved this. Visiting

and travelling to graves is a great surma, especially the graves of prophets and the

awliyd'oi Allah as is documented in the surma, see footnote 100 [T]. It is a common

practice among the people of Allah and the righteous scholars, especially among

members of the Prophets & family, to appoint a special day every year for visiting

the grave of a certain wali. This is the custom of the people of Hadramawt who

annually visit the grave of Sayyidina Hud in the Hijri month of Sha ban. Many

strong proofs from the Qur’an and Surma support this action. Among them is the

hadith narrated by al-Bukhari and Muslim in their Sahih collections that Abd Allah

ibn ‘Umar 4s said, “The Prophet » used to come to al-Quba mosque every Saturday,

walking or riding.” This was also a practice ofAbd Allah ibn ‘Umar. Al-Hafidh Ibn

Hajar said in al-Fath, “In this hadith lies a proof that specifying certain days for

specific good acts of worship is permissible.” To leam more about this specific ziyara

please refer to Nayl al-Maqsiidfi Mashruiyat Ziyarat Nabiullah Hud S® by the great

‘Alim, al-Hablb Salim ibn ‘Umar al-Shatiri Ba ‘Alawi.
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known, virtuous aims that you should have when visiting Proph-

et Hud so search for them in their books. Persistence is the

door to attainment. Do not make an outing or sightseeing your

aim for visiting, rather aim for the loftiest of degrees and for the

attainment of goals difficult to reach.

[So when you make your intentions say:] Verily, by the

praise of Allah, and by Him I seek help and upon Him I place

my trust. I intend, by this, to follow the commands of Allah, so

walk in its paths and eat of His provision 150 and His saying, Say,

“See all that is in the heavens and on earth"' 51 and also, “We shall

show them Our signs in the horizons, and in their own souls.”
152

I intend to visit the Prophet, the Envoy, Hud S3, and to

summon the heart, at that noble place, to the ruhaniyya (spiritual

presence) of the great beloved (the Prophet Muhammad ip.).'
53

I intend to seek knowledge and to teach, to listen, to advise and

counsel; to gaze upon the faces of the ‘an/m billalr, to seek their

isi
j-p] f_[e jt js wfw jws cast c{own the earth in humbleness to you, so walk in its

paths and eat of His provision (Qur’an, al-Mulk, 67:15)

151
[T] Qur’an, Yunus, 10:101

152
HI Qur’an, Fussilat, 41:53

l5
-’ [Tj Al-Habib Ahmad bin Abu Bakr bin Sumayt said in Al-Kawkab Al-

Zaliir, “Indeed prophets - as has been made clear from more than one scholar of

religiofi - draw their madad from him According to Al-Futuhat

:

All the madad

of prophets and envoys of Allah flow from the soul of our master Is since he is the

master of all aqtab [poles] and as such he nourishes and nurtures all people - the

first and the last; and in that capacity nourishes and nurtures, in madad, every

prophet and every wali who preceded him while he was in the world of the unseen;

and he further nourishes and nurtures, with madad, every wali by accompanying

him and enabling him to reach perfection while he exists in the visible world as

well as when he moves to the unseen world, which is the barzakh and the abode of

the hereafter. This indeed is by virtue of the fact that the lights of his message

are uninterrupted from the universe and embrace both those who have gone before

and those who come after. Thus, every prophet who has come to this world before

him in fact deputises for him in his mission with that testimony.”

Some of them have said, “It behoves he who visits a wali ofAllah to invoke madad

from his presence and as a result he becomes one who visits him ife.”
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assistance; to be in the company of the ‘ulama and to attend

the gatherings of knowledge; to benefit Muslims and to benefit

from them; to obey whoever commands me; and to obey the

command of my parents, and to worship in blessed places so

that the earth may testify on my behalf. I intend to hear the

description of the Prophet #•; to recite the Noble Qur’an; to

utter the phrase of Tawhid (la ildha ilia’ Llah); to glorify Allah

and ask His forgiveness; to invoke blessings and prayers upon

Prophet Muhammad# and Prophet Hud at these locations;

to attend prayer in congregation; to pray behind and visit the

noble ‘ulama ', to visit the awliya and to relay their teachings

by keeping alive their devotional legacies in order that their

blessings are continued.

I intend to give sadaqa in a noble place and to give salutations

to the prophets, angels and the righteous. I intend to attend

a gathering that follows the command of the Prophet S who

said, “My ummah will never gather on falsehood.” I intend to

make adhan and iqama and to serve the visitors, to guide the

blind and to remember Allah secretly and openly. I intend to

bring forward the two prayers and to delay them .

154

I intend to remove harm from the path and to show

veneration for the rituals of the visit. I intend to meet friends

and loved ones for Allah from different countries, brought

together by nothing other than the remembrance of Allah. I

intend to visit the sick, to attend funerals, to visit brothers in

Allah and to uphold ties with those whom, by honouring them,

154
[T] In the Shafi'i school it is permissible to bring the prayer forward and to

combine it with the following prayer when travelling or at the time of rain, when

certain conditions are met; this is known as Jam ‘ al-Taqdim. It is also permissible

to delay the prayer when travelling and to combine it, which is Jam al-Ta’khir. In

Jam al Taqdim the Dhuhr and Asr prayers can be prayed together at the time of

Dhuhr, and Maghrib and Tsha at the time of Maghrib, shortened (two rak’as each

for prayers consisting of four rak’as and three for the Maghrib prayer) or complete.

Jam’ al-Ta’khir is when Dhuhr is prayed at the time of Asr, and Maghrib at the time

orilsha’.
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I will also be fulfilling my filial duty towards.

I intend to reflect upon Allah’s land and His creation, to enter

places where those who are devoted to Allah have entered, and

where the people of khayr have sat; to meet Muslim brethren

and to increase their numbers; to help the weak and the impov-

erished and to act in accordance with those who say, Staying

silent is tasbih (glorifying Allah), laughing is an act of worship

and living is spiritual training when visiting Hud m\”; to follow

the saying of the Prophet # /‘Travel and you will gain health ,” 155

and implement his saying, “A man’s joking with his brother on a

journey is an act of worship.”

I have intended all of this for Allah Almighty, and I also in-

tend what the righteous sa/fl/have intended. Allahumma, merge

our intentions with their intentions and our actions with their

actions. O the Most Merciful of the Merciful!

And this is the end ol all that Allah has made easy for His

servant, thefaqir before Allah, Muhammad Sad bin Alawi al-

‘Aydarus, to collect of the intentions of the Prophet and the

righteous scilaf, and those who came after them among the

khalaf. We ask Allah to benefit us all by these intentions and to

make them sincerely for His Noble Face. Indeed, He is the One

Who hears our prayers.

1 [ ['
|
|n al-Tabarani and al-Hakini, Ibn ‘Abbas narrated that the Prophet ip

said, “Travel and you will gain health; travel and you will be provided for.”
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APPENDIX ONE

Excerpt from Habib Ahmad bin Zayn al-Habshl’s

Commentary on ‘Al-‘AyniyyaW

Imam al-Haddad said:

For good intentions always be searching,

Make them abundant and be conscious and fearful.

In this couplet [Imam al-Haddad] reminds us of the intention

to have vigilance and humility. What is meant by intention is

the inclination of the heart towards khayr (goodness) and to

desire it. The intention, inclination, aim, desire, aspiration, de-

termination and hdjis (impulse) are different terms with a sin-

gle meaning. And the hdjis is the origin and it is also called naqr

al-khdtir (the first thought) and it is the primary cause.

Tire intention is the soul of actions, as the ruh (spirit) is the

soul of the body, and it is also like rain to the ground. Whoever

makes his intention and aim for Allah and His Envoy has a

virtuous intention. And whoevers intention and aim are for

[seeking] this world, then it is a corrupt intention, which is why

Imam al-Haddad said, "For good intentions always be search-

ing." He clarified that intentions can be good or corrupt. He

also explained that in a single action multiple intentions can

be achieved according to what you attach to that intention.
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The essence of any intention is the origin which is the aim,

but what is referred to here is the praiseworthy intention ac-

cording to the sharna, which is the inclination and aim of the

heart towards goodness. The Prophet % said “Verily actions are

only according to intentions and every man shall have accord-

ing to what he has intended. Whosoever makes hijra for Allah

and His Envoy, then his hijra is to Allah and His Envoy; and

whosoever makes hijra to achieve some worldly benefit or to

take a woman in marriage, then his hijra is to that for which

he made hijra’.’ Whosoever intends good will reap the fruits of

goodness, and whosoever intend evil will reap the fruits of evil;

and to Allah should be the aim of the path. As He, Most High,

said. We have shown him the path, how to be thankful or a denier

(Qur’an, Al-Insan 76:3). He also said And they have been ordered

no more than this: to worship Allah sincerely... (Qur’an, Al-Bayyi-

na 98:05); meaning with sincere intentions toward Him. Allah

has commanded us to devote religion sincerely to Him and not

to anything other than Him - whether that be to your nafs or

Satan, and not to associate anything with Him.

Actions are only required for their goal and not for their es-

sence. So whosoever occupies himself with searching for good

intentions is regarded as vigilant, because he is vigilant with

Allah in having a sincere purpose and intention. He only in-

tends what was commanded of him, and this is only possible

with those who are constantly present with Allah - which is to

be vigilant, because vigilance is to maintain continuous observ-

ance of Allah.

So a good intention is to seek the face of Allah, and it is

one of the causes of success, indicated by His saying: If they

desire reconciliation, Allah will grant them success (Qur’an, Al-

Nisa 4:3)]. The Prophet ® said, “Allah does not look to your

faces or your wealth, but He looks to your hearts.” Also, in a

hadith , “Anyone who intends a good deed but does not perform

it, Allah records it as one good deed,” and in another tradition
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“People are gathered [on the Day of Judgement] according to

their intentions,” and in another, “Anyone who wears perfume

for other than Allah shall, on the Day of Judgement, have a

stench worse than that of a corpse.”

‘Umar ibn Khattab said, “The best of actions is doing

what Allah has made obligatory, and having warn

‘

(abstinence)

in what Allah has forbidden, and [to have] true intentions for

what is with Allah.” Salim ibn Abd Allah said, “Allah assists

a servant in accordance with his intention, so whoever s

intention is complete, then Allah’s assistance towards him shall

be complete.” Imam al-Thawry said, “People used to learn the

intention for an action [with as much care and consideration]

as they used to learn the actual act.” Al-Hasan said, Indeed,

nothing other than the intention caused the dwellers of the

Garden to dwell in the Garden eternally, and the dwellers of the

Hellfire to dwell in the Hellfire eternally.”

It was revealed in the Torah that Allah, Most High, said,

“Whatever seeks My Face then little is plentiful, and whatever

seeks other than My Face then abundance is little.”

Bilal ibn Sa‘ad said, “A servant may utter the words of

a believer and Allah, Most High, will not leave him with his

utterance until He looks into his action, and when he engages

in action, Allah will not leave him until He looks into his

intention; if his intention is virtuous, whatever follows shall

be virtuous.” Because the pillar of actions are the intentions.

Actions ai'e in need of an intention and a [virtuous] intention

on its own is good even if the [corresponding] good action

does not follow it.

It is narrated in.a hadlth that “the intention of the believer is

better than his action” - meaning his intention among his acts

of obedience is better than his actions, which are also among

his acts of obedience. This is because the heart is the shepherd

who is followed, and the intention is its action. In the Sahlh (of

Bukhari and Muslim): “Indeed in the body there is a morsel of



Excerpt from the Commentary on Al-Ayniyyah’

flesh which, if it is sound, the whole body is sound and if it is

corrupt, then the whole body is corrupt. Truly, it is the heart.”

Allah, Most High, said, Neither their flesh nor their blood shall

reach Allah, but it is your taqwa that reaches Him (Qur’an, Al-

iiajj 22:37). Indeed, taqwa is an act and attribute ofthe heart and

the intention is the inclination of the heart towards goodness

and desiring it. So, if the servant does whatever goodness his

heart is inclined to, then goodness will be strengthened and

established within him. So what is meant here is that among the

acts of the heart is taqwa of the heart on desiring goodness so

it can be purified and emptied from the desires of this world,

for the sake of remembrance and the knowledge of Allah. Any

action without a good intention is not beneficial, and it can be

harmful if accompanied by a corrupt intention. As mentioned

earlier, the Prophet i§> said, “Anyone who intends a good deed

but does not perform it, Allah records it as one good deed.

Having many intentions in your actions depends on the se-

riousness of the servant in seeking virtue, his knowledge and

his summoning of virtuous intentions. When someone has such

[intentions], actions are purified and become multiplied and in-

crease. So, obedience is related to the intention on the basis of its

soundness, and in the rnultiplicity of its actions. A wrongdoing

does not cease to be a wrongdoing by the intention. So whoso-

ever intends to bring comfort to their feelings by backbiting, this

surely is an act of disobedience and such an intention will not

benefit him.

A permissible act can become, by a sincere intention, and

when made by the people of veracity, a virtuous action. It

was related, “Whosoever wears perfume for the sake of Allah

shall, on the Day of Judgement, be more fragrant than the

fragrance of musk.” For this example you should intend, when

wearing perfume, to follow the sunna of the Prophet 1* on

Fridays, to sanctify the mosque and the people of the mosque

with a pleasant fragrance, and to bring joy and comfort by a
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pleasant fragrance to whosoever sits, or passes, near you. You

should also intend to repel the reprehensible odours of others

and so prevent backbiting by someone mentioning another’s

foul odour. Another intention for [wearing] perfume is to

strengthen the mind, whereby this strength will increase one’s

understanding of the religion and reflection upon it, because

the strength of reflection is in the middle of the mind. Imam

al-Shafn, may Allah have mercy upon him, said, “The one who

has a pleasant fragrance, his mind will be strengthened.

So these intentions can be achieved by just wearing per-

fume, but only by someone who possesses a heart that is over-

whelmed by the merchandise of the hereafter over the pleas-

ures of this world, and the hereafter has become his greatest

concern. Whosoever possesses a heart that is ovei whelmed by

the matters of this world, such [virtuous] intentions will not is-

sue from him, and if he claims to possesses them then it is the

whispering of the nafs - and it is not an intention, because the

praised intention in the sharia is one that can only promote a

religious motive.

So the miskin (needy one) should examine all ol his actions

and aims and should be vigilant with his heart, as Imam al-

Haddad said, “And be conscious and fearful”.

Look into your actions and what you refrain from - if you

refrain from a past action, you must have a virtuous intention

[for doing so]; and things that incite desires are hidden, so you

should not be deluded by popular acts of virtue and outwaid

acts of obedience.

And you should be aware of the secrets and the light, so as

to free yourself from the confinement of delusion. And know

that the intention is not the utterance of the tongue, I have

intended,’ or a thought or notion; rather the intention is an

inspiration and inclination to whatever the objective contains.

And the inclination is not gained except through its causes,

and the causes of the inclination and the intention cannot be
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for the hereafter save through the strengthening of your iman

(faith) by the sharia , and whatever has been revealed; especially

by engaging in actions that gain reward and nearness to Allah.

And you should not be like the satiated person who simply

says, “I have intended to desire food,” and he repeats it in his

heart and by his tongue. This is why some of the righteous

have refrained from engaging in certain acts of obedience - on

account of not having a virtuous intention, and they would say,

“If Allah provides us with an intention [for it], we shall engage

in such actions.” And Tawus, may Allah have mercy upon him,

would never relate a hadith without an intention. He was once

asked to make dua and said, “When I find an intention for it.”

So an intention is a spiritual opening from Allah. Its origin

is not by choice, but it is a gift from Allah for those with pure

hearts and abundant knowledge - those with hearts which are-

overwhelmed by the matters of Allah. Not for people like us for

whom the intention does not come easily even in the obliga-

tory acts, except through difficulty and struggle, comparable to

a bad labourer. I wish we were among those with pure hearts

because whosoever answers the call to desire the Garden, has

answered the call of faith and the promise of the hereafter.

Whosoever answers the call out of fear of the Hellfire is a be-

liever in the promise of Allah in the Hereafter. And whosoever

possesses these qualities is on [the path to] abundant good; al-

though he is a degree lower than those who have glorified Allah

by His Majesty and Beauty and by His commands amongst the

people of understanding.
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APPENDIX TWO

Beneficial Du‘as and Salats upon the Prophet #

The First Salat of al-Habib Ali bin Muhammad al-Habshi

pSTj 3D. Jjl liuD (Dj J-’*3 (4^

uiJJl dJD Ails ^bU 4T * J*^3 aIE <_TLu

C AjT^ Ip ohLb Dj.aS Asdjlailj dll ‘dElc Alhh^ Dp dllldjj

dJD *
jjtjll 4j dil o^jli 3° <Ji W

^aUal^ 3-dI ACoj.

Alldhumma, bestow salatand saldm upon our masterMuhammad,

the foremost receiver of Your first effusion and the most noble

beloved, upon whom You have bestowed favour and he thus ex-

celled; and upon members of his House, and his Companions,

and his adherents and his party, [blessings and peace] lasting as

long as his receiving from You and his ascent towards You, and

Your Approach towards him, and his approach towards You [as

he seeks nearness and further belovedness in a state of full cer-

titude]; and his witnessing of You and his humble prostration

before You, a salat by virtue of which we shall witness You via his

mirror and attain to Your assembly, part of the assembly of his

essence, observing towards You and towards him good manners

aplenty, fully covered from You and from him with both inward

and outward madad (spiritual assistance).
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The Second Salat of al-Habib ‘Ali bin Muhammad al-Habshi

JloJ aLcuVjI! 5 ^ <4jLod-l

i>° y^J ‘V* t>° (£r-J dr° (JMJJ iA <Af^T L^T

<_£aJ29j (AAj ^ ^ ^

- J-9
3 - ‘cS/*^5, (_j*_5 (J-fci iojJiS ^

j^' 6^ 'jj3 ci^"' j_y

Allahumma bestow salat and salam, with a tongue all-embracing,

in a spacious congregation, upon our master Muhammad,

blessings such as will nourish and replenish my body [with

nourishment and replenishment] from his body, my heart from

his heart, my soul from his soul, my secret from his secret, my
knowledge from his knowledge, my action from his action, my
character from his character, my hearts focus from his hearts

focus, my intention from his intention, my direct aspiration

from his direct aspiration, and may his blessing return to me,

my children, my companions and the people of my time. O
Light! O Light! May you make me light by virtue of the Light.
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Lord, O Thou with Exalted Attributes

by al-Hablb ‘Ali bin Muhammad al-Habshi

.
* “ V ,
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bails jfli olwll \3l>
(J,\

aUI -ukallj
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Lord, O Thou with Exalted Attributes,

Indeed I am standing in court beggingfor a gift

At the portal of hope I am humbly standing,

Succour me with my heart’s desire before death calls.

And the noble Envoy is the door ofmy hope,

And he is my succour and the succour of mankind entire.

Succour me then, by him, and let my heart achieve

All that my heart longs to attain.

Enfold and unite me in delight, splendour

And bliss, by the company of the Hashimi

Coupled with a sincere approach in all things

We seldom attain, and sincerity in all we intend

My Lord may You thread us through the path of a people

Who’ve threaded a path uncrooked and straight

And guide us, our Lord, to what You have guided

Masters, Knowers, people of distinction to

And may You make knowledge deeper than flesh-and-blood

certitude

Our guide as we grasp the secret of divine togetherness

And shield the heart lest it is beset by

Satan, the self, passion and ignoble folly
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Du‘a’ for Commencing the Salah (recited before the

opening Takbir

by the ‘arif of Allah al-Shaykh Ahmad bin ‘Alwan

jljic j. xs-l Ahh

<dloY&\ liihilj <db>llal j-liiij Ac-jsil l^ojl J.1

dkid .dhUjl

JcLj ol^JLJV, <dh>J jySS'j

jJjU& (Jtj aJc j>bLUlj jS3\ diiy

Ayo juijlj jwil J* ‘04^' ^ *2* s'^'j itffSCah

-oJiu &&L\ ^ o^UHj Oyd>U-' .> f
NA-% «

J^\ oI* dP

.dbUa&j dlajS^ idA&U

Allahumma, I intend to turn to Your Countenance, to stand be-

fore You, to utter Your words, to consecrate myself to seclusion

with You, to pay obeisance to the Radiance ot Your Splendour,

to heighten hope in You, to prostrate to Your Magnificence

and Grandeur, to exalt with Your Praise and utter the takbii

(Allahu alcbar) to Your Glory, and greetings to Your Honour,

and prayers for establishing [my] connection with You, and to

proclaim oneness to your Supreme Name, and to acknowledge

the prophethood ofYour noble Prophet; and may salutations of

peace be upon Your righteous servants, and may salat be upon

him and upon his goodly Family, and greetings to the right and

the left with the intention of completing these actions, and dec-

larations of peace to those present and absent - among the an-

gels and the prophets and the believers; and I raise my hands in

petition to You, and fervently and humbly plea to Your

Generosity and Your Giving.
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Allahumma , whichever of these words and movements, from

among these words and movements, that is not accompanied

with a present intention or with a vigilant gesture, because

of a distracting forgetfulness or absorbing thought, may You

accept it by virtue of Your Munificence, and may You open

for its reception a door amongst the doors of Your Generosity

and cleanse it from intrusions of imperfections and reproach

as You have cleansed pure milk from between excrement and

blood; and accept it with a goodly acceptance by virtue of Your

Beneficence and plant.it with a goodly planting by the grace

of Your Munificence and Your Favour and Your Mercy, O the

Most Merciful of the Merciful.
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APPENDIX THREE

Persons Cited in the Text

‘ABD AL-RAHMAN BIN MAHDI
Abd al-Rahman bin Mahdi bin Hasan al-Anbarl al-Luluw! al-

Basri, one of the great scholars of hadith, was born in Basra in

135 AH and lived and taught in Baghdad. Imam al-Shafri said

about him, “I do not know anyone in this world comparable to

him.” Shaykh Abd al-Rahman died in Basra in 198 AH (813 CE).

ABUAL-HASAN AL-SHADHILI

The shaykh of the Shadhili order, the 'drif of Allah, the qutb,

the sfiarif Abu Al-Hasan Ali al-Shadhili al-Hasani. He was a

companion of the great qutb Abd al-Salam ibn Mashlsh and

Shaykh Najrn al-Din al-Asfahanl and many others. Sayyidl Ibn

Ata’i-Llah al-Iskandari and Sayyidl Abu 1 Abbas al-MursI de-

scribed him in Lataif al-Minan as “the Qutb al-Zaman (the Pole

of the Time), the signpost of the rightly guided, the proof of the

sufis, and the most beautiful of all the
‘

arifin .” His teachings,

litanies, sayings and writings have spread all over the world

and can be found in many Islamic and sufl writings regard-

less of the order. Among his sayings are: “If your kashf (unveil-

ing) has contradicted the Book and the Sunna, then hold fast

to the Book and the Sunna and refrain from kashf and say to
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yourself, ‘Allah has guaranteed my protection in the Book and

Sunna and not in the kashfand inspiration or witnessing,’ until

it has been measured by the Book and Sunna. He also said:

“Constantly ask for istighfar (forgiveness), even if you have not

committed any wrongdoing. Take the istighfar of the Prophet

# as an example, he was given glad tidings, and the certainty

of forgiveness for all his previous and future wrongdoing, he

was protected from committing any wrongdoing and he never

committed any wrongdoing, so what of the one who is not free

from faults and committing wrong.” He died in Egypt in the

village of Humaythira on his way to perform the pilgrimage.

ABU TALIB AL-MAKKl
Muhammad ibn ‘All ibn ‘Atiyya al-Makld was an early well known

dai (inviter to Allah) on wayfaring and an alim in sacred law.

He is the author of one of the early works of Sufism, Qut al-

Qulubfi Muamalat al-Mahbub. He died in Baghdad in 386 AH
(996 CE).

ABU YAHYA MALIK BIN DINAR
A sufi and an

‘

alim from Basra who studied under Hasan al-

Basri and many other scholars. He earned his living as a scribe,

copying the Qur’an. He died in Basra in 131 AH (748 CE). He

once said: “If I didn’t fear that it may be a bid'a (innovation),

I would have asked that when I die I should be shackled and

driven to my Lord as a runaway slave is pushed to his owner”.

He was once asked about wearing wool, to which he replied:

“Well, as for me, it is not permissible, as it requires purity”.

AHMAD BIN ‘AJIBA

A Hasani sharif and a master of both the inward and out-

ward sciences; he took the sufi path from his shaykh, Sayyidi

Muhammad al-Buzidl. He said to him, “O my son Ahmad, the

conditions of our path are sincerity and love.” Sayyidi Ahmad
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bin Ajiba replied to him, “O Sayyidi, I would like it if you could

write that for me on paper,” which he did; and when he read

it he received his spiritual opening immediately. He has many

famous books on wayfaring, the most famous of which is a

commentary on the Hikam of Ibn Ata i-Llah al-Iskandari and

a commentary on the Holy Qur’an called Al-Bahr Al-Madid.

He died in 1224 AH (1809 CE).

AHMAD BIN ‘ALWAN

A sufi and an ‘dlitn of sacred law, and a descendant of the

Prophet Muhammad He was born in Yemen in a place

called Dhuljanan around 600 AH. He was from a scholarly and

righteous family. His father was a scribe for kings. He studied

under many great scholars of his time like Abu 1-Khattab Umar

known as Ibn al-Hadha’, Shumus Abul-Ghayth bin Jamal, Abu

Hafs ‘Umar ibn al-Musin known as al-Tayyar and many others.

He composed many books on wayfaring, poetry and rhetoric.

He died in 665 AH (1266 CE) in the Yemeni village of Yafris.

AHMAD BIN ZAYN AL-HABSHI

The arif of Allah, the great alim and daiyah and a Husain!

sharif, .born in al-Ghurfah, Hadramawt, Yemen in (1069 AH/

1658 CE). He was raised by his father and memorised the Holy

Qur’an under him. He was known for his piety and dedication

in seeking sacred knowledge from a very young age. He

travelled around the towns of Hadramawt to study from its

ulama. He kept the company of his shaykh, Imam Al-Haddad,

for forty years and studied many books under him on different

Islamic disciplines. He has written many books on different

Islamic sciences but he is most famous for his Risalat al-Jamia

in Shafn fiqh which is taught in many Muslim countries. He

died in al-Huta, Hadramawt in 1 144 AH (1731 CE).
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AHMAD MASH-HUR BIN TAHA AL-HADDAD
A great alim and da iyah, and a descendant of the Prophet

Muhammad #. He was born in Qaydun, Hadramawt, Yemen in

1325 AH (1907 CE). He was raised in a scholarly and pious en-

vironment. His mother the sharifa, Hababa Safiyya bint Imam
Tahir bin ‘Umar al-Haddad enrolled him in the Ribat of Qaydun

where he studied under his two uncles and shaykhs, Habib ‘Abd

Allah and Habib ‘Alawi bin Tahir bin ‘Abd Allah al-Haddad. He

also studied under numerous ‘ulama in Tarim and around the

world. He spent many years in East Africa inviting people to

Allah, travelling to different villages and rural areas to spread the

word of Allah, building schools, mosques and assisting people.

Thousands accepted Islam through his efforts. He died in Jeddah

on the 14 Rajab 1416 AH (1996 CE).

‘Ali bin ab! baicr bin ‘abd al-rahmAn al-saqqAf
He was born in Tarim in 818 AH (1415 CE). He memorised the

Qur’an and studied jurisprudence and other Islamic sciences

from different scholars at a very young age. His grandfather, the

great arif, Shaykh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Saqqaf said, when he was

born,“My son Abl Bakr has given birth to a su.fi child.” His uncle,

shaykh ‘Umar al-Mihdar said, “If this nephew of mine is not a

wali (friend of Allah) then shave my beard,” and he grabbed his

own beard. He was raised by him after the death of his father,

then by his brother, Shaykh ‘Abd Allah al-‘Aydarus who asked

him to read the Ihya ‘Uliim al-Din of Imam al-Ghazali; he read

it to him twenty-five times. He also studied under Shaykh Sa‘d

bin ‘Ali Midhag and Shaykh Muhammad bin ‘Ali Sahib ‘Aydid.

He travelled to other parts of Hadramawt to seek knowledge.

In his time he was unanimously accepted for his qualities as

an imam, his scholarship and his adherence to the sunna of his

grandfather, Muhammad SS-. Such was his zuhd that this world

was never mentioned in his sittings. Among his virtues is that

he was never forgetful in his prayers. Whenever he was seen he
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was either reciting the Book of Allah or invoking His Name, or

otherwise engaged in prayers. His brother Shaykli ‘Abd Allah al

Aydarus, used to say, “The nearest heart to Allah is the heart of

my brother All. Imam Muhammad bin All Khirid, the author of

Al-Ghurar, said of Shaykh All, “His gaze was effective medicine,

and gazing at him was an act of worship and fecundation; his

words were a proven theriac and a healing.” He died in the year

895 AH (1489 CE).

‘ALl BIN MUHAMMAD BIN HUSAYN AL-HABSHI

He was born in the village of Qasam in 1259 AH (1843 CE). He

was raised and taught by his father, the mufti of the shdfi‘iyyah

in Makkah, the arifoi Allah, al-Habib Muhammad bin Hussain

al-Habshi, a great alim who dedicated his life to spreading sa-

cred knowledge and inviting to Allah. Like his father, Al-Habib

All also took from many of the ‘ulama of Hadramawt and the

ulama of Makkah. In his book, Al-Nafhat al-Shadhiyya, al-Habib

‘Umar bin Ahmad bin Abi Baler bin Sumayt refers to Al-Habib

Ali al-Habshi as: “The Imam about whose sublime sainthood

there is unanimity.” Al-Habib Abu Bakr bin Abd Allah al-Attas

predicted that al-Habib Ali will be “a magnet to hearts” and so he

has prpved to be on a phenomenal scale, unstoppable and utterly

irresistible. Tire whole of the Indian Ocean basin and beyond

have benefited from his teaching and writings. He died in

Seyoun in (1333 AH/1914 CE).

AL-FUDAYL IBN ‘IYAD AL-TAMlMl

The great sufi, daiya to Allah and scholar of hadith studied un-

der Sufyan al-Thawry and Imam Abu Hanifa. One of his famous

sayings is: “The knowledge of the scholar of the hereafter is con-

cealed, [whereas] the knowledge of the scholar of this world is

made famous, so follow the scholar of the hereafter and beware

of keeping company with the scholar of this world. He will try

you with his arrogance and false appearance, and he calls to
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action without any action or sincerity on his part”. He died in

Makkah in the year 187AH (802 CE).

HATIM AL-ASAMM
Abu Abd al-Rahman Hatim bin Alwan al-Asamm of Balkh. One

of the early ‘ulama of Khurasan, he kept the company of Shaqiq

al-Balkhi. He died 237 AH (851 CE).

SUFYAN al-thawry
He was born in 97 AH (715 CE). He was a great alim, sufi and

master of hadith. He received from many great Companions

of the Prophet H such as Abu Hurayra, Abd Allah ibn Abbas

and others. Many ‘ulama received from him, such as Imam Abu
Hanifa. He died in 161 AH (777 CE).

SAHL BIN ‘ABDALLAH AL-TUSTARI

One of the great sufi scholars who spoke of wayfaring to Allah.

He accompanied Muhammad bin Sawwar and met with Dhu’l-

Nun al-Misri while in Makkah in 273 AH (886 CE). He died in

the year 283 AH (896 CE). One of his famous sayings is, “People

are asleep and when th.ey die they wake up, and once they are

awake they regret, when regret will not benefit them”.

‘UMAR BIN AHMAD BIN ABU BAICR BIN SUMAYT
The an/ of Allah, the Qutb (pole), and inheritor of secrets and

states of the righteous saldf, the Alawi sharif, was born in the

Comoros Islands in 1303 AH (1885 AD), the birth place of his

father ‘Allama al-Habib Ahmad bin Abu Bakr bin Sumayt. He

later moved to Zanzibar where he studied under his father and

other ‘ulama of Zanzibar. When he reached eight years of age

his father sent him to Hadramawt to the town of his family,

Shibam, where he stayed with al-Habib Abd Allah bin Tahir

bin Abd Allah bin Sumayt and his son al-Habib Abd Allah bin

Tahir bin Abd Allah bin Sumayt. He travelled to other towns in
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Hadramawt, like Tarim, al-Houta, al-Ghurfa and Seyoun seek-

ing knowledge. He studied under Hadramawts (greatest and

most prestigious) men - those who combined ilm (knowledge)

and 'arnal (its implementation) - like al-Habib Aydarus bin

Umar Al-Habshi, al-Habib ‘Ali bin Muhammad al-Habshi, al-

Habib Ahmad bin Hasan al-'Attas, al-Habib Salim bin Hafidh

and many others. He later returned to Zanzibar and completed

his studies under his father, Shaykh ‘Abd Allah Ba Kathlr and

many other ulama. He became a master of many sciences (at a

very young age) likefiqh, tafsir, hadlth, tasawwufand many oth-

ers. He was appointed Qadi of Zanzibar by the Sultan in 1355

AH and in 1362 he was appointed the head of all judges. Habib

Ahmad Mash-hur bin ‘Taha bin ‘Ali al-Haddad, who saw gieat

men of his time, said of al-Habib ‘Umar He was among those

in whom we saw the ways of our ancestors, their splendoui and

steadfastness in rectitude and he thus made us feel, Behold,

we are living in the era of their greatest ones. We saw them in

him and picked their pearls from his lips, and we breathed in

tire aroma of wilaya from his noble character. He had many

students who travelled around the world to spread his knowl-

edge. Many people in East Africa and around the woild have

benefited from his teachings, which continue to be taught to

this day in circles in Europe, Africa, Arabia and elsewhere. He

died in the Comoros Islands in 1396 AH (1976 CE).

YAHYA IBN ABl KATHIR

Born in Basra, he later moved to Madina wheie he received

hadlth from many of the tdbiln (Successors). He is considered

to be one of the foremost scholars of hadlth. He latei moved

to al-Yamama where his reputation grew. He died in 129 AH

(746 CE).
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TRANSLATOR’S NOTES

io[t] Ghad - tomorrow or the following day. In certain contexts

the word is also used to impart immediacy, nearness and

the ever-looming presence of death; especially to those

disciplined in the regime of hoping in the short-term as

distinct from hoping in the long-term. That is, those who,

when they reach the morning, do not rely on reaching

the evening and those who, upon reaching [the evening],

do not rely on reaching the morning. This pertains to

the hadith of Ibn ‘Umar 4k “The Envoy of Allah took

me by the shoulder and said, ‘Be in the world as though

you were a stranger or a wayfarer.’ ” Ibn ‘Umar also said,

“When you reach the evening, do not wait to reach the

morning and when you reach the morning, do not wait

to reach the evening.”A concept that ties in with the salah

and the imam’s declaration before salah : “Pray as if it is

your last prayer.”

33

[

T ] Marifa - Al-Habib Ahmad bin Zayn al-Habshi said in Al-

Mawarid al Haniyya fi Shark al-Abayat al-Wasiyya,“Shaykh

Abu Nassar ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Ali Siraj said in Al-Luma : ‘Al-

Hussein al-Nuri, may Allah bestow mercy upon him, was

asked about the first binding duty which Allah, the Exalted,

made incumbent upon His servants. He said:
“
Ma‘rifa , on

the basis of the Word of the Exalted: “I have not createdjinn

and mankind except to worship Me!’ (Quran, Al-Dhariyat,
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51: 56). Ibn ‘Abbas said this means ‘Except to know Me.’ Our

shaykh (Imam al-Haddad) said: ‘The meaning ofan/in sufi

vocabulary is a person who believes in Allah with insight,

and knows what Allah, the Exalted, has made binding upon

him in so far as obedience is concerned; and what Allah

has made forbidden as regards disobedience, and abides

by what has been commanded and keeps away from what

has been forbidden. Thereafter, he takes to doing additional

acts of obedience in abundance which draw him closet to

Allah, the Exalted, seeking nearness to Him, until such time

as there appear upon him the lights of bliss, and the unseen

becomes as if it were seen; a person whom Allah has guided

and upon whom He bestows the criterion and knowledge

directly from Him.

Tire binding duties and acts which draw one closer to

Allah, as well as what has been forbidden - all of these

cannot be known except through ‘ilm (knowledge). He

who acquires knowledge, therefore, knows what Allah

the Exalted has made binding upon him and what Allah

has made forbidden to him, and knows through what he

may seek nearness to Allah.’
”

37[t] & In the hadith ofAbu Hurayra, it is related that the Prophet

98 [T j

ife said, “Allah has angels who wander the streets looking

for people who occupy themselves with the invocation

of Allah. When they find such people they call to one an-

other, ‘Conte to your duty’ and they surround them with

their wings up to the lowest heaven (sama al-dunya).

Then their Lord asks them (and He Himself knows best),

‘What are My servants saying?’” He (the Prophet 0) said,

“They reply,‘They proclaim Your Holiness and Greatness,

and praise You and glorify You.’ He asks, ‘Have they seen

Me?’ They answer, ‘No, by Allah, they have not seen You.’

He asks: ‘What if they had seen Me?’ They answer, ‘If they
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had seen You, they would be more diligent in worship-

ping You and glorifying You and in proclaiming Your

Holiness.’ Then He asks: ‘What are they asking for?’ They

answer, ‘They ask You for the Garden.’ ” He (the Prophet

#) said, “He asks, ‘Have they seen it?’ They answer, ‘No,

by Allah, they have not seen it.’ He asks, ‘What if they had

seen it?’ They answer, ‘If they had seen it they would be

more diligent in seeking it, desiring it and yearning for it.’

He asks, ‘From what do they seek protection?’ They an-

swer, ‘They seek protection from the Fire.’ Then He asks,

‘Have they seen it?’ They answer, ‘No, they have not seen

it.’ He asks, ‘What if they had seen it?’ They answer, ‘If

they had seen it they would try even harder to flee from

it and would fear it more.’ Then He says, ‘I call upon you

to witness that I forgive them.’ One of the angels then

says, ‘Among them is so-and-so. He is not one of them;

he came to them for some need of his.’ Allah says, ‘They

are a company whose associates shall not be among the

wretched.’ ” Narrated by the Imams, al-Bukhari and Mus-

lim.

A1 Habib ‘Umar Bin Ahmad bin Abu Bakr bin Sumayt

narrates in Al-N&fhat Shadhiyya that when he visited al-

Habib Muhammad bin Shaykhan al-Habshi, conversation

turned to the arifofAllah, al-Habib ‘Aydarus bin ‘Umar al-

Habshi, and he said that he heard the latter say: “It behoves

one to say, after attending a virtuous assembly that one

believes one has benefited from, ‘Alhamdulillah alladhi at

amanl hadha attaam) All praise is due to Allah, Who has

given me this food (equating spiritual nourishment with

physical nourishment).”

43 [t] Iftiqdr - The hadith that explains iftiqar or absolute poverty

is a hadith al-qudsi narrated byAbu Dharr al-Ghifari 4&: “O

My servants, I have forbidden oppression for Myself and

have made it forbidden amongst you, so do not oppress
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one another. O My servants, all of you are astray except

for those I have guided, so seek My guidance and I shall

guide you. O My servants, all of you are hungry except

for those I have fed, so seek to be fed by Me and I shall

feed you. O My servants, all of you are naked except those

I have clothed, so seek to be clothed by Me and I shall

clothe you. O My servants, you wrong by night and by

day, and I forgive all wrongdoing, so seek My forgiveness

and I shall forgive you. O My servants, you will not attain

harming Me so as to harm Me, and you will not attain

benefiting Me so as to benefit Me. O My servants, if the

first of you and the last of you, the human of you and the

jinn of you were to have the most God-fearing heart of

any man among you, that would not increase My Domin-

ion in anything. O My servants, if the first of you and the

last of you, the human of you and the jinn of you were

to have the most wicked heart of any man among you,

that would not decrease My Dominion in anything. O My

servants, if the first of you and the last of you, the human

of you and the jinn of you were to stand in one plain and

ask of Me, and were I to give each one what they asked,

that would not decrease what I have, any more than a

needle decreases the sea if put into it. O My servants, in-

deed it is your actions that I reckon for you and then rec-

ompense you for, so whoever finds good let them praise

Allah and whoever finds other than that should blame no

one but himself.” (Muslim and al-Tirmidhi)

47 [t] Al-Habib Ahmad Mash-hur bin Taha al-Haddad 4* wrote

the following commentary on the hadith of the Prophet

“Be an alim, or a seeker of dim, or a listener or a lover

of knowledge and don’t be the fifth one for you will be

ruined.”

He said, “Be an alim,” if Allah has preordained dim for

you and you have strived and worked hard and thus be-
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come an alim, then happy preordainment has preceded

you.

The second is to be “a seeker of ‘ilm". Ifyou do not attain

the rank of the
‘

ulama , then be a seeker of ‘ilm - someone

who asks about his religion and his states.

Tire third is to be someone who listens [to ‘ilm] when

he attends virtuous assemblies. Always be eager to attend

the assemblies of ‘ilm and to listen keenly when you are

there. The listener is a companion of the speaker. Also, the

listener attains the fruit of listening,
“
Indeed, in this there

is surely a reminder for he who has a heart, or who listens

attentively and focuses his attention” (Qur'an, Qaf: 50:37).

Indeed, in this is surely a reminder, from these verses and

admonitions, a reminder for he who has a heart - that is

a good and pure heart given to him by Allah; or who lis-

tens and is not distracted and who focuses his attention-

meaning his attention with his heart, and through the at-

tentiveness of the heart he benefits, and invokes knowledge

and illumination whereby he receives an influx of waridat

(knowledge, awareness and manifestations).

The fourth is love and it is the rank of the weak, but he

is still included fn the circle, because he loves the people

of ‘ilm and he loves the people of good and virtue, and

he helps them. Love is not just pronouncing it with the

tongue; to love them is to help them in spreading da‘wa

and also to help them in all of their good actions.

All those in the four categories will succeed and are

alike in their deeds and reward, and may Allah allow us

to gain a portion of it. “Be an alim, or a seeker of ‘ilm, or

a listener, or a lover, but do not be the fifth and be ruined.”

So if you are not one of the four, then being the fifth is

destruction - may Allah protect us from it.

46 [t] Al-Hasan al-Basri said “Alldhumma is an assemblage of all

the names through which Allah is supplicated”. Abu-Raja
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al-‘Utaridi said,“Tlie mini in Alldhumma contains ninety-

nine of the Names of Allah.” Andhar bin Shumayl said,

“Whoever supplicates with Alldhumma, has asked Allah

by all of His Names”. Muhammad al Batlyusi said, “When

one supplicates with Alldhumma it is as if one has said.'O

Allah, with all Your beauteous names.’
”

62 [t] Tafarrasa or firdsa is the ability to perceive hidden matters

by looking at their outward. Imam Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawzi-

yya said in his book Al-Ruh:

Allah, the Exalted, has praised the people of firdsa

when He said: “Surely in this are signsfor those who can see

(al-mutawassimin)” (Qur’an, Al-Hijr, 15:75). Ibn ‘Abbas 4®

and many others have said: ‘Those described as “the ones

who can see (mutawassimin )” are the mutafarisin - those

who havefirdsa'.Allah also said [about the people offirdsa]

:

“Ignorant men think that they (the people of firdsa) are

wealthy because of their abstinence. You will know them

by their signs” (Qur’an, Al-Baqarah, 2:273). He also said:

“And ifWe would, We could show them to you, and then you

should know them by their faces. But you will know them

from the manner of their speech” (Qur’an, Muhammad,

47:30). The true firdsa belongs to a heart that has been

purified, cleansed and is free from all blameworthiness. It

has gained closeness to Allah and so glances by the light

( niir) of Allah, which He has instilled in their hearts. Ac-

cording to a hadith reported by al-Tirmidhi and in many

other books, Abu Sa'id al-Khudri states that the Envoy

of Allah 0 said, “Fear the firdsa of the believer, for he

sees with the nur of Allah.” He gained such firdsa by be-

ing near to Allah, because when the heart draws close

to Allah all the conflicts that prevent one from know-

ing the Truth and achieving it will be prevented from
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entering the heart. He will receive from a light close to

Allah, and the strength of this nur will be in accordance

to one’s closeness to Him. Then one will see by the nur

with which those who are distant and veiled cannot see.

According to the hadith of Abu-Hurayra narrated in

the Sahih, the Prophet S said, “Allah, Almighty, said, ‘My

servant does not draw near to Me with anything more

loved by Me than that which I have made obligatory

upon him, and My servant continues to draw near to Me
with additional acts of obedience until I love him. When
I love him I become his hearing with which he hears, his

sight with which he sees, his hand with which he strikes

and his foot with which he walks.” Thus, when a servant

draws nearer to Him this will result in His love for him,

and when He loves him then He will be nearer to His

hearing, His sight, His hands and His legs. He will hear

by Him, see by Him, walk by Him and strike by Him. His

heart (the servant’s) will become like a clean mirror upon

which models of the truth will be reflected and appear

as they are in reality. It will always be correct, because

when a servant looks by Allah he will see matters as they

are in reality; wh^n he hears by Allah, he will hear things

as they are in reality. All of this is not from the world of

the unseen; rather it is the Knower of the Unseen Who
has put haqq (truth) in the heart of the one who is near

to Him, showing glad tidings by the nur. He is not con-

cerned with the decorations of falsehood and shadows

and whispering that prevent him from acquiring the pic-

tures of the realities. So when nur overtakes the heart, it

will spread to all the limbs, and will move from the heart

to the eye, and the unveiling of the eye will be according

to the nur. And this is the reason that the Prophet S used

to see his Companions during prayer even though they

were behind him and he saw the Bayt al-Maqdis in Jeru-
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salem when he was in Makkah.

Towards the end of the chapter Ibn al-Qayyim also

mentions the occasion when one of the Companions

went to see sayyidina ‘Uthman bin Affan On his

way he saw a woman and gazed at her beauty. When he

entered the presence of sayyidina ‘Uthman he said to

him: “Does one of you enter my presence while the sign

of fornication is clear on his eyes?” The Companion said:

“Is this revelation after the Envoy of Allah $£? Sayyiduna

‘Uthman replied: “No, but enlightenment and proof, and

true firdsa?

87 [tJ In Sahih al-Bukhdri Aswad ibn Yazxd relates that ‘A’isha

was asked what the Prophet did inside his house. She

said, “He occupied himself with helping members of his

family, and when the time of salat came he would go out

for salat?

In the Shamail of al-Tirmidhi: Amra il reports that

someone asked ‘A’isha “What was the usual practice

of the Envoy of Allah at home?” She replied, “He was a

human being like other people. He used to remove things

from his clothing, milk his goats and serve himself.”

#
Al-Aswad said that he asked ‘A’isha Si, “What did the

Envoy of Allah S do when he was at home?” She said,

“He used to do what any of you do: mend his shoes, patch

and sew garments.”

Anas used to say, “The wives of the Companions

used to be advised on their wedding days to serve their

husbands and fulfil their rights - and they used to do this

out of kindness.”

QadI Tyad described the Prophets $ practices at

home in his book, Al-Shifa. He wrote: “A’isha, al-Hasan

ibn Ali, Abu Said al-Khudri and others described him

ay. They said that he would work in the house with his
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family. He would delouse his clothes, mend his sandals,

serve himself, sweep the house and hobble the camel. He

would take the camels to graze and eat with the servants.

He would knead bread with them and carry his own

goods from the market.”

It was related by Bukhari and Muslim that ‘“All ibn Abi

Talib said, ‘Shouldn’t I tell you about me and Fatima, the

daughter of the Prophet #>?’ She was one of the most be-

loved wives to him. ‘She would grind until her hands were

painful, she would carry water until her neck was pain-

ful and she would sweep the floor until she was covered

in dust.’ Some servants were presented to the Prophet B,

so ‘AH told Fatima S& ‘Will you not go to your father

and ask him for a servant?’ So she went. He was occupied

[at the time], so she returned [home]. The next day the

Prophet B came to her and asked after her needs. So she

told him what she had wanted. The Prophet B told her,

‘Fear Allah, O Fatima, and fulfil the obligations of your

Lord, and do the work of your family. Be like a servant.

And when you go to sleep, say: subhanallah - thirty-three

times; alhamdulillah - thirty-three times; and Alldhu Akbar

- thirty-four times. That is one hundred, and it is better for

you than a servant.’ The Prophet B then asked Fatima

to prepare the dough, cook, sweep the floor and fetch the

water.”

The Envoy of Allah B said, “Fatima is a piece of me.

That which disheartens her, disheartens me and that which

pleases her, pleases me. And lineages are severed on the

Day of Resurrection other than my lineage, that which is

joined to me and my relations by marriage.” [Al-Hakim]

Abu Hurayra relates that the Prophet said, “The most

perfect of believers in respect of their faith are those

whose behaviour is most excellent, and the best of you
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are those who behave best towards theii wives. [Al-

Tirmidhl].

In Sahih Muslim, ‘Abd Allah ibn Amr ibn ‘As relates

that the Prophet said, “The world is but a provision and

the best provision of the world is a good woman.”

Anas relates, “I went to see the Prophet # and found

him lying on a bedstead plaited with palm leaves, with

his head on a pillow of leather filled with palm fibres.

Between his body and the bedstead was a cloth. Then

‘Umar entered and began to cry. Tire Prophet 0 asked,

‘Umar, why are you crying?’ He replied, ‘Envoy of Allah,

I am not crying, but I believe that you are favoured more

highly by Allah than Chosroes and Caesar are, and yet,

they live surrounded by worldly luxuries while you, O

Envoy of Allah, live in this state.’ Tire Prophet # said, ‘Are

you not satisfied, ‘Umar, that for them there is only this

world, whereas for us there is the hereafter?’ ‘Of course, O

Envoy of Allah!’ replied ‘Umar. Tire Prophet then said,

‘Well then, so be it.’

ii2 [t] With the intentions of buying a watch, the author is stress-

ing the importance of time and time-keeping in Islam. The

concept of time and its organisation is very important in

the life of a Muslim. Many acts of worship, like the ritual

prayer, have a specifically allocated time in which to be

performed. Allah said in His Book “Surely the prayer isfor

believers, (an obligation), at specific times” (Qur’an, Al-Nisa,

4 : 103 ); that is, its appointed times are set, and so it should

not be postponed from these times.

Imam ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Alawi al-Haddad said in the Risalat

al-Muawana wdl-Mudhahara wa‘l-Mudzara,“You must oc-

cupy your time with acts of worship so that no period of

time passes by, whether by night or by day, without you

allocating an act of goodness to it. This is how tire baraka
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(blessing) of time is manifested, the benefits in one’s life are

achieved, and the approach to Allah, the Exalted, will be

made constant. It is required to specify certain periods of

time for your customary activities such as eating, drinking,

and making a living.

The Proof of Islam, may Allah spread his benefit, said,

‘You should structure your time, organise your usual

awrad and specify for each period of time an activity

which you must adhere to and which you must not

give any other priority. For those who leave themselves

neglected and purposeless as the animals do, and do in

their time whatsoever comes about, that will be the cause

of most of their time being wasted.’

Your time is your life and your life is your capital,

upon which your trade with Allah is based and by it one

attains everlasting felicity, in the nearness of Allah the

Exalted. Each of your breaths among is a jewel which is

priceless that cannot be replaced, and once it passes away

it can never return.”

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya said: “Wasting time is far

more disastrous
,

than death. For the wasting of time

severs you from Allah and the hereafter, whereas death

severs you from this life and its inhabitants.”

From footnote A2 The Benefits of Invoking salat

AND SALAM UPON THE PROPHET ®

In his book, 'Jala al-AfhdmfiFadl al- Salat Wassaldm ‘alaMuhammad

Khairul Andm, Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya listed thirty-nine

benefits to be gained from salat upon the Prophet S:

1. Obeying the command of Allah

2. To engage in the same act of worship as Allah, Most High

(although the two prayers have different meanings, that is,

His salat is different to our salat

)
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To engage in an act of worship which the angels are en-

gaged in

To gain ten salats from Allah for uttering it once

It is related that one day the Envoy of Allah & came with

glad tidings visible on his face and said, "Gabriel jfcl# came

to me and said, ‘Are you not happy, O Muhammad, that

no one from your ummah invokes salat upon you without

salat being sent to him tenfold, and no one from your

ummah ever invokes salam upon you without salam being

sent to him tenfold?’
”

To be raised by ten degrees

To be rewarded ten good deeds

To have ten wrongdoings erased from you:

He # said, "For anyone of my ummah who invokes salat

and salam upon me, ten good deeds are written for him

and ten evil deeds are erased."

If you start your du'a with invoking salat and salam upon

the Prophet # it is much more likely to be answered

If is a reason for him # to intercede [on your behalf]

He said "My intercession shall become lawful for whoev-

er, on hearing the adhan and the iqdma, says, 'AUahumma,

Lord of this complete call and established prayer, send

salat upon Muhammad, Your servant and Your Envoy;

grant him mediation, virtue, an exalted rank, and interces-

sion on the Day of Resurrection.'

"

It is a means through which you are forgiven

Through it Allah suffices your needs

It is a means through which you are drawn near to him #
on the Day of Judgement
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He said S, "The closest of people to me is he who invokes

salat and saldm [upon me] most".

13. It is sadaqa for those who are in difficulty

14. Through it needs are fulfilled

15. It is a means through which Allah and His angels pray

upon you

16. It is purification for the person engaged in it

17. Through it you may be given glad tidings before your

death

18. It is a means through which you will be saved from the

tribulations of the Day of Judgement

19. Through it the Prophet H will send prayers and peace upon

you:

He 0 said, "No one invokes salat and saldm upon me but

that Allah returns my spirit to me so that I may return the

prayer to him."

20. It is a means through which you are enabled to remember

what you have forgotten

21. It is a means through which a gathering is made pleasant

and will not be a cause of regret on the Day of Judgement

22. Is a means through which poverty is lifted

23 . It saves the one uttering it from being called a miser

He S said: "For the believer, it is sufficient miserliness

[bukhl] not to invoke blessing upon me when my name is

mentioned in his presence."

24. It leads the person who utters it to the path of the Garden,

whilst the person who refrains from it shall be driven from

its path
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25. It wards off the bad odour of a gathering in which there

is no mention of Allah and His Prophet, where He is not

praised nor are blessings or prayers sent to His Envoy

26. It is a means through which a speech begun with praising

Allah is made complete

27. It is a means through which light is made abundant on the

sirdt (on the Day of Judgement)

28. It is a means through which a servant will not be considered

harsh:

He & said, When I am mentioned to a man and he does

not invoke salat upon me, it is from harshness.”

29. It is a means through which Allah continually praises the

invoker before the assemblies of the heavens and earth.

This is because the person who invokes salat and saldm is

asking Allah to praise His Prophet, be generous with him,

and ennoble him, and [the invoker is] rewarded in kind

for that act, hence the invoker will necessarily achieve a

portion of it

30. It is a means through which the invoker is blessed, along

with his acts, his lifespan and all his affairs, because the one

who is invoking is asking his Lord to bless the Prophet and

his Family, and this dud is accepted and one is rewarded in

kind

31. It is a means through which one gains the mercy of Allah

as some scholars have said, "Mercy can mean prayers [on

the Prophet]. One of its obligations, based on authentic

sources, is that mercy must descend upon the one who

invokes [prayer upon the Prophet]."

32. Through it your love of the Prophet S continues, increases

and is multiplied. It is one of the knots of faith without

which your faith is incomplete, because a servant, as long
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as he increases his remembrance of the beloved, and

makes him present in his heart - reflecting on his beautiful

character and the meaning of those characteristics

[through remembrance] - will bring about love and

yearning for him which will overtake the heart. If a person

turns away from his remembrance, from keeping him

present in his heart and reflecting upon his character and

characteristics, then his love towards him will decrease.

Nothing consoles the eye of the lover more than seeing the

beloved, and nothing consoles the heart of the lover more

than mentioning, remembering and reflecting upon his

beloved. If this is strengthened in the heart, it will manifest

on the tongue as praise of him and making mention of

his good character and characteristics, and the increase

or decrease of this is in accordance with the increase and

decrease of love, and the feelings are a witness to this

33. Salawat on the Prophet are a means through which his love

towards the servant increases. This is because if it is a means

through which the invoker increases in love, it is also a

means through which his % love towards you will increase

34. Through it the setvant is guided and his heart revived. As

long as he continues to remember him and to invoke salat

and salam upon him, his love will overtake his heart until

nothing contrary to his commands is left in his heart, nor

will there remain any doubts about his message. Every-

thing that he brought becomes engraved and underlined

in the heart, he continutes to read it in accordance with

his changing state, he seeks guidance and salvation and

different types of knowledge from it and every time his in-

ner sight and ma’rifa increases, his invocation of salat and

salam upon him will also increase

35. It is a means through which the name of the invoker is put

forward and mentioned to the Prophet S
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105 [t]
The Intentions for Giving Sadaqa (Charity)

Al-Imam Muhammad bin Zayn bin ‘Alawl bin Sumayt,

may Allah cause us to benefit from him, said, “It is

recommended that the sadaqa-giver intends the following

with his sadaqa:

1. Intend to seek Allah’s countenance and His ridd

2. That Allah may show mercy to the person who receives the

sadaqa

3. Intend that through it, Allah’s wrath may be extinguished,

especially in the case of the sadaqa given in secrecy

4. Intend to comply with the command ofAllah through sadaqa

and to adhere to the way of the Envoy of Allah 0 , his Com-

panions and their successors, and the righteous when they

gave sadaqa to those in need

5. Intend to remove the vileness of miserliness from the heart

by separating oneself from one's wealth

6. Intend to discharge the obligations due to your Muslim

brethren in general

7. Intend the joining of close family ties

8. Intend to bring happiness into the hearts of your Muslim

brethren and to lift their spirits, for surely Allah has not

been worshipped with anything better than through the

lifting of spirits

9. Intend to lift the spirit of the poor, who are broken because

of their poverty

xo. Intend that the recipient may make a sincere supplication
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[on your behalf], through his words or his state, and hope

for its acceptance because it comes from the depths of his

heart

11. Intend through the sadaqa that the poor persons scattered

affairs may be repaired and restored, because being in need

generally scatters affairs. Also intend thereby, that his mind

will become focused upon Allah, if he happens to be so in-

clined, because rarely does someone’s worship become pure

when the nafs is making demands for one thing or another

12. Intend, that through meeting his urgent need, his heart

becomes transfixed on Allah

13. Intend that Allah will bestow mercy upon you by virtue

of the mercy you have shown the poor, because they (the

poor) will have status on the Day of Arising

14. Intend to be interceded for on the Day of Arising. It has been

narrated that every believer will enjoy intercession in respect

of which he had a good opinion, thus he who hopes will not

be disappointed

t

1 5 . Intend to cover your nakedness on the Day ofArising [through

covering your Muslim brother’s nakedness], as the Prophet ®
said; “Whosoever covers the nakedness of his Muslim brother,

Allah will cover his nakedness on the Day of Arising.”

16. Intend that love [for you] may be planted in your brother's

heart through what has been given and that such love will

benefit him in the presence of Allah, since he loved a Muslim

17. Intend the removal of foulness harboured in the heart, if this

is the case. This is because due to their weak faith the poor

people of these times may well envy the rich because of their

lack of confidence in the Gracious Giver, and this counts as

helping in what is good and ensuring his own safety from evil
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18. Intend to show gratitude for Allah’s bounty upon you, for

His gifts of sufficiency and hence the lack of need to ask

people for help and for sadaqa. Allah the Exalted said: “Do

works of worship, O House ofDavid, to show thanks” (Qur’an,

Saba, 34 : 13 )

19. Intend to discharge your obligation towards the poor. Some

‘ulama have said, “Indeed, a poor person has a right to the

wealth of die rich, other than the right of Zalcat.”

20. Intend that by virtue of your giving you will receive an in-

crement, for a hadith states: “Wealth does not diminish by

giving sadaqa”, on the contrary it increases it.“Who is it who

will advance Allah a goodly loan so that Allah may double

[multiply] it for him many fold. (Qur’an, A1-Baqara 2 :245 )

“And there is absolutely nothing that you spend except that

Allah will preserve it” (Qur’an, Saba, 34 :39 )

21. Intend to cleanse your heart of miserliness and your wealth

of what is suspect

22. Intend to repair deficiencies in your wealth, which have oc-

curred as a result of your dereliction in making wealth, just

as the prostration of forgetfulness repairs deficiencies in

salah

23. Intend to earn Allah’s reward and forgiveness of

wrongdoing, because it is narrated that sadaqa extinguishes

wrongdoing in the same way that water extinguishes fire.

24. Intend by virtue of the blessing ofsadaqa that Allah maymake

good your end among your family and in your wealth. On die

authority of his words, may salat and salam be upon him,“No

servant excels in giving sadaqa except that Allah makes good

khilafah in his legacy’ (Al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majali)

25. Intend, through your sadaqa, the removal of affliction, on
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the authority of what is narrated by Anas “Affliction

does not penetrate sadaqa. (i.e. sadaqa acts as a shield)”

(Bayhaqi: as-Sunan 4:189) And in a hadith,“lndeed,sadaqa

shuts seventy gates of evil and affliction.” (Al-Tabarani).

And evil comes in innumerable forms. Among them are

afflictions of the body like all diseases and illnesses, and

afflictions of the heart like doubt, pride, envy, love of

this world and having a bad opinion [of Allah or of His

creation], as well as other vile and ruinous things.

26. And [intend to overcome] the nafs and Satan, worries and

cares, the evil eye and everything that is kept at bay by

sadaqa given for the sake of the Countenance of Allah, the

Exalted

27. Intend to protect the poor from backbiting about you and

the corrupt from defaming you, if you do not give sadaqa,

because this is often what follows when you withhold

[sadaqa]

2 8 . Intend that others will follow [your example] ifthey see sadaqa

being given, that is if you feel secure from riya (ostentation).

What is vital is truthfulness, and the absence of reproaching

the poor by telling them, “I have done you this favour and that

favour”, thereby hurting them. It is also vital to see that it is

the poor who are doing you a favour since the giver receives

all these great benefits and immense returns because of them,

that but for them all of these benefits would cease.

When someone invokes all of these intentions, at the

moment of giving sadaqa, Allah will reward him for each

and every intention with a separate reward, and it may well

be the case, insha Allah, that this is one among the many

meanings of his words H, “A single dirham has outpaced

a thousand dirhams.” And Allah’s bounty is immense. And

behind these intentions are numerous intentions which are

easy for people with hearts - intentions too many to count.
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